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Not everybody's enthused about 
progress being made on a 
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Gim remembered Off to Kamioops 
Restaurateur provided comfort Area seniors fine tune them- 
and support to many selves for their annual summer 
people",COMMUNITY B1 [games\SPORTS B7 
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Offer a tough sell in Terrace 
Local reps will ask 
Victoria for a better 
restructure package 
By JEFF NAGEL 
VICTORIA is going to have to loosen its 
purse strings if it wants to see Thomhill and 
Terrace amalgamate. 
Mayor Jack Talatra says he needs some- 
thing that he can take to the taxpayers of 
Terrace as a reason why they should vote 
for restructuring. 
So far, he and his fellow councillors see 
the offer tabled last week by Victoria as 
one that might jack Terrace property taxes 
and produce little or no benefit in retunt. 
"We don't see a carrot in here for the 
Terrace taxpayer," Talstra said. " I  really 
• Details of the offer tabled by the province, Page A13 
• The road ahead: Local reps will press for more, Page A14 
can't see anything in this package that It alsooffers: 
would act as an inducement." • Grants to help cushion the blow of a 
Thomhill incorporation by itself still $1.3 million hike in annual police costs that 
remains an option, and one that politicians , result when a community's population hits 
are careful not to trash. 15,000. 
But most privately agree that amalg,na- 
tion is the most sensible route for the long 
te rn l .  
The package offers grants of $50 per head 
in Terrace and $250 per head in Thomhill 
and rural areas. That amounts to a total of 
$1.9 million to ease the transition if the area 
votes to amalgamate. 
• About $2.25 million in subsidies for 
road works in Thoruhill, plus a five.year 
holiday from road maintenance costs in 
Thomhill. And a high priority for grants for 
sewer and water projects in Thomhill. 
But virtually every element of the deal is 
geared towards ecuring votes in Thon~hill. 
Missing from the offer are a series of ira- 
provemcnts within Terrace that were part of 
the "wish list" tabled last year by the Ter- 
race area restructure committee. They in- 
elude sewer and water projects, help to 
rebuild Lanfear Hill and Crown land, such 
as the airport lands. 
Turning over land, in particular, says Tal- 
stra, would give Terrace politicians some- 
thing to go back to their voters with. 
" I f  you don't have money, give us land," 
Talstra says. 
He also wants to see the per capita grant 
hiked to the maximum levels of $100 and 
$300 per head for Terrace and Thonthill 
respectively. That would bring in an extra 
$800,000 in transition money. 
Continued Page A14 Jack Talstra 
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[] A c lean cut 
BALANCE, STRENGTH AND SKILL - -  That's what's needed to compete in the Loggers Sports event at 
the Skeena Valley Fall Fair. That and some luck in the case of the log burling event, where most of the 
competitors end up in the drink. That's Gerry Lambert, practicing for the obstacle pole bucking event. This 
is his fifth year in the competition. There's plenty of other events going on this weekend at the Thornhill 
Community Grounds. Tile exhibit hall featuree flower arrangements, home produce and baking, plus an 
arts and crafts and a photography display. There's also of plenty of action at the 4H barn, with youngsters 
showing the best of their goats, cattle, sheep, poultry, pigs and rabbits, And don't miss the horse show, tak- 
ing place all weekend, with dressage, jumping and fiat classes, plus a gymkhana on Sunday. Plus a great 
crowd pleaser - -  the heavy horse pUll on Saturday evening and Sunday afternoon, 
High flying balloon 
reason for night light 
By BRIAN MCNAIR  
IF YOU SAW a bright light in the sky ear- 
lier this Inonth, and wondered if your im- 
agination was still on overdrive fxom the 
movie Independence Day, then you weren't 
alone. ~ 
That bright light was likely one of the 
most common explanations for mysterious 
flying objects - -a  weather balloon. 
On Saturday, Aug. 10 at 10:40 p.m. a 
bright yellow light was seen south of Ter- 
race moving silently in a northeast direc- 
tion. 
The light was as bright as Venus and 
moved at the speed of a small aircraft, but 
there was no engine noise. 
This salae strange light has been reported 
in this area before, but this time I was able 
to nail dov,,n a probable xplanation. 
High altitude weather balloons are 
released regularly from Port Hardy, An- 
nette Island, Whitehorse, and a few other 
locations around the province. These bal- 
loons are made of white rubber and are six 
feet in diameter at ground level and expand 
as they go higher into the atmosphere, 
eventually bursting and falling back to 
earth. 
One of these balloons was launched from 
Port Hardy at 5 p.m. and could easily have 
reached 18,000 feet altitude where there 
was a 90kan per hour northeast jet stream 
wind. 
This wind would allow the balloon to 
travel the 429km distance to Terrace in 
about five hours. If you allow for variations 
in wind speed, this would place the balloon 
over Terrace at about 10:30 p.m. 
At this altitude the sun would still be 
reflecting light off the balloon's white sur- 
face and would appear as a bright yellow 
light, traveling northeast at 90km per hour. 
Which is exactly what was seen on that 
night. 
Brian McNalr is a field researcher for 
MUFON, the Mutual UFO Network. Its 
volunteer t~embers track down reasons for 
unexplained things een in the skies. 
Land rezonings 
worry the mayor 
THE MAYOR is worried that too much 
residential land is being rezoned for single- 
family housing. 
Jack Talstra raised the issue last Thursday 
and asked city planner David Trawin to 
keep an eye on the possible shortage of 
multifamily residential land. 
"We seem to be rezoning things just 
about every week," Taistra said during the 
plalming colnmittee meeting at which two 
more properties were rezoned from rural to 
R1 (single family). "Are we getting out of 
whack?" 
Councillor David Hull said it's not sur- 
prising that the proportion of single-family 
housing here is much greater than other 
places. 
He said It's the dream of virtually every 
young couple to have their own home on its 
own lot, and this relatively uneongested 
area is the place that dream can come true. 
Bat Talstra said he's just returned from 
vacation and housing prices seem to be as 
high here as nearly any other place in the 
province xcept Vancouver. 
"At some point people can't afford this," 
Talstra said. 
Tmwin said he shares the mayor's con- 
cem about multi-family land, adding that's 
why he opposed one requested rezoning 
earlier this year on the bench. 
" I 'm starting to get a bit concerned about 
the amount of multifamily land available," 
he said. "We are keeping an eye on iL" 
Trawin said it's not the only category 
that's a problem, though. 
"We are getting short of commercial and 
we are getting short of light induslzial," he 
said. "We will have a problem with light 
industrial if we keep changing it to com- 
mercial." 
Councillor Val George said it seems 
there's no point in having an Official Com- 
munity Plan, as it's rarely followed. 
Relocated ghost bear 
returns to old haunts 
HE'S BACK. afraid of people." 
The ghostly white Kermodei ihat haunted a Bears are usually destroyed by conserva- 
Terrace family several weeks ago is up to his tion officers if they return to their human- 
old tricks again, despite having been relocat, haunting ways. : : 
ed more than 100 kilometres from here, But officer Ken Fujino says this i s a special 
The Mlddleton family lives across the case. 
street froJn the Terrace landfill, For weeks "With Kermodeis we take an extra meas- 
earlier this summer, they were harassed by a ure, °' he says. "He'll get another chance.". 
big white bear until it was trapped by conser- So CO,s have set up a variety of traps at 
vat[on officers. But four weeks later, the the Middleton Farm to catch the bear. Once 
bear's returned to his old haunts, they have him. the officers hope to fly the 
"We were having a barbeque at my neigh' bear to a reinote local[on. ~ 
bour's place the other night and he decided to ',We only " " do this for spectal bears, says 
ioln us." says D0ug Mlddleton. He just isn t: Fujino. And Kermodeis are special: 
! 
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A DELEGATION of Munthe Ave. residents i  demand- 
ing city council do something about a property owner 
there who they claim is stockpiling fill. 
David and Mary Stewart, of 4620 Munthe, in a letter to 
council said an equipment operator on the adjacent pro- 
perry told them owner Ross Smith had plans to stockpile 
500 loads of fill on the lot. 
Councillor David Hull conflrnaed "a tremendous pile of 
lilY' had been placed on the lot, adding it's now several 
feet higher than the top of the fence. 
Two other property owners --- David Oatway and 
Dionys DeLeeuw - told council they're worried that the 
lot will become unsightly and that building it up will 
mean water will flow onto their properties. 
DeLeeuw said an "incredible pile of dirt" had been 
placed on the property in less than two weeks. 
"I've had my basement flooded once before and I think 
this is going to exacerbate it considerably." 
The neighbours are calling on council to enforce the 
zoning bylaw, which says stockpiling fill isn't allowed in 
an R I residential zone. 
"We are not prepared to lose our garden area from 
flooding or from large equipment that would be needed 
to restore this drainage," said the Stewarts. 
City officials have directed Smith to keep dirt from 
spilling onto the adjacent properties and to restore the 
original drainage flow through the property. 
City planner David Trawin said it's difficult to crack 
down on Smith because he can claim he's merely build- 
ing the lot up for future development, and not 
stockpiling. 
But he says a bylaw being passed by the city will 
require city approval anytime a lot is built up by more 
than 12 inches in the future. He said the area in question 
will likely be designated an environmentally sens;tive 
area in a city study now underway, adding that would 
give council another tool of enforcement. / 
Councillors will address the Munthe Ave. situation at 1 next Wednesday's noon public works committee meeting. 
Tenants face bill 
AFFORDABLE HOUSING tenants at the Skeena Kalum 
Housing Society's Haugland Ave. complex are going to 
have an unexpected bill if  a renumbering scheme goes 
through. 
The 18-unit second phase is nearly complete, and that's 
prompted the fire department to call for renumbering of the 
entire complex, to make the arrangement of the units more 
sequential. 
But society representative K ith Goodwin told city coun- 
cil Monday night that means existing tenants in the 32-unit 
ri(,~t' ~bhb~.~ E ",~'e' ~oi~g tib*be li'it'~ith bills' of'$60 tO $100 to 
ch','in'g~'th~ir ~iadr&sse's thr6figh the ~6st office . . . .  . : 
H~,sa~,s~the'numberingiseheme.had be fn approved when 
construction first began, and that he society had agreed to a 
plan to identify each building with a letter. 
The latest plan to renumber the affordable housing com- 
plex came to light at an Aug. 15 city committee meeting, 
Go0dwin said. 
"It comes as quite a shock to the society, but it's going to 
come as even more of a shock to the tenants who are going 
to have to toot the bill," he said. 
They want council to nix the renumbering idea and stick 
with the originally approved numbering system. The matter 
will come up at the Thursday, Sept. 5 planning committee 
meeting. 
Park defender now 
moves to develop 
A MOUNTAIN VISTA resident who 
squawked when someone lse wanted to 
build on designated parkland next door is 
now planning to do precisely what he had 
opposed. 
Milt Ltndsay, of 5213 Mountain Vista. plans 
to buy the adjacent lot that was at the centre 
of a park preservation debate .~ year ago. 
Back then council voted 5~2 to keep the 
vacant lot's parkland designation - barring 
came up for first reading Monday night. A 
public hearing will be required. 
The land is a vacant lot that's never been 
developed as parkland. City staff have con- 
sistent] y said the parcel isn't needed as park 
land in that area and is too small to be a 
worthwhile addition to the city park system. 
Lindsay told the Standard he's buying the 
property because it seems to be the only way 
to get the gravel portion of Mountain Vista in 
sale and development of the land as another front of his home paved. 
residential lot - largely on the urging of City planner David Trawin says Mountain 
Lindsay and other bench neighbours. Vista subdivision developer Ross Smith, of 
Now Lindsay plans to buy the land and Rossco Ventures, has consistently refused to 
build a house there - exactly what he 
opposed ayear ago. 
"To me it looks a little bit like manipula- 
tion," said councillor Gordon Hull. "It 
doesn't sit with rne real good." 
Councillor David Hull agreed. "The guy 
was here bitching and whining about it last 
time." he said. ' I  find it rather cheeky to be 
honest." 
But both councillors - who were on the los- 
pave that portion of the street until the lot ir~ 
question is released from park status. 
If the lot sale goes through, he said, Smith 
will use proceeds to pave the street and his 
subdivide three more lots across the street. 
Lindsay said he moved in on the promise 
the next door lot would become a park and 
that the road would be paved. Neither has 
happened, he says. 
"There's truffle speeding by and we're eat- 
ing end of the 5-2 vote last year - say it's still ing a bunch of dust and nobody will do any- 
the most sensible use of the land, and they'll thing for us," Lindsay said, adding he's fed 
support he change from park to residential, up and prepared to buy the lot to get the road 
Other council members voted with them on paved to ease dust from new traffic flowing 
the issue this time when the amendment tothe Gordon Drive area. 
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Sat. A f te rnoon Games Doors  11:30 a.m. 
Even ing  Games 
Thurs. ,  Fri., Sat. Late Night  Games  
Fami ly  B ingo Every Saturday  A f ternoon 
T,V, MONITORS 4410 Legion, Terrace 
13 
Big Brothers & Big 
Sisters of Terrace 
Nisga'aTribal 
Council 
93nediee 
ParaplegicAss0c, 
Nisga'a Tribal 
Council-Terrace 
Tanadian 
ParaplegicAssoc. 
Nisga'a Tribal 
Council 
~.~ I t I .%'a Id - ,  
4 Youlh 
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Terrace Youth 
Soccer 
Terrace Skating 
Club 
1 Koightsof 
Columbus 
Cun. Parenls 
for Fmnch 
Terrace Hospice 
Sociely 
28 
Teltace Culling Club 
Kinsmen Club 
Terrace Skating Club. 
H| • ' '  
Games 12:45 
Doors  4:30 p.m. Games  6:15 
Doors  9:30 p.m. Games  10:00 p.m. 
Last Wednesday of the month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
635-2411 
Jackets stolen 
RCMPARE looking for thieves who broke into the Class 
Act Consignment s ore on Kalum in the early morning 
hours of Aug. 27, taking two leather jackets. 
Entry was gained by smashing one of the store's large 
front windows. 
One of the jackets is a medium size with an eight-ball ogo 
and red, white and black colouring. 'The second is a small to 
medium size, female style and black in colour. 
~',f"~t If you see a wlldllre t'hls summer caH 1;800"663"555~i 
,-,yPark ~;;~ , 
Report 
Greg McDona ld  
Safely in lhe woods is on imporlanl concepl to us all especially when we 
consider our children. I am sure 111o1 every porenl has experienced o child Iosl or 
lbaughl Io be Iosl al one time or another. "[his experience increases in horror if 
Iba child is lesl in Iba woo& 
Many femilies will be out enioying our lovely B.C. porks either for o few hours 
or o few weeks and we oll know how childcen lend Io venlure off from lime Io 
time, often wilbout felling you of Ibeir inlended gaol In order Io help porenB 
and children 10 tell wilb Ibis concept of last inl he woods Ihe B.C. Parks have been 
adive in Ihe delivery of a program enlilled "SAFETY IN THE WOODS". 
This program will be delivered several imes in Lokelse Lake Provindol Perk 
Ibis summer by Ihe pork noluralisl and you are encouraged to offend wilh your 
children. ~e program is based on HUG-A-TREE AHD SURVIVE and was slarled in 
Son Diego, California offer o rescue group searched for o nine yero old boy who 
died in Ihe local mountains. They subsequenlly put Iogelbar o program for 
children on how 1o ovoid gefliog lost, how to slay comforlable if lhey do gel log 
and how to help searchers find Ihem quickly. 
The program offers the following lips far children; 1. Tell your parenls where 
you are going and when you expod Io ralurn. 2. Slay on well marked trails and 
always hike wilh a buddy. 3. Wear brighlly elouled dolhing and bring a hal. 4. 
• ays carry a garbage bag adn a whisde. 5, Cmry a snack Ihut won't spoil and 
something to drink, 
The program goes on to demonstrate to children what !o do if they gel lost, 
HUG A TREE as soon as they think they are lest ill number one. '[he tree can be 
their friend while people are looking for lhem and shelter them and help Ihem 
fell belier. We oil knew thai wandering around in a panic only worsens the 
silualion. 'tips to parenls are also provided through lhe use of slides and 
bandoals. 
We encourage you Io allend Ibis program over lhe summer so Ihal camping 
far you and your family will continue to be a pleasurable xperience but more 
imporlanlly lhut if a child or yours does gel lint the experience will hove a happy 
ending. 
@ 
P.r~ram Schedule 
AN 22 - 26. 1996 
n~,  A~ 22: 
e p,n'L "Blind Man's Oooale" Come with us and chalranoe your senses, Meet at the 
Tv,~n Sp~ce Trail neat the Host Site. 
8 p.m. ~ Nisga'a Memorial Lava Pad( Anhluut'ak~im I.a~il9 Angwfnga' 
,•~.~a.~Kwm rcisga'a, ine newest addition to B.C. Parks. A slide show and 
presenta~o~. 
3 p.m. "Lakeshom Loonla" see what 'mpodant creatures live along the lake share. 
Meet at Iha Nnphithea~'e, than take a walk ~ong the t:each. 
8 pJ'~. "T'he WIIdlifa Tr~q" Rod o~t what t~oae ~e and sos bow rinse b.ess provide 
q~edal places for wildlife.. 
Coma to this p~ogranl and learn more about he spedal role all nora 
and fauna play in the (~d Grow~ FQres at Lakelse Pa~k. A Jeny's Ranger 
program for children 
e p.m. "Hua a Tree and Suntl~O" HOW ro survive i, you get lost inthe woods. A slide 
show and preser~on. Designed for families. It is based on real life e ~ ,  
Sun~.~2s 
3 p.m. "Masked &,'nlmara of the Foreol" Talk about your favourito forest animal and 
make a mask. Chi~,'ens activity 
O n~ "Wa(ch Me Ju.ln" Come learn some facts about frogs and toads, adng your 
own Iro, g~Jes t~ 
Mop,Jay (Aug 26) 
8p.m. . 3 M ~  Come and lanm about butlerflies and moffls, 
ALL PROGRAMS ARE IN THE AMPHITHEATRE 
PARENTS PLEASE ACCOMPANY YOUR CHILDREN TO THE PROGRAMS 
FOR MORE INFOR~TION ON PROGRAMS PHONE GREG MCDONALD 
~E PkqK 0F~CE 79&Eft 
CRIMrlJ   
4" ff 4 , )  I '( )1)1)1.111, 
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking 
your assistance in solving the theft over 
from the 5000 block of Keith Ave., 
Terrace, BC on or about July 30, 1996. 
The investigation has revealed that 
the culprit(s) entered the compound and 
stole the following items. 
1. One Lincoln 225 Amp Ranger 8 
welder worth $5,000.00 
2. One Swan model SVU-201 com- 
pressor, serial number 0234190. Brigss 
& Stratton motor valued $2,000.00. 
If you know the identity of the per- 
son(s) responsible for this, Crime 
Stoppers would like to hear from you. 
Cr ime Stoppers  of fers  a cash  reward  of 
up to $1 .000.00  for  In fo rmat ion  lead ing to 
an arrest  and  charges  be ing laid aga ins t  an  
indiv idual  in th is  or other  unso lved  cr ime.  If 
you have  any  In format ion  call  C r ime 
Stoppers  at 635-T ips  that 's 635 .8477.  
Cal lers wil l  not  be requi red to reveal  their  
ident i ty nor  test i fy In court .  
Cal l  635-T IPS  
..... ,.. ................................... u 
~2ii~i!ii:,~{: r!:ii pi:i;:i:i !!i :i::: :igY)i 
Aug 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
~New Record 
:[Ut.F..E.Fa~ 
MAX. MIN. PCPN SUN 
14,5 9,9 4,7 0.0 
16.5 9,6 6,6 1.2 
13.0 9.6 2,2 0.0 
16,5 8,8 1,2 5.9 
16.4 10,6 TR 2,2 
13,7 10,4 3,4 0.0 
15,9 11.7 6,8 1.1 
MAX. ~ ~ SUN 
16,3 9,2 0,6 0.4 
16.0 8,4 0.0 
18.8 10,4 4,8 
17.9 10.6 1,2 2,5 
19.8 10.5 0,8 5,9 
19.8 11,5 0,8 5,2 
17.2 11,3 5,8 4.1 
F ROAD CONDITIONS 
Summer is here with it s Increase traffic. Please be on the lookout for our 
crews undertaking works such as patching, mowing and brushing, 
bridgework and crack sealing. Obey all signs and flagpersons and have a 
safe summer, TO REPORT ROAD HAZARDS, CALL 1-800.665.S051. 
?.~: i:.!:: :.i~i :::i ! ::~ ::~'.; ~: .:: :~: ..... .~:.:..~:: ..: .~::.,.,:~,:.: ;~..~ 
.......... ;~ '~ ~ ~/~i¢  
.~II,Z.B.E,G.Q.~ 
MAX. YEA~ MIN. X.Fa~ ~X.F ,a ,B  
31.7 1977 6.7 1969 10,7 1969 
33.0 1977 5.6 1968 12,7 1960 
84.1 1977 5.6 1978 88,4 197g 
34.2 1977 5.0 1973 19.3 1971 
34,9 1977 3.9 1955 19.8 1976 
29.7 1979 6.3 1980 20.0 1977 
28.3 1958 5,0 1969 11.4 1957 
BROUGHTTO YOU BY: 
N E C H A K O ~ -  
~ ; i ~  NORTHCOAST 
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 
/ 
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back t life O : ii~:;?:~ ~::::i:*~ ::!~ : ::~:i:~ ;,, THE APPROXIMATELY 30,000 Metis living in B.C. e Metis to hold elections 
FOR ALOIS Schillinger it's much better to work with 
Mother Nature than to replace it. 
That caused him to first experiment with and then field 
test a method of restoring fish habitat in creeks or water 
courses where, for one reason or another, the habitat has 
been destroyed or altered. 
The experimenting took eight years, a field test one year 
and last week Schillinger was ecstatic with the results. 
The field test began in the spring of 1995 and took place 
in ideal conditions ~ a section of a creek that was illegally 
diverted, resulting in damage to fish habitat and death of 
fish. 
Morgan Brook Creek feeds into Lakelse Lake and is con- 
sidered an important fish rearing round. 
George Munson, who diverted the creek in 1993, did en- 
ter a guilty plea in 1994 and was ordered to pay a free and 
to pay $27,000 for restoration. 
Now, after one year, Schillinger says the section of creek 
he and others belonging to the Watershed Bio- 
Enhancement Society worked on has sprung back to life. 
"You couldn't have asked for anything better," said 
Schillinger of the field test. 
He's reluctant o outline his technology but Schillinger 
says the key is to use only native vegetation. 
But that's introduced only after the creek embankments 
have been stabilized, gravel is put in for spawning beds 
and riffle rocks are placed to give young fish resting 
places. 
The riffle rocks also act to stir up the water and so intro- 
dace oxygen into it. 
"Nothing alien to the habitat or environment was used," 
said Schillinger. 
The vegetation and is accompanied by insects, in- 
vertebrates and other creatures consumed by growing fish. 
All of this represents Schiilinger's key position that a 
healthy fond chain is need for a healthy and growing fish 
population. 
"Scientists ay it takes 10 to 15 years for Mother Nature 
to do this naturally, but by giving it a boost, it's taken just 
• year," he said. 
Schillinger's also happy because the creek has responded 
even though water temperatures are loveer than what had 
been the common thinking they should be for habitat 
restoration. 
Schillinger says he and society member Ron Young need 
to spend more time doing a detailed assessment of the past 
year. 
But he's confident his method can now" be used on larger 
projects where habitat restoration is required. 
Department of Fisheries and Oceans officials were more 
cautious in the Morgan Brook Creek results and want to 
see Schillinger's detailed assessment. 
But Martin Forbes and Scott Trent, who work out of the 
department's Terrace office, say they are encouraged with 
what has happened so far. 
" I  think it can apply to other areas," said Trent. 
• He did add that each stream is different and that results 
in one but notbe the same in Others. ....... 
!t i:!i~ 
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YEARS OF research have gone into Alois Schillinger's quest to develop a meth- 
od to restore habitat for fish in creeks where it has been destroyed. He's happy 
with the results of a field test and now anticipates widespread use. 
Ten points for success 
ALOIS SCHILLINGER'S restoration 
methods are based on the following 10 
points. 
[] Does not contain chemicals or sub- 
stances considered harmful to the environ- 
ment after implementation a d is balanced 
with the natural habitat. 
[] Does not degrade water quality or alter 
water chemistry. 
[] Can be implemented in the winter, 
spring, summer or fall regardless of water 
temperature, itsturbulence or turbidity. 
[] Will be immediately effective in all sea- 
sonal times after implementation. 
[] Will stabilize stream embankment•, ill- 
ttate silt and propogate food growth for en- 
vertebrates, insects and small fish. It'll hlso 
provide shelter and protection for this vital 
section of the food chain and for small fish 
against predators. 
[] Will restore destructed habitat back to its 
former capacity in a fraction of the time na- 
ture could do so. 
[] Will restore the food chain back to its 
original productive capacity in a fraction of 
the time nature could do so. 
[] Will guarantee a secure and continual 
fish food supply, resultilg in healthier fish 
able to resist disease and an increase in fish 
populations. 
[] Will result in positive fish growth during 
winter habitat conditio~m. , : 
[] Will not spread after implementation into ~ 
any kind of watershed. ~ 
are to vote in next month a body to negotiate self 
government and other issues with the federal and 
provincial govermnents. 
The elections follow art agreement signed in $uly to 
establish the body. 
To be eligible voters Inust fax an application, signed 
by two Metis elders or three Metis who are members of 
a Metis organization i  B.C. by Aug. 31. 
More information is available by calling the election 
working group at 717-2171 or faxing it at 545-0364. 
Treaty forums planned 
EARLY OCTOBER is when a committee of IVlLAs 
may visit to gather views about the proposed Nisg•'• 
treaty and to chart the course ahead for B.C. land claim 
policy. 
No firm dates have been set yet, but legislative clerks 
say the selective standing committee on aboriginal af- 
fairs will "likely go to the Nass Valley first" and then 
hop-skoteh around the province. 
That's expected to happen in early October, after • 
Sept. 17 meeting where the schedule will be set. 
The public hearings are intended to gather public 
opinion on the issue and to disseminate more informa- 
tion to the public about land claims. Aboriginal affairs 
minister John Casbore says he'll use the information 
gathered to plan the government's future positions on 
native land claims. 
Calling Helmut 
IF YOU notice a bulge in Skeena MLA Helmut Gies- 
brecht's coat pocket, don't be alarmed. It's a celluhr 
phone, approved earlier this month for all lvlLAs. 
The cellphone cornea with unlimited calling 
privileges and is part of• package which boosts by five 
per cent the allowances for constituency offices and 
pay for assistants by five per cent. There are further 
five per cent increases in the latter two categories next 
year. 
MLAs also receive a tiny wage increase, .6 per cent 
or $296 on top of base salaries of $49,218 (a third of 
which is a tax-bee spending allowance). It's the first 
wage increase for lvILAs since 1989. 
Still to be resolved is the issue of pension• for current 
MLAs. An earlier pension plan for those blLAs elected 
after 1991 was scrapped but a replacement plan has yet 
to be decided. 
Fisherman missing 
HAZELTON RCMP have been unable to locate the 
body of a Merritt f ishem•n missing from the banks of 
the Skeena River for more than 10 days. 
According to police, 25-year-old Michael Fawcett 
had been fishing Aug. 16 •long a sandbar where the 
Skeena and Buikley Rivers meet when, witnesses ay, 
he waded too far into fast-moving water and was swept 
away. 
A joint effort between RCMP, DFO officers, the 
forest service and Search and Rescue members 
searched the river August 17 and 18 by boat, along the 
shore, and by helicopter, but did not recover the body, 
FOR BACK TO SCHOOL 
IBM Aptly• C21 
Desktop, Pentium processor, 1.2 G.B. hard drive, 12MB/128 MB memory, 
3.5: 1.44M.B. Diskette drive, 4/1 drive bays, 145 walt power supply, key- 
board/mouse, colour monitor, CD-ROMdrive, 30 walt speakers, commu- 
nication centre, over 40 software titles. 
14" monitor 2988.00 
15"monitor 3175.00 
17"monitor 3685.00 
IBM Apliva C23 
Tower, pentium processor, 1.6GB hard drive, 16MB/128MB memory, total 
image 3.D, 3.5 1.44MB diskette drive, 145 walt power supply, key- 
board/mouse, colour monitor, 8x CD-ROt,A drive, 30 walt speakers, com- 
munication center, over 40 software titles. 
14" monitor 3445.00 
15"monitor 3645.00 
17"monitor 4 i 55.00 
IBM Aptiva C31 
Tower, pentium processor, 1.2GB hard drive, 12MB flexmemory, 3.5 
1.44MB diskette drive, 145 watt power supply, keyboard/mouse, colour 
monitor, 6x CD-ROM drive, mwave, 30 walt speakers, communication cen- 
ter, over 40 software rifles. 
14" monitor 3185.00 
15"monitor 3375.00 
17"monitor 3885.00 
FROM Aptiva 
TM 
* Your gateway to exciting new worlds of 
vibrant videos and dynamic sounds to make 
everyday activities easier and more enioyable. 
* Bringing you peace of mind with IBM's quality 
and reliability. 
* 3 year express exchange program. 
IBM Aptiva C33 
Tower, pentium processor, 1.6GB hard drive, 16MB/128MB memory, total 
image 3-D, 3.5 1.44MB diskette drive, 145 watt power supply, key- 
board/mouse, cobur monitor, 8x CD-ROM, mwave 30 watt speakers com- 
munication center, over 40 software lifles. 
14" monitor 3655.00 
15"monitor 3845.00 
17"monitor 4365.00 
IBM Apliva C65 
Tower, pentium processor, 1.6GB hard drive, 16MB/128MB memory, total 
image 3-D, 3.5 1.44MB diskette drive, 145 walt power supply, key- 
board/mouse, colour monitor, 8x CD-ROM, mwave, 30walt speakers, com- 
munication center, over 40 software titles. 
14" monitor 4345.00 
15"monitor 4535.00 
17"monitor 4995.00 
IBM Aptiva C55 
Tower, pentium processor, 2.0GB hard drive, 16MB/128MB memory, total 
image 3-D, 3.5 1.44MB diskette drive, 145 watt power supply, key- 
board/mouse, colour monitor, 8x CD-ROM, aware, 30 walt speakers, 
communication center, over 40 software titles. 
14" monitor 3995.00 
15"monitor 4225.00 
17"monitor 4735.00 
IBM Apliva C73 
Tower, pentium processor, 2.SGB hard drive, 16MB/128MB memory, total 
image 3-D, 3.5 1.44MB diskette drive, 145 walt power supply, key- 
board/mouse, colour monitor, 8x CD-RO/'A drive, mwave, 30 watt speak- 
ers, communicalion center, over 40 software tltles. 
14" monitor 5215.00 
15"monitor 5400.00 
17"monitor 5925.00 
SOFTWARE INCLUDED: Windows 95. Lotus SmartSuite 96, Microsoft Works 4.0, Quicken SE, World's Easiest Personal 
Image Bundle, Wall Street Money. Encarta 96, BodyWorks 5.0, The World's Greatest Monuments, ABC's Wide World of 
Animals'. TripMakeP' TriplePlay Plusl Great Word Adventure, TuneLand, The Lost Mind of Doctor Brain, Strategy Games 
of the World', Creative Writer. Caesar II, Battle Beast Torin s Passage d, SmartSound, VideoSaver: City Scopes, AudioStatlon, 
CD Extra d. 3-D Entertainment (selected models): Mechwarrior I1', Actua SocceP. Netscape Navigator 2.0, IBM Internet Connection Phone, 
s t Aptiva Communication Center (phone, fax, speakerphone, address book and voice mail); America Online, Compuserve & Prodigy 
5 trial subscriptions, PC4115, Personal Journal. IIBM AntiVirus, Microsoft Plusl, Aptiva Guide, Aptiva Installer, Aptiva Helper, 
Aptiva Desktop Customization. 
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Well worth it 
THERE'S SOMETHING a bit screwy in the way 
we treat politicians. It's correct to expect the 
world from them but it's wrong to ask them to 
perform without the adequate tools. This is par- 
ticularly so with MLAs and even more so with 
the ones that come from the north and other non- 
urban centres. 
It's been the historical case that once MLAs are 
elected, we haven't provided them with the 
proper means in which to do their jobs. Instead 
they are left to scramble around assembling the 
equipment, furniture and employees with which 
to function. 
Why, for instance, with the multitude of provin- 
cial government office space in the province 
can't there be established office spac8 and stan- 
dardized equipment for MLAs and their employ- 
ees. It would make things a lot easier, more effi- 
cient and ultimately serve constituents better if 
this were the case. 
Some of this is being addressed through spend- 
ing measures approved earlier this month by a 
committee of MLAs. There is to be a standard- 
ized office equipment package, more money for 
communications, more money for office spend- 
ing and raises for constituency assistants. All 
told, this comes to $800,000 a year -  not a 
paltry sum but an amount that's well worth the 
investment provided it is returned in the form of 
better service. 
These spending measures include a raise for 
MLAs - -  .6 per cent or $296 on top of an exist- 
ing pay and tax-free allowance package of 
$49,218. This is the first raise for MLAs since 
1989 and shouldn't be begrudged. As with 
everything in life, you get,~what you pay for. If 
W6'Waiit effeetive~pt~litiei'ans ' and if we expect 
immediate assistance no matter What the request 
might be we should be prepared to ante up. 
Too quiet? 
ANOTHER SUMMER-  more native block- 
ades. Except for this year. 
What had become almost a provincial sport of 
barricades, occupations, bluster and intimidation 
has been conspicously absent this year. It's been 
quiet in the traditional hotspot of the Gitxsan ter- 
ritory, the Apex ski resort outside of Penticton 
has financial problems to worry about and the 
native-environmental anti-logging coalition on 
Vancouver Island hasn't done much. And we 
noted, very quietly, the first anniversary of the 
Gustafsen Lake armed standoff as criminal 
charges from that situation are being heard in a 
Surrey courtroom. 
Perhaps the groups who normally cranked up 
the blockade machinery each spring have ex- 
hausted themselves. Perhaps there's a realization 
that the public relations value of blockades isn't 
what it used to be. 
Or perhaps the federal and provincial govern- 
ment tactic of occupying the best and brightest of 
natives and native groups at treaty negotiating 
tables is working. After a tough day of arguing 
over where commas, semi-colons and the like 
should go in complex documents, who has time 
for anything else? 
Problem is, should treaty talks not work, some- 
thing else more ominous may occur. 
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Lighthouses send out SOS 
VICTORIA - -  May I be as 
bold as to remind Premier Glen 
Clark of yet another campaign 
promise that appears to wither 
on the vine, now that the elec- 
tion is over and the NDP back 
in the saddle for another tenn. 
The promise to keep 
lighthouses on British Colum- 
bia's coastline staffed or die 
trying - may not compare with 
the promise of a balanced 
budget, but a promise is a 
proraise, and it's about time 
the NDP showed signs of 
keeping their promises. 
"We want to work on an op- 
tion which preserves the 
staffed lighthouses, the human 
beings, the real people that are 
working up and down our 
coastline to deliver the safety 
services for the people of our 
coastal co~mnunities," the 
premier said on northern Van- 
couver Island during the 
campaign. 
I would like to see that op- 
tion, premier. Now. And so 
would the people whose lives 
and livelihoods are on the line, 
unless something is done to 
keep those lighthouses staffed. 
Meanwhile, federal 
politicians, aided, betted and 
misguided by intransigent 
bureaucrats, are busy disman- 
three ministers in a row m the 
last two yesrs that it can be 
done," Abram added. 
So far, four lighthouses have 
been automated. Four more are 
to follow next April. And last 
week, federal officials an- 
nounced that an additional 
none lighthouses may be auto- 
mated by 1998. 
What huge savings, you may 
ask, could tempt Ottawa to 
automate all 31 lighthouses on 
the west coast'? Would you be- 
ROM THE CAP ITA  .... lieve $3.4 million a year? 
HUBERT BEYER To save that paltry amount, 
Ottawa is risking lives and 
fling the system that has kept limbs of people navigating the 
mariners afe from disaster for often traitorous waters of the 
more than a century, west coast. 
Jim Abram, the head of Brit- Since our fearless premier 
ish Columbia~st lightkeepers ...... has become rather /eti&'nf to 
union, hit the nail on the head 
when he said last week;ithat 
federal bureaucrats are mind- 
lessly implementing their 
agenda of replacing people 
with machines. 
"It's no longer and issue of 
making sense. It's an issue of 
getting it done at any cost," 
said Abram, the lightkceper at 
Cape Mudge. 
"These bureaucrats have 
staked their lives on it, their 
careers, their professionalism. 
Everything is now staked on 
the fact that they have told 
pursue the matt&<, ~" :P~iill 
Reitsma, a Liberal MLA has 
made it his business to keep 
the heat on Ottawa. 
Reitsma told the legislature 
recently that after serving 
mariners for 120 years, the 
lighthouse keepers now needed 
support from the public. 
"It is now our time to 
respond to their SOS (Save 
Our Stations). If those ~en 
leave the lights, other men will 
die. Lighikeepers are situated 
in very strategic spots and are 
often the only eyes and ears for 
long stretches along British 
Columbia's coastline," 
Rcitsma said. 
"An automated system will 
never, never replace or be a 
substitute for a manned sys- 
tem. Automated involvement 
is mechanical, devoid of any 
feelings and human under- 
standing. Automation is an un- 
charted course. 
"An automated station 
wouldn't detect boats experi- 
encing mechanical difficulties 
or being swept out to sea. It 
wouldn't detect people over- 
come by carbon monoxide," 
he added. 
Unfortunately, no matter 
how dedicated, an opposition 
MLA can only do so much. 
That's why we should keep 
pressur ing '  the premier to 
honour the promise he made 
during the campaign. That's 
why, if necessary, British 
Columbia should bear the cost 
of keeping all lighthouses 
staffed, 
Here's the premier's chance 
to convince the public that 
cynicism and mistrust of 
politicians isn't always 
justified. What the hell are you 
waiting for, premier? 
Beyer can be reached at Tel: 
920.9300; Fax: 385-6783; E- 
mail: hubert@coolcom.com 
14ewfie humour in Terrace 
"NEWFOUNDLAND 
HUbIOUR columnist, and 
one-tlme Leacock Award 
nominee, Ed Smith, has just 
published his fourth collection 
of favourite columns. Just 
about anything is grist for 
Smith's humour mill, and sex, 
romance, mice in the house, 
and 29 other topics get the 
unique funny treatment hat 
have made Smith's columns o 
popular. Smith is a recent 
retiree whose weekly column 
appears in six newspapers, and 
who occasionally comments on 
CBC radio." 
That promo in the June issue 
of seniors' magazine Good 
Times nudged me - -  and eight 
other readers - -  to order a 
copy of "Never Flirt With 
Your Eyes Shut" ($13.95 in- 
cluding postage and handling) 
from Smith's self-publishing 
company, Ondina Books, 4 
Brinex Avenue, Springdale, 
NF A0J 1T0. 
His three other column col- 
CLAUDE'ITE SANDECKI 
leetions are "Take It, It's 
Good For You," "Not a Word 
of a Lie" and his best seller so 
far, "I  Blame It All on Main- 
lauders." 
His fifth book, "Some Fine 
Times," tells of his young 
years as a preacher's son grow- 
ing up in Newfoundland out- 
ports. 
As one Georgia reader put it, 
reading Smith's books will 
give you "a wonderful insight 
into the Newfoundland cul- 
ture." You'll gain more than a 
tourist's acquaintance with the 
island's regional foods, 
pastimes, and language. 
Did I have trouble nuder- 
standing his Newfie 
vernacular? Smith asked. Well, 
no, but my son-in-law grew up 
on the Rock and my grand- 
daughters speak fluent Newfie. 
Twenty-four years ago Smith 
moved to Springdale, New- 
foundland to take on a two- 
year teaching contract. Some 
10 years later he began submit- 
ring occasional humour pieces 
~o his local newspaper. That 
led to a regular column, It was 
picked up by the daily St. 
John's Evening Telegram and 
even the Toronto Star. 
Now 55, Smith recently 
retired from his position of as- 
sistant superintendent of the 
Green Bay Integrated School 
Board, but went on to serve 
several years as principal of 
the Springdale campus, one of 
Central Newfoundland Com- 
munity College's five 
campuses, until budget cuts 
dosed his campus. He's now 
helping to lobby to keep the 
Springdale campus open. 
Ed and his wife have three 
grown daughters, and a son 
who earned university tuition 
this smmner by life guarding at 
Inuvik's wimming pool. 
The Smith family continues 
to live in Springdale, popula- 
tion 4000, not far from Comer. 
brook, originally the site of a 
copper mine that dosed in the 
1970s. The town is now a ser- 
vice center for Boisey's Bay 
exploration i  Labrador. 
Thanks to Smith's typical 
Newfoundland generos i ty -  
and shameless elf-promotion 
- -hc ' s  donated a full set of his 
books to the Terrace public li- 
brary. 
Readers will enjoy Smith's 
humour. Yes, boy. 
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TERRACE YOUTHS want a skatepark built so they can have a safe hanging around their neighbourhood oesn't thrill some of the area 
place to grind. But the prospect of having dozens of young people homeowners and business people. 
A skater's paradise 
Or a neighborhood's nightmare? 
By DAVID TAYLOR 
A PROPOSED skateboard park to be built 
near City Hall is in its final stages of plan- 
ning. But some area residents and 
businesses are concerned that the resulting 
congregation of youths could spell trouble 
for the neighborhood. 
City councillor Rich McDaniei has been 
.,. working on putting a skate park together for 
months now. He thinks the location is ideal, 
and he's been pushing the project since its 
inception. 
"It's been a wonderful experience," 
McDaniel says. " I  never dreamed that I 
would get this far." 
But he has. The park is now very close to 
becoming a reality. And McDaniel says that 
it is an example of how a community can 
work together to get something accomplish- 
ed. 
"There has been absolutely tremendous 
community support," McDaniel says. "A 
similar park in Abbotsford cost $60,000. 
Well, we're three-quarters of the way there 
in donations. The cost of this park so far to 
the taxpayer has been zip." 
Right now, plans are in the works to pro- 
vide engineered drawings to the city fi'om a 
local engineering firm. Rough drawings of 
the park are already available, and they're 
getting a thumbs up from local skateboar- 
ders. 
And they ought o be. 
The de.~ign was a result of nine week of 
consultation between McDaniel, sponsors, 
citizens and the skateboarders themselves. 
The group has been meeting every Tuesday 
night to discuss the park's progress. 
The skaters have even formed a North- 
.west Skateboarder's A sociation, which so 
far has over 80 members. They have also 
started a skate park fund to help their dream 
come along. Members are organizing a 
bottle drive and they will canvass door to 
door for several weeks. 
• "These are the nicest kids," says 
• McDaniel of the youths. "They really want 
~to be involved. And every meeting's ait- 
ferent. I 've had green heads, orange heads 
and even multi coloured heads show up. 
But they're always polite and they don't 
curse or swear." 
• " However not all residents are as pleased 
• as McDanlel, 
Joe Durando owns a house right next to 
• "the proposed park. He is concerned that 
building a skatepark might invite trouble. 
,' " I 'm thinking that the kids will be reliev- 
ing themselves on my property," Durando 
, 'says. "Bat they tell me that they will build 
, a fence to take care of that." 
Durando also says he is worried about 
drainage problems that could result from 
, paving the lot. However, McDantel argues 
that the park is being professionally 
engineered for drainage. 
"They tell me that everything will work 
out," Durando says. " I  hope so. It seems 
that everything's been decided now 
anyway, so there's nothing I can do." 
Some area businesses have also voiced 
concerns about possible vandalism to their 
property. 
Owners of the Terrace Bowling Alley say 
there's never been any damage to t~eir 
building before and that any future damage 
• will be blamed on the skateboarders, 
They are also worried the park will coi- 
'lect garbage, pop cans and candy bar wrap- 
pen.  
~" They do, however, concede that the park 
is a good idea m just don't put it next to 
their property. 
McDaniei disagrees with suggestions that 
the farmers market lot be paved to double 
as a skateboarding park. 
"That's the most unrealistic thing I 've 
ever heard." he says. "A skate park is not a 
parking lot. It would not work." 
And he's not worried., about~)l aok0of. 
washroom facilities at the skatepaik either, 
pointing out that many ball parks and temfis 
courts in the city don't have washrooms. 
"The location is ideal," McDaniel says. 
"Everything is right there ~ the police, the 
fire department, everything." 
But having the police only a stone's 
throw from the park isn't especially com- 
forting to Blair Pyiot, owner of neighbour- 
ing Kalum Tire. He says that he recently 
had his shop burglarized. 
"We just had a B and E and lost $9,000 
worth of tires," he says. " I 'd like to have a 
fence put up to deter thieves." 
Pylot points out that people are always 
walking through his back lot and pushing 
tires around, sometimes rolling them down 
the highway. He thinks the problem will 
only get worse ira park is installed. 
" I 'm not saying that all the kids are rif- 
fraff," he says. "But it'll bring more rif- 
fraff for sure." 
RICH MCDANIEL 
One business person who certainly isn't 
worried about the park is Tara Valk of 
Ruins Board Shop. Vnlk says that there are 
public washrooms available at the nearby 
McDonald's, and she insists the park will 
be kept clean. 
"The kids can't skate over garbage," she 
says. 
Valk is the head of the Northwest 
Skateboard Association. She argues that the 
park won't just be for skaters, but that it 
will be a place where young people of all 
sorts can hang out - -  helping to keep them 
out of trouble. 
"It's s safe environment," she says. 
"They're out of traffic, off the sidewalks 
and out of the way." 
Valk says she's pleased with the way the 
park has been progressing, and she credits 
MeDaniel for getting the project near the 
groundbreaking stage. 
"Rich has done wonders," she says. 
"He's done all the work soliciting 
businesses for donations and organizing 
everything. He's been just great." 
According to Valk, building a skatepark 
will be nothing but good for the city in the 
long run. 
"These kids are going to grow up," she 
says. "Do we want them to grow up bitter 
and alienated or do we want them to grow 
up feeling like part of the community7" • 
SKATERS JUST want to have fun. And right now 
they have to roam from parking lot to parking lot in 
search of fresh asphalt for a smooth ride. 
Comment 
Gov't creates 
thought police 
By GERALD PORTER 
FOR THOSE who appreciate the blcssings of free 
speech and the torments of a free press, imagine 
the following happy scenario unfolding in your 
home town: 
You speak out passionately at a rip-roaring Town 
Hall meeting, get reported in the paper, and then find 
yourself hauled up before a Tribunal whose politically- 
appointed members are armed to the teeth with powers 
to fine and silence yon - -  and they do, for your 
politically-incorrect ideas. It's even worse for the 
newspaper and the feckless reporter who quoted you. 
Sound crazy? 
Welcome to the brave new world of British Columbia 
after Oct. 1, when the newly minted Human Rights 
Commission opens its doors. And while the above 
scenario is admittedly dramatic, it will be possible un- 
der the expanding powers and mandate of the new 
commission m powers no body of political appointees 
should have in a democracy. 
This Orwellian scenario should also explain why for 
more than two years the B.C. Press Council has urged 
the provincial government o repeal controversial 
changes to the Human Rights Act, changes the press 
council firmly believe are unnecessary, unconstitu- 
tional and a genuine threat o free speech and a free 
press in this province. Your free speech, your free 
press. 
This bizarre tale starts back in June 1993, when the 
provincial government made seemingly minor amend- 
taunts to the Human Rights Act, changes that alarmed 
newspapers because it looked like the government was 
trying to sneak in press controls through the Human 
Rights Council's back door. "No, no," said the 
government, from Premier Mike Harcourt on down, 
"you've got it all wrong." 
But two years later it appeared we didn't. In June, 
1995, the government passed Bill 32, another Human 
Rights amendment, which gave draconian powers to a 
beefed-up Human Rights Commission and established 
the tribunal to wield them. 
So, why is the press council, the self-regulating body 
of 127 B.C. newspapers, o concerned? Because the 
new Human Rights Act in B.C. gives the tribunal (read 
government) the right to harass and punish newspapers 
and journalists for doing their jobs; the incred~le right 
to lay complaints against people who say or publish un- 
popular opinions without waiting for a member of the 
public to complain (a new 'improvement' since 1993) 
- -  attd then turns the felons over to its own tribunal to 
judge. 
What criteria will the tribunal use in judging? Noth- 
ing less than those seemingly minor amendments made 
• to the act under Bill 33. 
In Bill 33, by simply adding the words "publication" 
and "statement" o the discriminatory publication pro- 
vision in Seciiofi Two of the Human Rights Act, the 
government effectively included newspapers for the 
first time. Prcmier Harcourt said he did it because fed- 
eral hate laws didn't go far enough, although they 
clcafly do and his government knew it. The new Sec- 
tion Two also expanded the definition of what con- 
stituted hate. It was now a crime, a thought crime, to 
"publish" or utter any "statement" that "indicates 
discrimination or intention to discriminate" against 
anyone or a group, or that 
is "likely to expose a per- 
son or a group.., to hatred "Premier Har. 
or  contempt because of the court said he did it 
race, color, ancestry, place because federal 
of origin, religion, marital 
status, family status, hate laws didn't go 
physical or mental dis- far enough, al- 
ability, sex, sexual though they cIear- 
orientation or age of that ly do and his 
person..." government knew 
When the press council it." 
asked: Just what did 
"likely to expose" or 
"intention" to expose 
mean?, the government said it didn't know but it would 
let the Human Rights Council decide, a body now 
empowered, incidentally, to levy crushing frees against 
offenders. 
The press council also looked askance at another 
"minor" change to the act, the removal of the provi- 
sion that said "a person may, by speech or in writing, 
freely express his opinions on a subject." That, as 
much as anything else, left a clear impression that the 
government was prepared to run roughshod over the 
spirit of the Charter of Rights (Article Two of the 
charter guarantees a free press and free expression) in
an effort to enforce an unconstitutional l w that had 
one overriding objective m to harass and penalize 
those with "politically incorrect" ideas, including 
those who merely publish, sell or display other 
people's views. 
That impression was confirmed in June 1995, when 
the government passed Bill 32, which set up the new 
tribunal and armed it with the powers of a mini- 
Inquisition to seek out and punish the politically in- 
correct, or maybe just people the government doesn't 
like. 
Late last year, press council chairman Robert Yanow 
asked the Attorney General to consider amending the 
act to exclude the news media from its sweeping provi- 
sions. He also asked the government toreinstate the old 
"free speech" provision, and wrote that the press 
council "would even be satisfied with a reference to 
the Canadian Charter, as this would indicate that the 
~rovincial government respects those freedoms most 
cherished by Canadians." Freedoms generations had 
fought and died for. 
Dosanjh answered: no, no, and no; to which Yanow 
replied: " I  cannot understand why your government 
conceives that it must stand by legislation which is ob- 
viously unlawful." But the answer seems clear. 
No government in its right mind would want the 
people to know it had just created a thought police 
armed with clubs, and certainly not during an election 
year. That's why you haven't heard much about it from 
the government, but you will, in the fall, when it ope~ 
its doors for business. 
(Gerald Porter is Executive Secretary of the B.C. 
Press Council.) 
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Nis .qa 'a  ta lks  s tar t  aga in  
F e d s  n a m e  n e w  b o s s  
THE FEDERAL govern- Molloy aild the other ne- Osborn is one of an elite Whiteside said Molioy's 
merit is heading into the fine gotiators returned to the group hired by the federal previous experience with 
details of a land claims bargaining table in Van- and provincial governments other claims will be helpful 
treaty with the Nisga'a couver last week. to negotiate land claims on as the two governments a,d 
Trial Council with a new Osborn signed on to the contract, the Nisga'a take the agree- 
chief negotiator at the table. Nisga'a negotiations in ear- A minor uproar occurred ment in principle and turn it 
Tom Molloy, a lawyer, re- ly 1993, making for a three- earlier this year with news into a final treaty. 
places another lawyer, year effort at reaching an that some contract workers' On July 1, Molloy was 
David Osborn, as the federal agreement in principle, billings ran into the named to the prestigious Or- 
government's op gun. A spokesman for the fed- hundreds of thousands of tier of Canada for his work 
Osborn's contract with the era! government said as- dollars, with the federal government 
federal government ended bom,s next assignment is Osborn came to the and for community and 
with the signing of the dealing with several land Nisga'atalks from negotiat- church contributions in his 
Nisga'a agreement in princi- clainm in Ontario. ing two settlement deals in home province. 
pie earlier this year. "That's where it was de- the Northwest Territories. , , , , ,  
He stayed on to finish up cided his expertise could be His replacement, Tom Also re-assigned is Mike 
some details and to brief brought to bear," said Molloy, is from Sas- Furey, who was second in 
Molloy. Joseph White.side. katehewan and is also a law- command to Osborn on the 
yer. federal Nisga'a negotiati,g 
He's already the chief ne- team. 
gotiator for other claims in He's now working on 
the northwest, including the coastal fishing issues con- 
Tsimshian. nected to land claims. Injuries Stop Here. 
S(•• 
r r r :  Ad jus t  Your  
~ ' ;  Head Rest  and  
" " Buck le  Up.  
HFJM~ 
AND ~l t , .E  
FOtINDATION 
Box 22, 
IMPROVING Terrace, B C Major Credit Cards 
YOUR %ll:l~ a~9 ' Accepted 
ODDS . . . . . .  Your donation isAGAINST Marjorie Park " 
ANADA'S 638-1167 tax deductible 
1 KILLER 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next-of- 
kin, for an acknowledgement card. 
PRE-INVENTORY 
SALE 
SOO  
OFF 
SELECTED 
ITEMS 
1 
20o/o  
OFF "*. 
ALL REMAIN ING 
. STOCK 
0 ,  . 
5 ~ OFF Lego & little tikes 
!~.  :: I l,e~ 
i~!iiiii:!'i!ii~i!ii:~ 
The UNIGLOBE* Travd 
BACK TO 
SCHOOL SAI  
Now is the time to book! 
',all or visit by September 15, 1996 
and receive our Bonus Offer 
• Upgraded Accommodationst 
• Savings Up To 50% Per Cabin" 
3-NIGHT ]3AJA MEXICO 
VIKING SERENADE 
$"9"70** 
From / - , /  ...~'USD 
3-NIGHT BAHAMAS 
NORDIC EMPRESS 
Fron, S329'~sD 
J 
7'NIGHT EAKI'FA1N CARIBBEAN 
SOVEREIGN OF THE SEAS 
FromS699"~SD 
7,NIGHT SOUTI .tERN CAR/BBEAN 
MONARCH OF THE SEAS 
$'-2'~** 
From / ,~ . , ) '  USD 
C.~II your loc,~l UNIGLOBE cruise specialist today: 
UNIGLOBE Courtesy Travel 
604-638-8522 
SAFEWAY 
FOOD & DRUG 
,.ll you see,a wildfire this summer call 1~800.663~5555 
Dav id  Osborn  
l I  . 
LC's Professional Typing offers a large selection of 
profess!anally designed & formatted documents. 
Resumes Cover Letters 
Reports Overflow Typing 
Desktop Publishing 
Top Quality Laser Printing 
Cal l  635-7037 
Lucern 
/c :"~£ 
CLOSED 
LABOUR 
DAY 
MONDAY 
";:~"~?.~ ;Y:I:' ~ ~ w ' i T L  . . . 
:~" ' ...... '<"; !71 ~ .. ~7 i | :  '"":~"i{ ~' 
l 
j . . . .  
/:1; . -~.- " 1<" /l ': : , ~--'~ lucerne I I I  I 
.~7~. // . :~d I  l i~ *~ ""-'.:, ~':.;~':-~lllll Ibll i l I l l l  I l l  I 
Lliil-',' 2Utre I I 
~U~' I " : ' -  ~ F : FIRST ! WITH THIS COUPON I I  
~-. : -  / ,  ! GOOD ONLY AT SAFEWAY 
~ : ~ '  ~ Limit af one coupon por customer. Whilesto&sias,. IIIIIllllnllllllllllllllllllll I 
~ ~  Coupon eft:tire at all Canada ~fewoy Stores I r"~~ I ,~, • II IIII II,I IIIII 
~ ~  <O""O..FEC.,WAUO,.,S..-~I. 1.'. o""O00OO S~,""a ,,.~ 
Lucerne 7 9  
~ ~  • Canada Grade A. 
Dozen I~  
FIRST 1 WITH THIS COUPON 
GOOD ONLY AT SAFEWAY 
Coupon effeclive at all Canada Sa[ewax Stores. 
I COUPON EFFECTIVE AUGUST 28 - 31~ 1996. 0 I 
I 
l Lucerne 
I ~!~J  Yogourt.,~:..va.,.,,... 
I I I 500 g 
I FIRST 1 I#,/ITH THIS COUPON 
I GOOD ONLY AT SAFEWAY 
--I Limit Of one coupon per customer. While stocks as I!1!1!]!1!1 I ! !!1111 
I Coupon effective at oil Canada Safewoy Stores. /I"~ 
:COUPON EFFECTIVE AUGUST 28-  31, 1996, 0 4 t~ J  
! ~ Long English i , I L  i -. Fresh 
l~~Cucumbers  J~~ I Crumpets 
Bahry. 
: . ' " . ,~C~ Canada No. 1 Grade. J U  I 
: ~o<h ®qF ~IF  ; Pkg of 6 e 
I FIRST 1 WITH THIS COUPON I FIRST 1 WITH THIS COUPON 
I G~D OnLY At SAFEWAY I GOOD OnLY At SAFEWAY 
lUmi, Drone =oo~. ~r co*mer While =<ks la., IIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllli ] LimE, of one coupon ~r customer. While,ock, Io,, IIIIIIIIIIIIii11111111 IIIIII 
[ ~O~O~T;7~'E%~dus~;:%S¢~b~. 0 IIIl~'~l~l~lollll~l~l~llll o (~1 ' !  COUPON IFFICTIV, AUGUST 28- 81. 196 oupn e~ctive at all Canada a~wayStores, 0 ,,,,oooool lilllllll llllllllllSs06~,,.llllll I 1 .~' 
niece Fleetwood 
J 
Rib Rnnst European Ham 
'From the Dell : 
, . : , ,v . ~,4 
?ii~ 7, • ....... 
10~g,,,~,:"~"~-<~* . . 
I I  A burst of green 
GRASS AT LAST - -  Dave Mcpherson of Skeena 
Project Services hydroseeds the new slope by the 
Sande Overpass. The Terrace Beautification 
Society is also planning to spread hogfuel on the 
lower slope before winter. 
Fewer jobs 
WT.ATHER MIGHT have played a part in the lower num- 
bers of jobs available for students this year, speculated stu. 
dent employment officer Glenys George. 
The office posted 216 permanent and casual summer 
jobs, down from 260 last summer. 
The great majority of those were casual jobs, said 
George, and paid an average of $8 per hour. 
The focus of student employment centres across the pro- 
vince has changed over the last ten years towards casual, 
rather than permanent jobs. 
Many of the jobs were outdoor work, such as mowing 
lawns, weeding and picking fruit. 
When the weather was nice these jobs came pouring in, 
said George, but unfortunately this summer didn't provide 
too many nice days. 
There were also a number of inside renovation jobs 
available, such as a stripping wallpaper and removing 
linoleum. 
It was mostly high school students who were interested 
in the jobs, added George. 
The student employment office shut down on Wednes- 
day last week, to allow students time to prepare for going 
back to school. 
FLYNN SCHOOL 
OF BALLET 
8226A River Dr.,Terrace 
Director:. LAURAARCHIBALD 
i t  
Member of w,~, t .,.tm t...q 
Registration for year 96/97: 
August 30, 2-4 p,m. 
September 7, 12-3 p.m. 
Or Call 638-2077 
Offedng Jazz for all ages & beginner 
tap in October. 
Register Soonl Classes are filling up. 
lh(, Iorr;|t:t~ ,%l;ztlti;zrd. W~;rir~rt',rl;W. A~Jq, • t ~';~, l't'd; A7 
The Blue Maxx Building Experience. 
Foam Wall Forming System 
STOPS: Cold, heat, water, fire, bugs, drafts, 
rot, sound, deforestation and pollution. 
BLUE MAXX FOUNDATION HAS A MINIMUM 
R25 INSULATION RATING 
The solid strength and permanence of steel reinforced concrete, with the fabu- 
lous insulating capacity of dual two and half inch thick slabs of expanded poly- 
styrene foam in a system that is fast, cost efficient and virtually fool proof to 
construct from the basement up to 10 or more stories high. ~ ,  
IIISlm" A wide variety of block forms allows the I ~i!i~ 
~ J architect to create sophisticated visual J ~ 
I treatments without having to fiddle with J "~ 
- - . "Z ,  ,-77, T'~., - -  " • 
. . . . . . . .  I custom cuthn 9 blocks to fit 
Installations Available By: NYSTROM 
ENTERPRISES LTD. 
GENERAL CONTRAaOR 
Petri Nystrom Residential • Commercial • Industrial 
Box 132, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4A2 Out of Town Toll Free 1-888-798-9585 Phone 798-9585 Fax 798-2273 
Houses 
planned 
HOUSES are in the works 
for the Kitselas access mad 
just offNorth Sparks SL 
The city's planning com- 
mittee is recommending 
council approve developer 
Vista View Holdings' re- 
quest to rezone land on the 
north side of Kitselas Road 
from AR2 rural to R1 
single-family residential. 
Vista View's Start 
Kinkead had originally 
wanted an R2 designation, 
but agreed to planner David 
Trawin's suggestion that the 
land be made R1. 
Kinkead told councillors 
he wants to subdivide the 
land into city-size lots, and 
that he had thought hat size 
was only possible with R2 
zoning. The land can ac- 
commodate 17 to 20 city- 
sized lots if the rezone is ap- 
proved. 
The application would 
also change the Official 
Community Plan designa- 
tion from rural residential to 
urban residential. 
Vista View will give up a 
10-metre strip along the 
north side of the road to al- 
low the city to make the Kit- 
selas road full-width. 
Kinkead told councillors 
he plans to pave and fully 
service the lots along the 
road. 
The plan still has to go to 
public hearing - -which will 
likely take place SepL 23 
before city council approves 
it. 
• MS FACT #5 
MS is the most common 
neurological disease affecting 
young adults in Canada. 
Mult ip le  Sclerosis  
Socle~ O/Canod¢ 
1 -800-26  8 -7S82 
Got a complaint 
about the press? 
... let Ihe Press Council know 
Formed at the initiative of tile 
newspaper pt,blishers in British 
Columbia, we are a non-judicial 
review board which hears 
unresolved complaints about 
the press, 
Tbe Press Council seeks to 
ensure fairness and accuracy 
and promotes quality journalism 
while protecting the free flow 
of information. 
B, C Press Council 
900- 1281 W. Georgia St, 
Vancouver B.C, V6E 3J7 
Tel/Fax: (604) 683-2571 
O 
P.ROMO' 96 
TERMS & CONDIT IONS:  
- P romot iona l  pr ices fo r  the we ight roorn  including card io  or  aerob ics  only. 
- F inancing is avai lable O.A.C fo r  a max imum of  3 months  fo r  an addit ional  fee  of $25 .00  
- P romot ion  96  is open to all cur rent  members  
- G.S.T.  is ext ra  
OFFER/IV EFFECT SEPTEMBER f, 1996 - SEPTEMBER 27, 1996 
2 GREAT FITNESS SAVING OPTIONS 
f FULLY EOUIPPEDiVTNESS CENTER/ 
WEIGHTS- AEROBICS- CAEDIG - TANNING E MORE 
Hours of operation: 
MONDAY- FRIDAY 6:00a,m, - 9:00 I~,m 
SATURDAYS 9:00 a,m, 6:00 p.m, 
SUNDAYS 10:00a,m. - 4:00 p,m., 
4545 Lazelle Ave. Terrac  B,C, 635 4130 
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Store settles on access 
WESTFAIR PROPERTIES 
Ltd, has indicated to the city 
that it wants to proceed with 
its plans to build a Real Ca- 
nadian Warehouse Club 
bulk food store on Keith 
Ave. 
The company has said it 
will accept acompromise on 
conditions of access to and 
f~om Hwyl6 hammered out 
by city council and high- 
ways miidstry officials. 
City planner David 
Trawin said he expects .to 
get a landscaping plan and 
new site plan from Westfair 
by the end of this week. 
If that happens, the devel- 
opment permit for the 
36,000 square-foot bulk 
food store could be issued 
by city council at its Sept. 9 
meeting. 
"They can live with all 
the requirements of high- 
ways and what we will be 
putting on the develop- 
Fence 
going in 
THE CITY will let residents 
block off a dangerous area 
near the banks of the Skeena 
to protect children. 
The spot is at the west end 
of Haugland Ave., where it 
goes straight into the 
Skeena. 
Residents there want to 
erect a fence across the end 
of the road to keep children 
~rom falling in the river. 
" I f  they drop into the 
river there, they're history," 
city director of engineering 
Stew Christensen told coun- 
cillors. "It would be benefi- 
cial to the community." 
Council agreed to transfer 
title to the small section of 
road to the adjacent property 
owners, who plan to erect a 
fence. 
ment," Trawin said. 
The city is requiring West- 
fair to pave Feeney Ave. at 
a cost of $120,000 and pave 
the alley behind the cham- 
ber of commerce building. 
That alley will be the ac- 
cess route for customers ar- 
riving from Thoruhill, be- 
. . . . .  
into the development, High- 
ways agreed to allow both 
right-hand turns and left- 
hand turns out of the devel- 
opment onto Keith. There 
would also be an access into 
the property from Feeney 
Ave. near Cramer St. 
Trawin said he's also 
cause highways planners waiting for property owner 
refused to allow westbound Glen Saunders to make a 
traffic to turn left from subdivision application 
Keith Ave. into the parking redrawing the property lines 
IoL for the development. 
Vehicles coming from the He said there's still some 
west can turn right straight issues to be fine-tuned be- 
tween Saunders and high- 
ways planners, but said the 
city is prepared to issue 
Westfair with a develop- 
ment permit hat's ubject o 
subdivision. 
Westfair officials hope to 
begin construction as soon 
as possible this fall. 
"We hope to be in the 
ground later this year," said 
assistant vice-president 
Bruce Andrews. 
The project includes park- 
ing for 134 vehicles and a 
gas bar. 
Student 
loans... Serving the f inancial 
needs o f  our members 
and their families is our 
only purpose. 
One o f  the most  
important services we off- 
er is our student loan 
programme. 
An education is a 
major  expense fo r  a 
family. 
Very often savings 
and investments need to 
be supplemented with a 
student loan. 
There are several 
options. 
We can help you 
choose the best p lan for 
your individual needs. 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
4650 Lazelle Avenue,Ter race  ph. 635-7282 
We oeton _ o your 
the credit !mton advantage: we arc" a profit sharing, member owned institution... 
h S e  .xy E.urop  an see.ks assle-tree r lationship. 
Nothing long term. 
The Volkswqgeo 2y#ar  eqse 
no charge sc edu e  m  n  nance  
9/month. 24 months. 
1996 GoW CL. 
Deluxe 8 Speaker Stereo Cassette 
1.8 Litre Engine 
Anti-Theft Alarm System 
Roadside Assistance ~ 
s299/month. 24 mor 
1996 Jetta GL. 
Premium 8 Speaker Stereo Cassetle 
Dual Airbags' 
2.0 Lilre Engine 
Air Condilioning 
Anti-Theft Alarm Syslem 
Roadside Assistance' 
Still not sure leasing is your cup of tea? Volkswagen has some incredible low 
financing options available leo. Because we'd hate to see a good relationship 
break up over rnoney. See yourVolkswagen dealer today. 
Drivers wanted;@ 
"Oilers appl~ to ,s 24 month lease In, rJ 1996 Golf CL/19% Jdla G[  equtppod as doscr*l~ocl, .~rhMmg Ireighl $1,500 down payment, $228 88 (Go]1)/$29873 (lotto first monlh's paymonf and 
secul ty de ~osd el $2u0 ~Go11}/$300 (lella a,d $='25 Io~ PDI m.qu,ed c,I lease incephon I.sumnce, hcense and appflcable o~os ext a. Men y pay nan s o o $5 493.12 (Gall/$~16~52 (Jella}. 
At reuse r~nd, lessen m~ponsd~le for $OfLVkm over 40,000 kin, for dcm~uge and e'~cos~we wee. Rec u~ms VW Croci4 Caned no. apploval and dealer parhclpa ion Dee or may ease for ass 
%rs 4erdnl lot full dotads and t'mrd~use, option C.Jffm ends Se ~temher 30, 1996 Su ~ ~he's .re , ~lecJ Ronds,c e as~ r, c n ~olv co pmv m: )y Pro ess one O spa ch O oup We end On ar o 
r ~'~5 'A q ( j r  I I  ~ I! Rn" I t ~y'~'l I~ lO01[  ~)Olrlf flOLh~H(n ~chntflll~ Jl l lf l l l loIRlrl(i fO[( I  IIIOKII ' ' ~ . ~ ..  - . ,  I I • -, , . , : .Tn a 24 ~ a I s/4O.OOO kl ~ " 1996 Volkswagen 
Columbia Auto Haus 
4109 Substation Ave. Terrace V8G 3W6 
DIr #6351 Phone: 635-0997 
Fax: 635-1182 
Back To School 
KV-32S20 32" TV 
L 
E 
KV.27S20 7' lV 
• 32" Television 
• Easy on-screen set-up guide 
• Universal remote control 
• Deep black Trinitron picture 
tube for improved contrast 
stunning picture quality 
• Optional stand (SU'32S20) 
$1~.~5 
CCD,TR44 Handycam 
• Variable Audio Output lets you raise 
lower the volume of your system amplifi 
using your TV remote 
• Surround Sound 
• New Favourite Channel 
• Advanced On-Screen Menu with Pro! 
Palette TM 
• Universal Remote is compatible with 
other manufacturer's VCRs 
• XDS - Extended D~ta Service can dis I 
current time, channel and program time 
• 2 Channel Block blocks viewing of an 
_k___ , l _  
• Power Plus Advantage 
• l Ox Power Zoom 
• Black & White 
• 3 Position Proaram AE 
II 
CCD.TRV21 Handycam Vision 
• 24x Digital Zoom 
• Steady Shot 
• Power Plus Advantage 
• 2.5" Colour LCD Screen with Built-in 
Speaker 
• 3 Position Program AE 
9 Pre-Set Titles 9 ~ 'm, 
• New Trinitone Switch adjusts colour 
temperature in 3 stages including NTSC 
standard 6500 ° 
• Picture-in-Picture(PIP) 
• Matrix Surround Sound 
• BiCMOS Video Processor 
• Optional High-Contrast Protective Screen 
• Slim Cabinet Design 
= :) 
KP,46S15 46' Vide0sc0pe Big Screen TV 
G35-5~ VISA SKEENA MALL  
= Pouring it on 
CITY CREWS were hard at work last week preparing the northbound lane of 
Kalum Sb'eet for repaying. On Wednesday, workers necked a gas line under the 
road, causing a brief leak that has since been fLxed. 
Police Beat 
Thieves boost tires 
TERRACE RCMP don't have to go far to investigate a 
daring theft last week. 
Sometime during the night of Aug. 2I, thieves forced 
their way into a locked shed at Kalum Tire, right be- 
hind the RCMP detachment, and made offwith 88 light 
Iruck tires worth $9,000. 
"This was a big job," says Kalum Tire owner Blair 
PyloL "It would have required a big truck and some 
time." 
Pylot says he is shocked that anyone would have the 
nerve to pull off a crime like that when the shop is lo- 
cated only a stone's throw from detachment. "They 
must have been pretty brave," he says. 
Pylot also says that it's sUange the police didn't 
notice any unusual activity. 
"The cops are one of the biggest users of the access 
lane (between Kalum Tire and the police station)," he 
says. "They go by there all the time. I 'm surprised they 
didn't see anything." 
Anyone with information regarding this crime can 
call Crimestoppers at 635-8477. 
Helihunters convicted 
THREE MEN caught hunting from a helicopter near 
bleziadin Lake last fall have been convicted and fined 
for the offence. 
Pilot Jason Evans of Whitecourt Alberta, along with 
Chris Newell and Brian Exner of Stewart entered guilty 
pleas and were fined $2,100 and $1,500 respcctivdy. 
Newell was also ordered to forfeit his firearm. 
The incident occurred last November 9 when the trio 
harvested a moose from a helicopter. Conservation of- 
ricers remind hunters that this activity gives unfair ad- 
vantage to the hunter and is unethical. 
m 
Ultimate Solution Electrolysis 
635-7835 
Permanent Hair 
Removal for men & women 
Sandy Smart 
Electrologist 
202-4650 Lazelle Ave. 
(Credit Union Building) 
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• .b  : '  
::.: : :  
...:.. 
Ph: 396-6940 
i MdoffAu O  .   
PresenlsAn0lher ,..:, ::~ :~,::::~ :: ~:: 
11 a,m Saturday) 
!!- 
l . . - . . .  .... • ~r" 
iiSchoel 
:: ::::~: OnOffer Will, Be: ~ ~:  ::: :i: :: ::~: 
)0~!00used cars,•tru, 
:i:'boatsfrom Terrace:and area dealers: : : ~ :~;:: 
Viewing Friday, Sept. 6 1 ;~:/ 
Sale Conducted by: 
Aldoff Auto Ltd. Karnloops, B,C. 
P.O. Box 2095 
Mobilie Phone: 392-6808 
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Are hrnks  [ 635 TIPS a s i ea,M,E 
A LARGE area considered set out, according to Repap 1; ro Iqq : - I |S  
woodlands manager Tim 
Fenton. 
That portion of the study 
area had held up cutting 
permits involving about 
125,000 cubic metres of 
timber in the Kituayawkwa 
valley, far up the Copper 
River watershed, Fenton 
said. 
for protected area status 
south of the Telkwa pass is 
being chopped to less than a 
quarter of its original size. 
The original Howson 
study area of 235,000 hec- 
lares will be reduced to two 
smaller areas totalling 
45,500 hectares. 
That will free up about 
190,000 hectares for logging The two areas that remain 
that had been set aside, ae- deferred from logging are 
cording to Kalum Forest 15,500 hectares in the ML 
District manager Brian Howson/Bumie Lakes area 
Downie. and 30,000 hectares in the 
The provincial govern- Telkwa range area. 
ment made the decision on 
the recommendation of a 
committee of northwest 
resource ministry directors. 
Most of the freed up area 
is on the Smithers side of 
the mountains, in the Bulk- 
ley and Morice forest dis- 
triers. Those recommended 
changes there were the con- 
sensus of the Bulkley Land 
and Resource Management 
Planning process. 
The change inside the 
Kalum Forest District af- 
fects 600 hectares and was 
largely the result of a map- 
ping error when the original 
study area boundaries were 
FARMS LTD 
For quality fresh eggs produced right 
here in the Northwest, you just can't 
get any fresher! 
Terrace, B.C. Ph: 638-0777 
i i 
DENTURE SPECIALISTS 
We deal DIRECTLY with the Public. 
New Dentures in 24 hrs., 
Repairs and Relines Sameday Services 
3 Generations - 54 yrs. experience. 
~CH.  ECKLAND 
DENTURE CLINIC 
635-1288 ,,, • 206-4650 Lazetle 
I 
• , . . .  "4;¢ I
PEOPLE YOU 
CAN'T STAND. 
BIN~ 
RE5 
Gi 
You don'l have to plot ditching unwanted callers when you know 
who's on the line before you answer. Thanks to Cal Display 
service from BC TEL, for $5.95 or less a month, And when you 
sign up before Seplember 15, you get thirty days free* Plus you 
can pick up a Call Display unit dirt cheap Miss Manners herself 
couldn't dispute the phenomenal politeness of this producl. 
$329s 
REG. $54 
LIMITED TIME ONLY 
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To see is to believe 
Dear Sin 
A few years ago when my 
husband and I moved into 
our dream home we knew 
that it needed lots of repairs 
and tender loving care. 
Having owned my own 
retail business, I understand 
the necessity of having com- 
petitive bids for work to be 
done so I called two local 
glass companies to get 
quotes on replacing a small 
window, that had lost its 
seal. 
One of the quotes was a 
significant amount less than 
the other, and that made per- 
feet sense to me, as the 
lower bid was from a small 
business person. 
I am very supportive of lo- 
cal business, as I realize that 
large corporations do not 
spend their corporate profits 
in Terrace, but small busi- 
ness people, if they are 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
lucky enough to have a 
profit, do. 
I was at fast thrilled with 
the service from the small 
business person. 
But he measured wrong, 
and the window did not fit. 
He would come out the fol- 
lowing week with a correct- 
ly fitting window. I was not 
in a panic, in the past things 
had gone a lot worse with 
some other jobs I had tried 
to do. 
The replacement window 
is installed, and I can f'mally 
see outside through the 
window. My new window is 
guaranteed for a full five 
years. As I am cleaning the 
rest of the window and put- 
ting it back together I notice 
what looks like about 30 
scratches across the bottom 
of the window, but I am 
very busy and don't have 
time to go outside and see if 
maybe it is something that 
may wash off. 
When I finally had the 
time to take out my very 
best window cleaner and 
wash the outside, the 
scratches are still there. 
I phoned my efficient, 
friendly, reasonable supplier 
and told him my problem. 
Imagine my horror, when 
he starts to yell at me over 
the phone. Most of the com- 
ments were unprintable. 
New law has bad effect 
Dear Sir:. 
Unless our govenunent 
rectifies the terrible blunder 
that "we the people" have 
made into law, a law that 
gives all the "rights" to 
women, leaving the good 
men, husbands and fathers 
with no recourse but to see 
their homes and children in 
the hands of alcoholic and 
drug addicted wives and 
mothers, the resulting ef- 
fects can only be terr~le. 
What do we do for good 
men, men who have worked 
the word frustrating any- 
where in the letter in ques- 
tion. I do not condone 
violence of any kind. I never 
have, so please do make that 
another of your liberal and 
very wrong interpretations 
or assumptions of what you 
think is hiding in the written 
wordt 
When the centre was just 
beginning in Terrace, il was 
a place you could go to talk 
to other women with similar 
problems, discuss poss~le 
answers to problems etc., I 
wonder if it has changed as 
drastically as you seem to 
make it appear, writer? 
Elleen Bruce, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Not once did this person 
suggest or agree to replace 
the scratched window; he 
did however bring out my 
cheque and rip it up and 
throw it on my table. My 
husband insisted that I re- 
place the torn up cheque. 
The supplier took the che- 
que and stormed off of my 
property, aRer delivering 
another diatribe on how 
lucky he was to not have 
any other customers, so 
petty as to complain about a 
bunch of scratches on a 
brand new window. 
So I suppose, that if this 
window loses its seal some- 
time in the next five years I
will have to listen to more 
abuse, or just bite the loss. 
I called the company that 
had given me the larger 
quote. They said it was not 
common practice to sell and 
install scratched windows 
and just leave them there. 
They offered to meet any 
of my future glass needs, 
and you know, I may finally 
have learned my lesson. I 
guess my only comment is 
that in Terrace as in every 
other place, you get exactly 
what you pay for. Buyer be- 
ware. 
Mary Bond, 
Terrace, B.C. 
James W. Radelet 
RADELET & COMPANY 
Tax Law. Trusts. Corporate & Commercial 
130-1057 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604.689-1386 
+++ +. / / .  
+-  + 
747 Air Cadets Sponsoring Society 
Tickets Available For Purchase Startin9 Aug, 28 at: S6500 
Terrace Volunteer Bureau Mohawk 
Gemma's Bed & Bath Boutique End Of The Roll 
Central Gifts Skeena Mall 
Cash. Visa. Mastercard. Debit Cards Accevted 
hard to give their families a 
nice home and a Dad that 
plays with them after work, 
makes ure they have all the 
necessities of life and as 
many of the luxuries as he 
can afford? 
Our law not only takes his 
children from him when the 
wife and mother becomes 
tired of her roll and turns to 
alcohol and drugs. The same 
law gives her the house and 
most of his hard earned 
paycheque. 
The children are dumped 
here and there so she can 
enjoy life, leR with 12 and 
13 year old baby-siRers 
while she heads for Van- 
couver or other points un- 
known with the L-lends who 
are so important to her life 
style. 
The law that was made to '  
catch up with wayward hus- 
bands of a like lifestyle are 
covered by this law, not 
only are the men chased, the 
wives and/or girl friends are 
immediately being looked 
after by our government 
We the People - -  high- 
priced lawyers are hired to 
look after her rights. 
ls it right that a woman of 
this character, or lack same 
be treated the same as a 
good woman, or man who 
would do anything, and has 
for the children of the 
union? These are the men I 
refer to, these are the men 
that are suffering and need 
help. 
According to our law, as it 
stands now, no woman can 
do wrong and no man can 
do rightl This is what I want 
to see changed, give men 
equal rights, let them be 
able to go to a court of law 
and prove that they are a 
better parent, if they are. 
Regarding the recent letter 
"Frustrating? You bet", 
signed by the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre, 
in response to an earlier let- 
ter signed by me, I am total- 
ly mystified and curious as 
to how on earth you could 
possibly read that letter and 
could so totally misconstrue 
the contentsl 
I am really curious to 
know whether this letter is, 
in fact, the consensus of the 
members of the centre, or 
merely the opinion of one or 
two women who skimmed 
through the letter without 
digesting the facts, then de- 
cided to use the weight of 
the name of the cenue. 
I don't think you will find 
L I g __+. .++ +. . .+  
o+ i+ ,+ ' 
" . ."  
Why was Accent voted "Best Buy" 
;~ .~ for 1996 by Cargulde magazine? 
!i!i ~ Because Hyundai s leading edge 
: ! !~ technology allowed for more room, more 
~, ,~[  safety features, more style and more fun 
~ l  I to be built lnto a sporty looker wltha 
~ t ~  very attractive price tag. 
1996 ACCENT 
Accent's muscle comes fr( 
multi-valve, low maintenance 
a Bosch electronic fuel inject 
comes with standard side lml 
and rear crumple zones and 
radial tires. You may also chc 
full-size dual alrbags. Avallab] 
4-door sedan or the sportier, 
Accent, it's loaded, so you 
OPEN YOI IR ~¥1~ TO/.qC3Ml?. n~ TIqE BEST AUTOMOTIVE BARGAINS AROUND, 
NDAIS. RADICALLY RE-DESIGNED, TOTALLY 
RED AND STILL EXTREMELY AFFORDABLE. 
)k at the elegant new Elantra Wagon - It features 
s" interior volume, a standard roof rack, double- 
folding rear seat and a 1.8 lltre, DOHC, 16-valve 
130 H.P. engine. The Elantra GLS Wagon comes 
standard with Hyundai's advanced 4-speed 
electronic automatic transmission and 
C.EC. free air-conditioning, and right now 
'::: it's also available at a very cool price. 
1996 ELANTRA GL WAGON 
$15,285" 
(incl. freight & P.D.S.) 
¢ • 
. . . . . . . .  ..... Watch out, here comes all the room, comfort, 
power and control you'll ever need. 
The 1996 Sonata, our mid-size luxury sedan. 
1996 ELANTRA 
Take a closer look at the at]-new Eiantra and 
discover exceptional style, perfornmnce, safety 
and durability. .~;==T. ... ............................................. 
Elantra's 1.8 Iltre, DOHC, 16-valve, low maintenance ............................................................................................. ~J:m~~ 
Beta engine kicks out 130 horsepower I It's equipped 1996 SONATA 
with a Bosch multi-port fuel injection system, speed The GL comes equipped with power windows, 
sensitive power rack and pinion steering, 4-wheel fully power door locks, power mirrors, cruise control, 
independent suspension, front and rear crumple zones, 
steel side Impact beams and available dual alrbags. ~ _ . _ ~  
A truly exceptional family cat" that's comfortable and 
fun-to-drive, at any price. 
HCC 
I tY I JNDAI  CREDIT  CANADA 
Ask about  Leasing 
and Financing 
$ YEAR/100,000 KM WARRANTY 
24 HOUR ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE 
Include.s: •Fuel delivery service, flat tire 
¢llal lgJng. lock-out service • lowing servic, 
tSee Dealer For Details 
a 60/40 split rear fold-down seat 
with a security lock feature and 
a 4-speed electronic overdrive 
transmission. Relax, sit back In 
-': . . . . . .  "1 your multi-adjustable 
.~at and listen to top 
und from a 4-speaker 
['R stereo cassette or 
10 speaker, 100 watt system with CD 
te performance continues with a standard 
OHC, 16-valve, 137 horsepower engine, 
lily Independent suspension, front 
power disc brakes or available ABS. 
also available with a muscular 3.0 litre 
plant. 
GL Wagon [rom $15,285 including freight and I.D.S. License and 
dad. Shown with optional alloy wheels. Dealer may sell [or less. 
HYUI  IUHI  
Where The Smart Money Goes. 
• t MS FACT #8 
We don't know what onuses 
muhiplc ,,clcrosis, but research 
i~ cl,,scr to timlin~, the ;m~wur. 
Multiple Sclerosis 
~clety  of  qunada 
I ~{)(J Z ( ,X  '7 / ; ,~2 
Thornhi l l  Hyunda i  
3040 Hwy. 16E 
Terrace 635-7288 
i l 
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And now the fur flies Str()ng v()ices needed 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD depriving the bear of their 
home. Truth is, there is little The Mail Bag bear foodinamature, well 
treed foresL If the bears arc 
going into the clearcuts, it's 
because that's where the 
or Pender StreeL Even more bears by the dozen roaming food is, Berries, salal, 
rare on Davie Street, al- the hills? fiddlehead and bracken fern, 
though I've been told that A male is going to do all the good stuff. 
other wildlife abounds there, battle with a mother living All the bears gather in 
In BC bears are not female(and she will battle) these areas for food, and 
endangered, they are a to kill her cubs, when there there is an overcrowding at 
bloody problem. These are single unattached fe- McDonald's, and the fights 
people have a new theory, males behind every tree? begin. And bears are killed 
They are saying that male It ain't worth the bother - -  because of an over- 
bears are roaming the - -  all those rug rats un- population. 
country-side seeking out derfoot. Male bears will kill And this gunslinger blows 
and killing every mother's cubs. Male bears will kill into this town, rants his 
cubs, so that the female will male bears, and females, piece, without any proof of 
come into heat, and the male too. Why do bears kill any thing. 
then, can have a little sport, bears? Because there are too And the newspapers print 
Let's just stop the manure many bears per square foot. the rantings, giving these 
spreader and give the team a Overcrowding, it's called, people credibility. 
rest. Let's suppose that a Then there's the other one. Why don't you guys take 
male did kill some cubs, and Clear cuts are killing blacks a break and let me run the 
the female will come into on Vancouver Island. This spreader for a while? 
heat. She will, but when7 is, you see the result of the Les Watmough, 
One week, two weeks, a mature timber being felled, Terrace, B.C. 
month? The male, then, is 
going to stay with this 
grieving mother for a 
month, when there are 
spinster bears, and virgin 
Dear Sir:. 
Where do these people 
come from? Another bear 
expert shows up. 
This fellow comes to town 
and claims that black and 
grizzly bears are 
endangered, or near it. This 
town, where they transport, 
what was it, 24 bears from 
the dump grounds a year 
ago. This town where the 
number one job of the COs 
is relocating nuisance bears. 
This valley where Kitimat 
has 150 sightings of bears in 
town every year. 
This fellow comes here 
without documentation of 
bear counts valley by valley. 
No documentation f poach- 
ing, no names, no evidence 
and if he had some it should 
be turned over to the wild- 
life branch. 
Where are the valleys that 
have been poached clean of 
bears? Name names. 
Is it Mackenzie, where 
they had 34 grizzlies at their 
dump? Is it the Nass, where 
they had 20 grizzlies at the 
dump? Bears are, I believe, 
very rare on East Hastings 
Liberal gov't 
gets blasted 
as hypocritical 
Dear Sir:. 
Just recently the federal L.:.erals made a show in Skeena 
with the appearance of Vancouver Centre M.P. Hedy Fry. 
It's more than Skcena residents have seen from their own 
M.P. Mike Scott. 
Fry, the federal junior minister for multiculturalism, state 
and status of women has been about he province of late. 
I don't mind a little pre-election, taxpayer-funded, jet- 
setting under the pretext of building nation unity. I do get 
tired of being lectured by a hypocritical federal govern- 
ment. 
In an interview with the Prince Rupert Daily News Fry 
states "Canada's future depends on the whole of Canada 
being together" and "Every part of the body must be 
healthy for the whole body to be healthy." Fine, but what 
has Fry's government done to promote healthy parts. 
This year the federal government cut over $4 billion in 
transfers to B.C.'s Medicare, education and social services. 
They've cut over $100 million from the CBC, our window 
to the country. 
Fry's government has ended the Crow rate. This means 
prairie farmers bear the full cost of t~ansporting their grain. 
Port facilities and grain terminals like the one in Prince 
Rupert are left to fend for themselves. 
Airports across the north are losing support. Lighthouses 
are being closed. Unemployment Insurance payments 
reached their highest level since the last recession. The 
NFB is closing down studios and cutting service. 
All this while the five big banks, which have enjoyed 
profits of 10 billion over the last two years paid a total of 4 
per cent taxes. 
Instead of accusing us of intolerance and blaming us for 
the country's breakup Fry should look at herself. What has 
she done at the cabinet able to defend the most cherished 
national institutions. 
Fry has presided over the emasculation of federal trans- 
fers, the end of regional economic development and the 
sell-out o the world's largest multi-national by buying into 
the NAFTA disaster. 
Joe Barrett, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
Dear Sir:. with this injustice any longer. We need to 
complete Line: Of 
I am a single mother on social as- 
sistance living in Port Albemi, B.C. I 
hope to reach other mothers who are also 
frustrated with the provincial govem- 
me,t's policy on child support payments 
that come in one lump sum instead of reg- 
ular month payments. 
I feel their policy of allowing us to keep 
only $100, no matter how many months 
the lump sum is meant to cover, is dis- 
crhnination against our children. We have 
so little, and our children deserve all the 
retroactive pay due to them, after doing 
without for months. 
We as custodial parents ca~mot put up 
be hesrd~ 
For all you fathers out there, your chil- 
dren are not getting the money you send: 
the govenanent is! How does this make 
you feel? 
I am fighting to change the govern- 
meat's policy and need to hear from all of 
you who want their voices heard. Please 
write me a letter describing how this 
policy has affected you, or saying that 
you support his cause. The more letters I
get, the stronger voice I'll have. 
Rae Kornberger, 
4747 I..athom Rd., 
Port AIberni, B.C. V9Y 5S4 
BICYCLE HELMETS WILL BE MANDATORY 
IN BRITISH COLUMBIA SEPTEMBER 3RD. 
Statistics show that serious injuries can happen to any cyclist, 
kids and adults alike. So get into the right gear and protect yourself. 
Helmets must have CSA, Snell, ASTM or ANSI approval to 
meet the requirements of the new law, Please choose carefully. 
Just as important, ensure your helmet is fitted properly - -  your local 
bike shop may be able to help you. 
Remember, bike helmets are only one part of bike safety, safe 
cycling practices can prevent falls or collisions before they happen. 
BRAINS ARE SOFT, HELMETS ARE HARD. 
USE BOTH. 
... RITISH Minis,ry of Transportation 
and Highways 
Stanfield's Ribbed 
BOXER SHORT 
999 
SALE DATES 
AUG. 19 to 
\ AUG. 31 
Levi's 501,512,550 
RED TAB JEANS 
Reg. to ~ ~ 
$62.00 
Mens 
FALL & WINTER JACKETS 
200/O Selection Off Reg. Price 
Ladies 
FALL & WINTER JACKETS 
Entire 2 0 O ~ o  
Selection Off Reg. Price i 
Stanfield's 
REGULAR BRIEF 
!  ,2/S998 
Kodiak 
OUTDOORSMAN SOCK 
8 98 
Reg. $11499 $139.98 
SALE 
CSA Approved 8" Leather 
TRACKER BOOT 
Reg. ,,10499 $129.98 
SALE " 
Pathfinder 
HIKING BOOT 
Reg. $4999 $64.96 
SALE 
LONG SLEEVE 
TOPS 
 eo. , , , _ _  299 $41.98 ~11 r~ 
SALE- -  Ii=IF 
MENS FLEECE 
S-XL Pants w/pockets S-XL Kangaroo Top 
Reg. ,% 2299 
Levi's Mens 
SHORT SLEEVED T-SHIRTS 
-Assorted Prints- $2099 
Reg. $26.98 SALE 
!i: ~: :ii;!iiiiiiii!i~i!!i 
i li Aug. 29 at Misty River Tackl~:ili!i)ii Shop from 4:00 to 8:00 p.m. 
ii'i!iiiiij!!iii!i 
Aug. 30 at Northcoast Angle~!iiiii i 
from 4:00 to 8:00 p.m. ~:~:~ ; ;::=,!i~i~ 
ii !ii!i !~i!ili!!i~#i~ i 
urday, Aug. 31 at Fish Tales = i!:::ii~;:~ii!iii~,ii~ili~ 
from 2:00 to 8:oo p.m. 
,  ,&S9999 R'-=g . i l~ A I  J 
SALE- - " f  i l  
~:~ :: ~ ...... • ~ .... ~ri i : '  '. i~ i:~ ..... i ~" ~i ~ i~ii~!~ 
FLEECE TWILL PANTS 
 ii! Lakelse an : !iiiiiii!ii'Access::    n i Coppre i!![ ' SALe-- e°SQ99V 4499 2999 
er Watershed? i iiili 1~i%~i~;::i~i;~!i!~!i Ladies "Prospector" "Days" Mens Mens 
;d to view and make comments on a~i ]  WALKING BOOT HOPSACK JEAN 'PROSPECTOR' HIKER 
lans at any of the following Iocation~i~i!!#! 
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Busi? lESS REVIEW 
I.ocals rack up mega-Miles 
LOCAL PARTICIPANTS 
in a reward program for air- 
line tickets or other services 
collect more than thoge 
living in similar size areas. 
Local collectors have, on 
average, 1,176 Air Miles on 
their accounts compared to 
853 Air Miles for those 
living in Prince Rupert and 
780 Air Miles for those 
living in Cranbrook. 
And there are twice as 
many redemptions for ser- 
vices in this area than Prince 
Terrace a hot spot for the Air Miles program 
"There are enough Air Miles In Terrace 
to  f l y  1,800 people to Hawaii - -  that's the 
equivalent of four Jumbo jets." 
places may act as an incen- 
tive for people to sign on to 
the program and then partic- 
ipate in a big way. 
"There are 8,500 collec- 
their cards regularly. 
In more dramatic terms, 
multiplying the number of 
collectors here by the aver- 
age number of Air Miles on 
"Western Canada is very 
active as a whole and B.C. 
is one of our better markets 
- -  right behind Alberta," he 
said. 
All told, there are 4.3 mil- 
lion households in Canada 
which have Air Miles cards. 
Businesses buying into 
programs uch as Air Miles 
do so in the expectation 
their revenues will increase 
Rupert or in Cranbrook. tot's in Terrace (and area) each card comes to 10.2 as people seek to gain a 
The number of total trans, out of a population of million Air Miles in this benefit in return. 
19,500," says John Wright, area. Wright says that's been 
the vice president of Loyalty "There are enough Air the case with the local Reit- 
Management Group which Miles in Terrace to fly 1,800 man's store here as more 
collectors have runs the Air Miles program, people to Hawaii - -  that's than 13 per cent of active 
• rds 1.4 ilion "That's pretty good," he the equivalent o f f  our jumbo collectors have shopped at 
,area to ") },000 added. - - - jets," says Wright. the outlet since it signed on 
in .Cranbrook .and Prince Rupert has 6,500 Wright says British to the Air Miles program in 
I hines m Prince collectors while Cranbrook Columbia stands out in the February. 
rings inat6,233, nation as an active Air Air Miles got its start in 
[il(.s officials s~ty the Terrace and area also Miles region with approxi- the United Kingdom in 1988 
is ~lation of T'.rrace ranks high with 87 per cent mately 990,000 people and was introduced in Cana- 
a ,'ompared to other of collectors igned up using signed up. da in 1991. 
Metal cladd=ng tubed 
:i!: ~ ¢:::ii ~i~ii::l{i~!~i.'..i;iiiiii :~i~:i:;+~:~:~::~i~il}~i~# COUNCIL won't let a conunereial/apartment building go i:~ :!:;:ii~: iil L ;:~ : %"!:F~: 
on the upper portion. 
d ! ;I i!! :!iiiiia! !iii:ii~ii!iiii{ Councillors told the developers at a planning committee 
meeting last Thursday they're insisting on a more attrac- 
ii$i~ !::i:ii~i;iiii!;ii tire facade for buildings on the main streeL 
::::.!ii~ii~.ii~iiiiiiii:~':~ Lawrence Stella accused council of operating with a dou- 
,~.:~:;;~:::~#. ble standard, and pointed to the Kondolas concrete block 
7~ ...... ::::qii}7:i~ii:.iiii~ { building on main street as an example. He said the city 
~:~;':~ suggestion of a stucco finish would mean costly delays. 
.... i!ii!ii the requirement would cause costly delays. 
The Rap is back 
THE REPAP RAP employee newsletter about what's hap- 
pening at the company's Terrace operations i  back after 
an absence of several years. ~;iii& 
~ l  The publication is eight pages in length and contains a 
number of items about he operations and its employees. 
actions to date is also high 
here compared to the other 
places. 
Terrace 
used their cards 1.4 million 
times compared to 780,000 
times 
873,000 
Rupert. 
Air Miles ffici ls say t  
relative i olation f err  
and area c  t  t r 
More than 1.8 billion Air 
Miles have been issued to 
date and 2.6 million people 
in Canada have collected 
enough miles to redeem 
them for airline tickets. 
There are 87 businesses 
participating in Air Miles 
across the country - -  12 of 
which are looted in Terrace 
and 11 in Prince Rupert. 
]2EADERS WANTED 
~, ~ut,l~, Call  for  L)etails.. of CLIRdB Guides ~,,c,,,,~.., 1-800-565-8111 
CANADIAN CLOTHING BY  NFA, WESTBEACH,  CONCEPc=T , 
LU 
8 == 
Saturday & Sunday August 31 & September 1. i 
t -!  
I " ) '  nptin~e average was 94.17 per cent for the second quarter ~ l .~t~ ~'~ '~&[~"  S~I~0 b ~ 4 S  
..... :. '- ,) ,'., .... - ..... .  '" -~ '" '2 of this year, a tad higher than the goal of 93 per cent. " '~"~ , • 
FOUNDA'rION work is unde~ay-4o, a 1,500- -~'r~.v :~/" "-Production was 66,781 cubic metres, down if( m the I" ~-" I~ /'~ ....... =: g square-foot expansion of the Salvation Army Thrift budgeted 79,810 due to a loss of operating days. ~ r t ~.-"~. = - .  ,B.a. ,  ~ F_~ "~ ' " 
Store on Lakelse. That's Jerome Lasaga of Lee Japan accounts for 54.9 per cent of the mill's shi;rments - I  ~)~. . (  ~ ~ 2o 
Construction, doing work for owner John Hales. with dimension lumber coming in at 25.6 per cent and • ..t I 
China and Tsiwan at 7.9 per cent. TIN~) 'aa lU :SaUVOaMONS '=I=~=~U ' SNVA 'd=l=lHS 44ha  y, 
" CLEAR > FAST, ACCURATE KEYS , 
THE A IR  Complete Locksmith Services, ~ 1 
.~. Reduceair i KeyecUt ~~i-' i  ~ ~ C '  k r O - -SC"  ~ mm~ O 0 pollution Locks keyed ;-~?~£,,>6:~ 1 / 
" .  [romresidenrial Look Installed ~ ~:~....')>,~.~. ~ ,~ 
Locks Master Keyed ~ J}i ~}~I I [ 
and auto emlssionswilh ips Journeyman Locksmiths ~-"~l i ! " .~!  from the Association. 
,.<UNaASSO~tATION ~ 4624AGreigAve. ~ ~ : ~  
• 0o, ~.s,,,o~  . . . . . . . .  ~ ,~;~ 
" "~"" - - ' - " " ; " ' - - " i  y Fax: 635-1918 . .~ , (~:~n "~k , t 
Kermode Friendship Society V b _ 
3313 l(olum ,t., Terrace. B.C 7e_~ h ~" 
. 
Hil Everyonel % ~J'-) ~ ' ; '  ~ ~  ]his newshller is to inform the community of what Ihe Kermode Friendship Sedety isand whol we hove to offer you. • . ' "  
Kermode Frieadshlp Satiety is a Non.profit, Mull~ltura, organization hai provides ,rvk, and program " Z O~"~J - -~ [ (~fSd  
]he service gear around advocating onbehalf of clents with olher esources incommunity. ]he programs thai we offer ore for the publks • ~ Q 
inter~1 and pure n[oymnt. ~' \ '~ t ~ S 5 -- 
U  lng Even,s: - - o 
TaiChi Kalhv'sFunHt J~  (~/I~ ~ { ~ ' "% 
~eplmber,O. 1996 Septe'--'mber 26, 996 (Lowimpadaerobi.) q b'q ~N~[O H " "  7 ( '  ( "~/  OA 
Tuesday &Wednesday Every Tuesday Seplember 9, 1996 
,-3p.m. 6 p.m.- 8 p.m. 6:30 p.m;- 7:30 p.m. & ~  ~r - , -~- '  ~ ,3  ~ i i /=  O~4,  
Cml: S2O S20 per semmter. ImlnJdor: S2O per semester o$2.00 drop-in 
Peter Dicks0n Insfrudor: Kalhy Corbel 0 ~ ~ ~-'~ \ J  d' " 
• ' ~" ~J L .~, / '  ,=iaalonIeadnq 0nel~'5elf-Deh=Werkshop ~l.AdogHonl.eqisleiiea ~ ~;  ~--"5 ~ '-"5 }"~ i O f~" 
Monday 4:15- 5:15 p.m. (frog) September 27,1996 Informton Session 
5:15 -6:15 p.m. (Eagle) 9 o.m.- 4 p.m. September 17,1996 
Wed. 4:15- 5:15 (Killer Whale) 520 per person 6- 8 p.m, 
5:15- 6:15 p.m. (Wol,) I=t=dor: .argegmjml FREE ~ 4 [ ~ (~ 5 ~-  I ~1  ~ G ~XE~ 5 (~-,h(~ ~7~/~7-"~ 
]hu,. 4:15- 5:15 p.m. ~ ~ ' ~ 
For more infatuation rul, Palrlda Iolton 6354906 i ,  % .~ p .~3 J e ~ ; . ~ W  ] ~ J  ) 
fl.C. E Y. is a drop in centre for Youths belween the ages of 7 to 18. ]hey do various adivifies such as [endroising oulings, hanging out, brain- - 
sl,minl and planning edivili,. ]he ,ropln centre, on allernative ,[,place for youth. Allyoutl~ wekom,. ~J~ f ) ~  / k i 
Ages (7-12) Hours arn: Aaes (13-18l Hours ore: 
ffkky. 3 p.o. 7:45 p.m. F=ay. Ir°IHn 5 0 C.,~ 5 L~ V ~ = ' F /  / X 1 S~,  10:30a.m.-h3Op.m. 5otur~y,2p.m.-7:45p.m. ~ (~%1/ @~, . .~  f}~? 
Samloy, ll a.m.-h3Op.m. 5u,~oy,2p.m.-lp~,. "" ~L : ' \  , , -- - " 
F.morolnl~molloacallMarl(ma635-4906 ~ "~ ~-.~ q, p l~]~.~ ~ /  - ~  
Ak0hnf & Drug Program: " / (  ~ " I 
0u..o, A leS meat or olfend nsession. 
"""°":" fo r RAAD stands for Reducing Abuse of Alcohol and Drugs. They ore o community fork Group lhal plans prevention adivilies [or the year. RAAD 
meals the first Wednesday of the m0nth, staring in Odober. / l ye ,  & 
flours aro: Monday to Thursday .. 
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
CAFC - Parenting Program 
I Parenting program will be starting phase two in September. This stage will involve getting the PHot Parenting program 
y to begin TENTATIVELY in October. 
program will consist of : 
b3 week Ufe Skills Workshop prhr to the Parentiog program 
2. It will be an 11 week program running once a week. 
Coil after September I, 1996 for more information, 
Home Cemforl Worker: 
the H,C.W, advocates onbehalf of clients in Se areas of: 
5odalService$ flospitol Status Oidress HemeVisihed. 
If you need ossigonce in any of these areas (all Lil Tugwell o1635-4906 
Restructure package 
offers cash but no land 
Here is a summary of the province's offer last week to en- 
courage the ThornhUl/Terrace area to restructure. 
Land 
• Municipal boundaries would be extended to take in the 
airport if the two communities voted to amalgamate. But 
so far the province says it won't t;ansfer Crown land 
within the new boundaries ~ notably the airport lands 
to the amalgamated city. Amalgamation would join Ter- 
race, Thomhill, north Terrace, Braun's Island and the air- 
port lands. Thornhill boundaries don't change if the com- 
munity chooses to incorporate alone. Local reps see the 
Crown land transfer as a way for the province to sweeten 
the pot without expending cash. 
Cash Infusion 
I Thomhili would receive $1,282,000 over four years 
($250 per capita) if the area incorporates alone. 
• If Terrace, Thorahill, Braun's Island and North Terrace 
amalgamate, the new municipality would get $1,969,000 
over four years. That's $250 per capita in the rural areas 
($1.337 million), and $50 per capita within Terrace city 
limits ($631,500). 
[] The Thornhili portion of that money would be put in a 
fund reserved for public works projects in Thornhill. 
• The offer is described as higher than the usual restruc- 
turing assistance grant, but not the maximum allowed 
($300 per capita for unorganized areas $100 per capita for 
incorporated areas). 
• A vote to incorporate would also mean the Kitlmat 
Stikine regional district would get a local government 
restructure implementation grant to cover costs of the 
referendum, election of fimt council and hiring of an inter. 
im administrator to set up the new municipality. 
Public works 
• Sewer and water projects in Thornhill would get "as 
high a priority as pnss~le" for grants from the province, 
but no guarantees. 
• Infrastructure projects within city limits won't get spe- 
cial consideration. 
Highways/road maintenance 
• Ministry of Transportation and Highways would con- 
tinue to maintain roads in the newly incorporated territory 
for five years after incorporation. 
• Highways 16 and 37 will be classified as arterial high- 
ways and will be maintained by the province. 
• Municipality can apply for provincial grants of up to 75 
per cent of the value of an estimated $2.95 million in road 
and bridge projects within the new boundaries, for up to 
eight years. The road works include reconstruction of a 
section of Old Lakeise Lake Dr., part of Crescent St., re- 
placement of bridges at Krumm Rd. and Oueensway, and 
construction/repaying of Thomhill frontage roads. But the 
offer doesn't specify any improvements within Terrace, 
such as a plea to help with reconstruction f Lanfear Hill. 
• . .~' ~ \~"~, 
Policing costs 
• Under incorporation, the new Thomhill municipality 
would have more than 5,000 population, and therefore 
would be respons~le for 70 per cent of policing costs. But 
the offer says Thomhill taxpayers wouldn't have to start 
footing that bill until 2002, and it would be phased in over 
two more years. 
• Under amalgamation, the new municipality would have 
a combined population over 15,000 - -  bumping up its po- 
lice cost share from the present 70 per cent in the City of  
Terrace to 90 per CenL The amalga~nated municipality 
wouldn't have to pay the increased policing costs until 
2002, and then it would be phased in over two more years. 
But that would mean the cost to Terrace taxpayers for po- 
lice service would leap from an estimated $1.67 million in 
2001 to $2.75 million in 2004. However, it's possible that 
by then Terrace would have hit 15,000 population without 
amalgamation, and be facing that size of bill regardless. 
City council elections 
• The province agrees there should be guaranteed repre- 
sentation for Thorahill residents on an amalgamated city 
council. The province agrees to a proposal from the com- 
mittee that a neighbourhoed ward system be used initially, 
with local government elections eventually moving 
towards an at-large system over several terms. The first 
council would consist of three Terrace councillors, three 
Thornhill councillors and a mayor elected at-large. The 
second time, voters would elect two from Terrace, two 
f~om Thorahill and two at-large. The third term, voters 
would elect one from Terrace, one from Thomhili and four 
at-large. In the fourth term, all councillors would be 
elected at-large. 
Terrace Curling Association 
NOTICE 
Annual General Meeting 
Sunday Sept. 15, 1996, 7 pm 
at the Terrace Curling Club 
3210 School St., Terrace 
,Thee members sign 
up for the variou  I agues at 
this meetingt 
"Get Swept up in the Fun" 
Referendum 
options: 
• If  Thomhill incorporation 
is chosen, only Thornhili 
voters would go to the polls, 
forming a new municipality 
if the vote passes. 
• If amalgamation is 
chosen, voters on both sides 
of the river would vote. A 
'Yes' vote could be defined 
as a 50 per cent plus one 
vote in both the unorganized 
area and within city limits, 
or as 50 per cent plus one of 
all ballots cast. The latter 
option would put sig- 
nificantly more weight on 
Terrace votes. 
• Another possibility is a 
two-part ballot first asking 
Thornhill residents ff they 
want a change in local 
government, and then as- 
king them to choose be- 
tween amalgamation a d in- 
corporation. The option 
favoured by the majority 
would proceed if most said 
Yes to change in the first 
place. Terrace voters would 
only vote if city council 
called its own referendum. 
• A referendum could be 
held on November 16 in 
conjunction with municipal 
elections, but Victoria 
would have to receive the 
restructure committee's 
recommendation to do that 
by SepL 25. The committee, 
meanwhile, says that's too 
soon, and it's setting Feb. 
22 as a target date for a 
referendum. 
SAVE 
EVERY 
TIME 
YOU GOLF 
Only 526.75 a.~,~c, sn
~ RRrlIsII COI~MIIIA 
LUNG ~C)C{ AT{ON 
CII l l  t lCk lb 'n l l l t l r  I t  (604) 2804444 
Ot t -800~65-31111 
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FROM FRONT 
Province is 'not 
motivated' to deal 
Looting a major provincial government 
agency here ~ like the Forest Renewal 
B.C. headquarters for the north that was 
plunked in Smithers ~ would have also 
helped, says Talstra. 
City councillor Rich McDaniel agrees 
more is needed, noting the grant of $50 per 
Terrace resident is "peanuts". 
"I think they need to put a lot more on 
the table than what they've presented to 
make it inviting," he said. 
Terrace councillor David Hull says the 
province would still be money ahead if it 
upped the ante significantly. 
He says the value of thepackage doesn't 
come close to the amount of raoney the 
province would save by ditching the costs 
of providing police, road maintenance and 
other services to ThomhilL 
Over 10 or 20 years, he says, those 
savings would quickly top $30 million, far 
exceeding the cost of the five-year transi- 
tion measures being offered now to en- 
courage restructuring. 
And Hull says it only makes sense for the 
province to offer to share more of those 
savings to encourage Terrace voters to help 
share that burden. 
Extra money or Crown land might help 
offset the extra policing costs, which are a 
big area of concern. 
"We're going to end up behind the eight 
ball," says Taistra. "There will be a 
deficit. We'd like to close that gap." 
Hull said the political will to restructure 
seems to exist locally, but not in Victoria. 
"The government isn't terribly 
motivated," he said. "And people are 
resistant to change." 
Hull said there seems to be little interest 
in government to force amalgamations after 
a dismal failure by the NDP to do that with 
other municipalities about 25 years ago. 
And officials in Victoria don't seem very 
willing to offer a larger carrot to entice 
communities to link up and get more effi- 
cient. 
"Their attitude seems to be ' I f  it happens, 
that's nice, if it doesn't, who cares'." 
Hull said one of the most difficult ob- 
stacles to resUucturing is the success of the 
Kithnat.Stikine regional district ia govern- 
ing Thornhill. 
"The regional district has done too well a 
job," he said. 
He said it's provided fair service to local 
residents, who would be clamouring for 
their own municipality if they felt overly 
oppressed or mistzeated by the RE). 
Hull says all the items for Thorn.hil i in the 
offer are desperately needed. 
"Thornhill can't be a poor cousin to Ter- 
race," he says. "But how do you sell it to 
someone in Terrace?" 
Talstra said they'll carry out a major push 
now to persuade government ministers to 
sweeten the pot. 
That effort will begin with lobbying of 
government ministers at the Union of  B.C. 
Municipalities convention that begins Sept. 
17. 
Taistra says they want to nail down a 
final deal by mid-October. 
That would dear the way for a nev¢ coun- 
cil and regional district board elected in 
November to review the previous work, and 
then proceed with 
Restructure committee chairman Gordon 
Hull said they've set Feb. 22 as n target 
date for a referendum, to try to ensure the 
process doesn't drag on indefinitely. 
Thornhill director Peggy Jnlseth was 
more enthusiastic about the offer than the 
Terrace councillors, describing it as worth 
working on. 
"By no means is it a done deal, but 
there's enough there to pursue negotia- 
tions," she said. 
Elements of the offer that could lead to 
sewer/water infrastructure grants are partic- 
ularly important to Thornhill, she said. 
The restructure committee is also hiring a 
consulting firm ~ Municipal Management 
Services of Salmon Arm - -  to prepare an 
anlysis of the financial implications of 
restructuring. 
THE ROAD TO RESTRUCTURING 
[] The lobby effort to get a better package will begin im- 
mediately. A letter is to go out to n~unicipal ffairs minis- 
ter Dan Miller outlining new proposals. Local councillors 
and RD directors will work over provincial government 
ministers at the Union of B.C. Municipalities convention 
in mid-September. 
[] The Terrace area restructure contmittee will decide if 
whatever new deal reached is good enough to put the pack- 
age out to the voters. 
[] If so, they will likely hand the package over to the new 
city council and regional disUict directors to examine after 
municipal dections in November. 
[ ]  I f  the newly elected politicians are still on side, prepara- 
tions would begin in earnest for a possible Feb. 22 
referendum on the restructuring package. Early January 
would see the start of an extensive public information 
campaign outlining the offer and attempting to answer 
questions and concerns of local residents. 
[] If voters approve the deal, a new round of municipal 
elections would have to be held to either elect a Thornhill 
municipal council or else a Greater Terrace council with 
guaranteed representation from Thornhig. 
-2 
Facts about the 
new Firearms Act 
How does it affect me? 
For  genera l  in fo rmat ion  
call 1-800-731-4000 
or visit our  ln ternet  site: h t tp : / / canada . jus t i ce ,gc .ca  
• , ?~w 
Centre 
l e l  CanadaDepartment°fJustice CanadaMinislbredelaJustice C a n a d ~  
DAYS 
LEFT OF 
SUMMER 
TiMiNG i$ |VER fTItiMNG! 
Factory to Dealer incentives make right now 
a great time to buy from a great selection of 
in-stock 1996 Ford & Mercury tars and trucks. 
1996 Taurus, Sable, Con|our, 
,~) :~"~ Mystique, Windstar, Villager, 
~ ~  Aerostar, F-Series, Ranger 
- .... ~ and more. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ,~  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
(Limited quantities available) 
ENDS $1PT. 4. 
~V. Z~ For4 ¢ Mercury ~o.¢atry 
~TERRACE 
4631 Keith Avenue ~ ,~,,28 ~OTEM FORD (~)63s4984 
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COMMUNITY 
EVENTS B2 
I I 
0 M M U N 
LESLIE DICKSON 
Goodbye 
Miss Manners 
I 
N 'THE INTEREST of making 
life more entertaining, I'd like 
to propose a little change in the 
way people conduct hemselves 
in society. I think we would have a lot more 
fun in life if we abolished politeness, and 
good manners, in general. 
Instead, we would replace these Victorian 
habits with some zestier, more American 
ones m more specifically, bluntness. 
If everyone was completely truthful in 
their observations and opinions, a lot of the 
second guessing that goes on now about 
what someone really means would end. 
And there wouldn't be any euphemisms 
anymore, either. There is no such thing as 
motivationally challenged ~ you're either 
lazy or you aren't. 
What is the point in mincing words and 
beating around the bush? To use an already 
worn phrase - -  if you can't take the heat, 
then get out of the kitchen. 
If you can't live in the 'real world,' of 
which everyone knows Terrace is the 
centre, then escape by becoming a follower 
o f  Timothy Leary, or move to Quebec 
where no one works and everyone drinks. 
Don't get me wrong. I don't think truth- 
fulnessjs useful all the !!me. Ly'mg can be 
fun, too. It always comes in handy when 
you want to play a trick on a friend. It is 
also useful in getting yourself out of some 
nasty scrapes with your parents. 
"No  mom, I didn't crash the car. It was  
my friend who moved to Vancouver yester- 
day." 
But frankness far outweighs the fun o f  
lying when it comes to serious matters. 
If you are a spiteful person, you could get 
satisfaction in busting your sibling for hav- 
ing a shaker while your parents were away. 
Or if there is someone that you've always 
secretly hated, drop the polite front and let 
them have it. 
Then there's the shock value of the truth. 
"Hey dad, have you seen Cathy's tat- 
too?... Oh, she didn't tell you?" 
I 'm sure, given the choice, a waitress 
would rather tell a slimy male to shove 
it, then ask if  he would care for any 
more coffee. 
And if you're a little younger, or you hang out 
with really petty people, nothing's more fun 
than busting a backstabbcr. 
There arc a few drawbacks to being so truth- 
ful, however. No one will tell you any secrets, 
but on the good side, no one will unload all their 
problems onto you, either. 
People will think that you love causing con- 
frontations and you may not be invited to as 
many parties as you would like. 
A big plus to always speaking your mind is 
that one thing you will never be called is fake, 
and people will always know what you're think- 
inf. But if your purpose in llfe is to be 
mysterious and demure, then forget it. 
Waiters and waitresses across the globe would 
love the change to bluntness. I'm sure, given the 
choice, a waitress would rather tell a slimy male 
to shove it, then ask if he would care for any 
more coffee. 
Sometimes it seems as though people come 
into restaurants not to eat, but merely to give 
their server a hard time. Surely these situations 
should warrant a snide remark and a refusal to 
bring more coffee. 
But the pristine truthfulness hould only be 
saved for those customers who can't tell time. 
The oniy restaurants where it is okay to come in 
for a bite five minutes before closing is 
McDonalds - -  even then, it's only drive-thru. 
But sometimes being truthful is most interest- 
ing when you say whatever comes lo your mind, 
as soon as it does. This involves a little sifting, 
as some verbal diarrhea is as boring as golf on 
T.V, 
If you're in the right frame of mind, and with 
good company, though, you and your friends 
could be laughing for hours. 
So if this appeals to you, get to work right 
away to combat he deceit and dishonesty ram- 
pant in the world. Quit the small talk, say 
what's on your mind, and we'll start having 
I some real convcrsatxous. 
The man behind the scenes 
HE WASN'T the type to seek the 
limelight. Gim Wong preferred to 
put forward ideas through others, 
though he was always ready to 
lend support whenever he could. 
"My dad was never high pro- 
f i le," said his son Glenn Wong. 
"At 5'4" he was a man behind 
the scenes. The man with the 
ideas. He never drew attention to 
himself." 
Gim Wong died on July 29, just 
months away from retirement 
from the business he created -
Gim's Restaurant. 
He and his wife Lena had 
planned a holiday after his retire- 
ment, and wanted to travel around 
the world. 
It was a holiday that was a long 
time coming, said Glenn. 
"My parents worked very 
hard," he said. 
They first opened the restaurant 
in 1963, and each of their chil- 
dren was brought up in the kitch- 
en, as much as they were at 
home. 
"We ate here. We argued here. 
We grew up very independent 
very quick," said Glenn. "We 
were restaurant brats." 
The restaurant was also where 
Gim's friends could be assured of 
finding him, and where the Ter- 
race Rotary club meetings were 
held. 
Gim joined Rotary in 1971, and 
for 24 years had a 100 per cent at- 
tendance records at meetings. 
In 1990 he was given the 
prestigious Paul Harris Fellow 
Award by the Terrace club. 
"To us, it is one of the greatest 
ways to recognize a person," said 
Wayne Epp, president of the club 
at the time. 
Gim was given the award, he 
said, "not so much for his 
celebrated achievements but for 
"My dad could never say no to 
a good cause," said Glenn. "He 
was famous for that." 
Gim sponsored a local chil- 
dren's hockey team and a junior 
soccer team. 
Long time family friend Joe 
Whitney also remembers the re- 
markable memory Gitn had for 
everyone's family. 
"He always remembered every- 
one's kids," said Whitney. "He 
took an interest in people. When 
you went to the restaurant you al- 
ways felt like you were at 
home." 
That was a meaningful achieve- 
ment to Gira, since he worked 
hard to make a home in Terrace, 
away from his birthplace in 
China. 
Gim was born in a small town 
in China in 1931. He suffered the 
loss of his mother durhtg the Jap- 
anese invasion, and moved to 
Canada with his father and step 
mother in 1951. 
He finished school in Prince 
George in 1953, and upon gradu- 
ation was named class valedic- 
torian. It was quite an achieve- 
ment considering Gim couldnlt 
even speak English when he 
moved to Canada. 
In his high school yearbook 
Gim wrote that he liked drawing 
and travelling, hoped for a busi- 
ness career and hated snow. 
Upon graduation he was offered 
a scholarship, but Gim turned it 
down for a chance to become a 
partner in a restaurant in 
Hazelton. 
Soon after Gim married Lena 
(Oy Chee Chow) in a union that 
was pre-arranged by elders back 
in China. 
Gim must have overcome his 
dislike for snow, because instead 
of fleeing, south he and Lena 
hid Continuous work and -de'dl~ :  ...... moved to Terrace in 1963. 
tionto Rotary." They opened the restaurant in 
Epp descried Gim as depend- 
able, conscientious and reliable, a 
man who never efused atask that 
was requested of him. 
Gim also couldn't refuse when 
someone in the community asked 
for his help. 
October that year. Then 15 years 
later, in 1978, Gim's Restaurant 
moved to Park Ave. 
The restaurant was their passion 
and the couple worked very hard 
at it. 
In 1984 Gim became ill and had 
GIM WONG died July 2g, leaving behind his wife, four children 
and many friends in the Terrace Rotary Club and throughout he 
community. 
to travel to Vancouver for bypass 
surgery. He recove~red Well, until 
July 19 of this year when he took 
ill at work, and had to be flown to 
Vancouver. 
Then on July 29 he died while 
still in Vancouver. Funeral ser- 
vices were held there, and he was 
buried in a Vancouver graveyard. 
A memorial service was held 
for Gim Wong in Terrace on Au- 
gust 12 in the REM Lee Theatre, 
with about 250 people in at- 
tendance. 
In the eulogy, Wayne Braid 
promised Ghn will not be forgot- 
ten. 
"It's the end of an era," said 
son Glenn. 
Gim's wife Lena is keeping the 
restaurant open for now, but 
hopes to retire soon. 
BONNIE EDGARS is turning a hobby into a business. She sews recorder cases for school children and so far 
at least one school has made a large order. Now she's hoping other schools will become interested, and she's 
even considering branching out to sew gym bags. 
Business is all sewn up 
A MENTALLY challenged Tcrnme 
woman is getting a chance to turn her 
hobby into a small business, now that 
orders are starting to roll in for her 
unique product. 
Bonnie Edgars makes fabric covers 
for recorders m those small musical 
instruments used by schoolchildren. 
The 30-year-old carefully sews each 
one by hand from celourful cloths 
donated from a friend's leftover 
material. 
Edgars was helped out with the pro- 
ject by Northern Networking, a 
provincial networking group. The 
group helps to train people who are 
mentally challenged. Their goal is to 
get them involved with the workforce. 
Natasha Wheaton works for North- 
ern. She got the idea for the recorder 
bags from experience with her own 
children. 
"The bags that come with the re- 
corders are made of cheap vinyl," she 
says. "The ones my children had 
ripped right away." 
So Wheaton turned Edgars on to the 
idea, and she's been rolling with it 
ever since. Edgars says that she loves 
to sew so making the bags ts a 
pleasure. 
"It's my hobby," she says. 
Edgars started her sewing career by 
helping a friend sew some curtains. 
She became so excited about it, that 
she right away started to save money 
to buy her own sewing machine. 
Edgars has since made a pair of 
pants and she's taking orders for the 4479, 
recorder bags. Right now she's work- 
ing on an order for 30 from Uplands 
School. 
Wheston thinks that even more or- 
ders will start coming in once people 
realize how nice the bags are. 
When school starts again, Edgars 
will be talking to school music 
teachers, to see if any of their students 
would like the bags. She may also 
take orders for gym bags, decorated 
with the school s crest. 
And Edgars isn't showing any signs 
of slowing down. 
"I want to keep sewing," she says. 
"I love it." 
Recorder bags are available for one 
dollar. For more information call 635- 
Looking 
forward 
to winter 
WE'VE ALREADY gotten 
a good idea of how dark and 
dreary winter will be this 
year. If you're wondering 
how you can liven up those 
chilly nights, then take a 
look at Terrace Little 
Theatre's playbill for the 
1996/97 season. 
They're offering season 
tickets at discounted prices 
to a wide variety of plays. 
In October you'll have a 
chance to take in two one- 
act plays in one evening. 
One's a comedy about old 
highschool acquaintances 
who meet again after several 
years. The other's a 
melodramatic farce about a 
murderous scheming barber. 
In November you'll be 
ready for laughs, so T IT  is 
re-doing a classic comedy 
called Harvey. It's set in the 
1950s about a man who has 
a pooka - -  an animal spirit 
which is invisible to every- 
one but himself. 
If you're into more serious 
fare, then you'll want to 
check out Buried Child, 
playing in February. This 
1979 Pulitzer Prize winning 
play explores the inner ten- 
sions of a rural existence. 
And in Marchl TLT is 
featuring The Watering 
Place - -  a drama of black 
humoar which explores the 
theme of violence in Chica- 
go, set against the back- 
ground of the Vietnam War. 
The theatre is offering 10 
per cent off its regular ticket 
prices for these productions 
and for the dinner theatre. 
Or if you're looking for a 
good deal, check out their 
opening night deal. 
Tickets are available at 
Untglobe Courtesy Travel. 
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MUSIC 
• VOICE RECITAL-  Jennifer Zuc- 
chiatti performs works by Mozart,  
Debussy and Romburg at 7 p.m. on Au- 
gust 26 at the Pentecostal auditorium. 
Admission is free. .~ 
A R ICK  T IPPE-  Canada's newest 
country music sensation ~ hits the 
stage at the R.E.M Lee Theatre here on 
Wednesday, Sept. 11. Tickets $20 at 
Uniglobe Travel. 
• KARAOKE NIGHT is every Thurs- 
day and Sunday at George's Pub in the 
Northern Motor Inn, every Sunday and 
Monday at Hanky Panky's and every 
Friday at the Thornhill Pub. 
MOVIES 
• Danny Devito and Rhea Perlman star 
in MATILDA at 7 p.m. At 9:15 p.m. 
Michael J. Fox takds up a career as a 
ghostbuster in DEAD YET?. THE 
FRIGHTENERS. And at 7:15 and 
9:30 p.m. John Travolta expands his IQ 
in PHENOMENON. 
Starang Friday 
AWoody Harrelson and Randy Quaid 
star in KINGPIN, playing at 7 and 9:15 
p.m. And at 7:15 and 9:30 p.m. Jaekie 
Chan stars in SUPERCOP. 
ETCETERA 
A TERRACE ART ASSOCIATION 
presents a Summer Members Show 
LOCAL artists are 
featured this month 
at the Terrace Public 
art Gallery. Check 
listings to find out 
gallery times. 
featuring a display o f  artwork by local 
artists. Come take a look at the wide va'  
riety of medias and subjects. Gallery 
hours are Wed-Fri, 12-3 p.m., Fri. even- 
ings, Sat. from 12-4 p.m. and Sun. from 
1-4 p.m. 
Make the 'Scene! Call 638-7283 or fax 
to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. 
The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the 
following week's paper. 
BUNDLES 
OF JOY 
I" Baby's Name: 
C01e Brendm Azak 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 26, 1996 4:20 pm 
Weight: S.lbs.9 oz. Ses: Male 
Parent: Sheila Azak 
Baby's Name: 
Thomas Joseph 01dale 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 19,1996at 2:58am 
Weight: 7 Ibs I oz. Sex: Male 
~Parents: Trina & Tom 01dale 
Baby's l'qame: 
Chelsea Raye MacDonald 
Date & Place of Birth: 
Aug 3, 1996 at 10:30 pm 
Weight: 6Ibs 12oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Carla Snfith & Royden 
MacDonald 
Baby's Name: 
Chelsea J nell Smith 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 1, 1996at 2:11 am 
Weights: 7 Ibs I 1 oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Annette &Wayne Smith 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Talon Gabriel Roy Hawkins 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 10, 1996 at 4:34 am 
Weights: 8Ibs 03 oz Sex: Male 
Parents: Pauline Carlick & Johnny 
Hawkins 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Taryn Rae Lanterman 
Date & Place of Birth: 
July 30, 1996 at 9:28 am 
Weight: S Ibs 7oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Laura & Les Lanterman 
PRE-INVENTORY SALE 
The Biggest Sale of the Yearl 
Save on Everything 
Aug. 19- 31 
1-800-661-2990 •Skeena Mall • 635-5236 
i J  4vt¢ . ,a |  uat~s  wt . t tu t~at  ~l . lu~ 
lives are affected by someone lse's 
drinking meet every Thursday at 7 p.m. 
at the Women's Resource Centre at 
4542 Park Ave. 
Tuesday, Sevt. 3 
LADIES AUX. of the Legion holds its 
regular general meeting at the Legion 
at 7:30 p.m. 
BREASTFEEDING SUPPORT 
GROUP ho!~.its monthly meeting at 
8 p.m. at the Mills Memorial Hospital 
Education~:room..For more info call 
Denise at 635-4552. 
Wednesday, Sept. 4 
REGISTRATION BEGINS for the 
children's fa l l  programs at the Terrace 
Public Library. Programs include 
Babytime, Tales for T wo~, Preschool 
Storytime and a Stories and Crafts pro- 
gram. For more into call Holly at the 
library at 638-8177. 
Friday I Sept. 6 
REGISTRATION FOR the Early Lit- 
eracy Fun program at the library starts 
at 10 a.m. at the library in person only. 
This is a one-on-one r ading program 
for children aged 3-5 years old. For 
more info call Holly at 638-8177. 
Wednesday t Sept. 11 
KINETTE CLUB OF TERRACE 
meets at 7 p.m. at the Kin Hut, next o 
Heritage Park. The club meets every 
2nd Wednesday of the month and new 
members are welcome. For more info 
call Pat at 638-1726. 
Thursday~ Sept. 12 
THE SKEENA VALLEY KENNEL 
CLUB hosts its AGM at the library at 
7:30 p.m. For more info call Cindy at 
638-1476. 
Saturday, Sept. 14 
DIABETES FALL SYMPOSIUM is 
scheduled for Saturday, Sept. 14 at the 
Coast hm of the West. The conference 
is for families and individuals living 
with diabetes. Registration fee is $15 
per person or $25 per family (up to 4 
people.) This includes lunch and 
snacks. Registration forms are avail- 
able at your doctors' office or any 
drugstore. Deadline for registration is 
Aug. 31. For more into call Jane 
Braam at 635-2894. 
Tuesday, SeDt. 17 
PACIFIC NW MUSIC FESTIVAL 
holds its AGM at 3811 Westview Dr. 
at 8 p.m. Regular monthly meetings 
will follow. 
Thursday1 Sept. 19 
THE STEPPING STONE CLUB- 
HOUSE hosts a 12-week family edu- 
cation course for those dealing with 
serious psychiatric disabilities. The 
course is free and includes information 
about coping skills, problem solving 
techniques and advocacy services. For 
more info or to register call Eileen Cal- 
lanan at 635-3620. 
WEEKLY MEET INGS 
MONDAYS 
POST..PARTUM SUPPORT 
GROUP meets Mondays till July 8 
iiom iU.-ll a.m. at me ~geena Hcalm 
Unit. There is a $2 fee for child care. 
For more info call 638-2200. 
TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS 
meet the f'wst and third Monday of 
each month. New members welcome. 
For more info call Ray at 635-3589 or 
Lea at 635-9405. 
SKEENA VALLEY FALL FAIR As- 
sociation meets the second Monday of 
every month at 8 p.m. at Thomhili Jr. 
Secondary;fn the library. 
KERMODE BEARS DANCE 
GROUP meets every Monday and 
Thursday night from 7-8 p.m. at the 
Kermode Friendship Centre. Anyone 
interested in dancing please come 
out.Eiders are needed for drumming. 
For more info please call Benita at 
635-7670. 
ORDER OF THE ROYAL PURPLE 
meets the 2nd and 4th Monday of 
every month at 7:30 p.m. at the Elks 
Hall. Call 635-5121 for more into. 
BIRTHRIGHT volunteers meet in 
members' homes on an alternating 
basis. Call Linda at 635-6849 or Betty 
at 635-5394 for info. 
BIG BROTHERs" "& Big Sisters hold 
a board meeting the third Monday of 
every month at 3237 Kalum St. at 7:30 
p.m. They're looking for volunteers 
and board members. Contact Lois at 
635-4232 for more info. 
ARE YOU HAVING trouble seeing 
your grandchildren? Call Marge at 
635-7421 for info. 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital Auxil- 
iary meets the third Monday of each 
month in the board room at 8 p.m. 
Everyone iswelcome. 
ALZHEIMER AND DEMENTIA 
support group meets at 1 p.m. on the 
last Monday of the months at the Ter- 
race Mental Health Centre. Call 638- 
3325 for more info. 
TUESDAYS 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
meets every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Caledonia high school. For more info 
call Jim Ryan at 635-4089. 
STRETCHING CLASS - -The  Min- 
istry of Health community rehabilita- 
tion program hosts this seated stretch- 
ing clas~ from 1-2 p.m. at the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium at 3412 Kalum 
St. Call Anne at 638-2272 for more 
info. 
T'AI Cl i l  FOR SENIORS is held 
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 8:45 a.m. at 
the Happy Gang Centre. For more info 
call Jean at 635-3159. 
TERRACE TOASTMASTERS meet 
the first and third Tuesday of each 
month at 7:30 p.m. at the Coast Inn of 
the West. Learn public speaking in a 
positive and encouraging environment. 
New members and guests are welcome. 
For more info call Linda Tanner at 
638-1856. 
t~A~t. l~l~ U I ' I 'UK I  t i l (OU l "  meets 
every second Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at 
3302 Sparks. 
DAIKO Jl  SOTOZEN CENTRE 
hosts Zazen meditation every Tuesday 
evening at 7 pm at the centre. For into 
phone 635-3455. 
SCHIZOPHRENIA SOCIETY meets 
the third Tuesday of every month from 
September toJune at 7:30 p.m. at Step- 
ping Stone Clubhouse, 3302 Sparks St. 
For more information call 638-2202. 
MISS TERRACE PAGEANT com- 
mittee meets the second Tuesday of 
every month at the Terrace public li- 
brary. 
WEDNESDAYS 
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS meets 
Wednesdays at7 p.m. and Saturdays at 
7:30 p.m. at 4542 Park. For more info 
call 638-6114. 
TERRACE CENTENNIAL LIONS 
meet every second Wednesday atlunch 
at the Coast Inn of the West. For more 
info call Robert Oliver at 638-0913. 
Your 
Group meets every second Wednesday 
at the White Spot at 10 a.m. Call Judy 
at 635-3258 for info. 
SINGLE PARENTS SUPPORT 
GROUP meets Wednesday afternoons 
at 1 p.m. at the Women's Centre. For 
more info call 638-0228. 
LF~BIAN DROP-IN happens noon 
hour on every third Wednesday of the 
month at the Terrace Women's Centre. 
Group meets the second and fourth 
Thursday of every month from 7:30- 
9:00 p.m. in the Stepping Stone Club- 
house at 3302 Sparks St. For more in- 
formation call Diane at 638-0296. 
KINSMEN CLUB of Terrace meets 
the first and third Thursday of each 
month until June. The Kinsmen seek to 
build and maintain a first class com- 
munity. For more info call Brace at 
635-6316. 
Ask for Elizabeth or Maria. 
THURSDAYS 
SKEENA VALLEY CAR CLUB 
meets the fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7:30 p.m. at A&W on Keith. 
Call Bob at 635-9214 for info. 
CHRONIC PAIN SUPPORT 
GROUP meets the third Thursday of 
every month at 2 p.m. in the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium. The group 
fights pain with education, laughter, 
sharing and caring. For more informa. 
tion, call Pat at 635-5078 or Diane at 
638-8587. 
Terrace Standard offers the 
Wkat's Up community calendar as a 
public service to its readers and com- 
munity organizations. 
column is intended for non- 
pro~ organizations and those events 
for which there is no admission 
charge. 
Items will run two weeks before ach 
event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions hould be typed or 
printed neatly. 
SUCCESS 
• ° 
1S our  success  OO0 
Your success is our 
success. We belong to you. 
Our only purpose is to 
help you achieve your 
financial goals. 
"Other f inancial insti- 
tutions" have a profit 
motive. 
We are a profit shar- 
ing, member  owned 
institution. 
That's the credit union 
advantage. We belong to 
you. 
Become a member today 
Terrace & District £ redit Union 
4650 Lazelle Avenue,Terrace ph. 635-7282 
We belong to your 
the  credi t  un ion  advantage:  we are a profit sharing, member  owned institution.,. 
we belong to you. 
I 
I 
I 
t 
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LYNNE CHRISTIANSEN 
I-rom 
blooms 
lo Xmas 
wreaths 
JEAN KRYZANOWSKI 
is my neighbour at the 
market, and she's been 
with the market from the 
beginning. 
Even though we see 
each other every Satur- 
day, it has taken me a 
long time to finally catch 
Jean for an interview, as 
she is a very busy lady. 
She works full time at 
the Inn of the West, runs 
a household and keeps a 
very large flower garden. 
Flowers are Jean's main 
interest for the market, al- 
though she sells whatever 
produce she happens to 
have in season and some 
craft items as well. 
When Jean first started 
at the market, it was to 
help her five children sell 
eggs. The children made 
crafts for the farmers 
market Christmas sale 
and still contribute the 
odd items. 
Jean starts the season 
with beautiful hanging 
baskets and bedding 
plants. Most of the flow- 
ers she grows are cut 
flowers and are for 
drying. Flowers are set 
oat at the market in beau- 
tiful arrangements, and in 
vases. Later in the season 
you'll see her selling 
dried flowers. 
At the Christmas sale 
Jean offers Christmas 
wreaths, dried flower ar- 
rangements and other 
crafts. 
Jean was born in Aven- 
ing, Ontario and came to 
B.C. in 1957. In 1967 she 
came to Terrace and 
stayed on to raise her 
children. Two children 
have moved to Penticton, 
and the rest are still living 
in Terrace. 
When Jean was growing 
up in Ontario she 
belonged to the 4H Club. 
She learned a lot about 
raising poultry, gardening 
and public speaking. Jean 
thinks it is a wonderful 
organization for children. 
She feels that her begin- 
nings in 4H club sparked 
her interest in flower gar- 
dening. 
Her interest in 4H also 
led her naturally to the 
Skeena Valley Fall Fair 
Assoc. She has 
volunteered with the as- 
sociation for many years. 
Jean says that the fall 
fair organizers are in need 
of help this season and 
she wishes there was 
more interest in the fair. 
The Skecna Valley Fall 
Fair takes place Aug. 31 
& Sept. 1 at the Thornhill 
Community Grounds. 
This is the fair's 26th 
year. 
The fair organizers are 
always in need of help. If 
you can help out call Leo 
at 635-7286. 
BEAUTIFUL BASKETS of flowers are a trademark of Jean Kryzanowski's table at 
• e Farmer's Market. Her arrangements are always colourful and eye-catching. 
Tippe travels to Terrace 
THE BC Counlzy Music 
Association voted him at 
the best male vocalists 
this year, and this is your 
chance to hear him in 
concerL 
Rick Tippe plays the 
REM Lee Theatre on 
September 11 in a benefit 
concerL Proceeds will be 
donated towards the con- 
struction of a new 250 
seat performing arts 
centre for Terrace. 
Tippe's debut album, 
Slmuld'a Seen Her Corn- 
/n has already garnered 
six singles, all top 40 hits. 
And his latest single 
"The Wheel of Love" is 
headed for the top 10. 
Tippe, a BC native, has 
performed in concert with 
Tracy Byrd, Charlie 
Major, Don Williams and 
Patricia Coaroy. He's 
also shared the stage at 
major festival across 
Canada with Brooks and 
Dunn, Wynonna, Racey 
Lawrence, Pare Tillis and 
Sawyer Brown. 
His future looks good 
as well, with a new cd in 
the works. 
Fans who have seen 
Rick Tippe perform live 
have compared the ener- 
gy level of his shows to 
Back to School 
RickTippe 
that of Garth Brooks. Uniglobc Courtesy 
Now you'll have a Travel. Or check this 
chance to judge for your- week's paper for your 
self.Tickets for the Sept. chance to win tickets, 
11 show are $20 each and Tippe's latest CD and a 
are available from back stage pass. 
More Good Reasons To Sign 
Up With kermode.net: 
Great Choices 
Great Service 
Great Business 
$28.95 for 100 hrs, per month or hourly blocks for casual users 
Terrace's most experienced Internet Support Staff to help you with Windows, Win95, Macintosh & OS/2 
The only Internet provider to give you detailed on-line time checking and detailed usage statements 
and of course lunch is still on us, Sign up with kermode,net before September 30 and you get burger meal from 
Call RGS Internet Services- 635-3444 or visit us at the TJllicum building, 
k 
.i!~.i/i:!:.:.::~i.~ • 
\ 
1 I RGS Internet Se, 
I ' 722 Lakelse Ave : Phone1635 344 Fax: 
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High 
school Around Town 
scholars 
CALEDONIA  
SECONDARY receqtly 
released the results of the 
1995/96 provincial scholar- 
ship results. These marks 
come from scholarship ex- 
ams written throughout 
those years. 
In order to qualify for the 
$1,000 provincial scholar- 
ship, students needed to 
score at least 1700 or more 
in their best three exams. 
Students who obtain one of 
the highest combined. 20 
marks in the province are 
given a $2,000 scholarship. 
Lindsay Bailey - English 
12 [SMS 680];English Lit- 
erature 12 [SMS 659]; 
French 12 [SMS 645]; for a 
total SMS of 1984; 
Linnae Bee - Biology 12 
[SMS 607]; English 12 
[SMS 652]; English Litera- 
ture 12 [SMS 694]; for a to- 
tal SMS of 1953; 
Chriszine Bradford 
English 12 [SMS 652]; 
English Literature 12 [SMS 
526]; History 12 [SMS 550] 
for a total SMS of 1728; 
Matthew Buckle - 
Chemistry 12 [SMS 626]; 
Mathematics 12 [SMS 580]; 
Physics 12 [SMS 643] for s 
total SMS of 1849; 
Michael Davies - 
Chemistry 12 [SMS 601]; 
English 12 [SMS 610]; Ge- 
ography 12 [SMS 550]; for 
a total SMS of 1761; 
Leslie Dickson 
Chemistry 12 [SMS 577]; 
English Literature 12 [SMS 
603]; History 12 [SMS 619] 
for a total SMS of 1799; 
Robert Freeman 
Chemistry 12 [SMS 593]; 
Geography 12 [SMS 626]; 
Physics 12 [SMS 665] for 
an SMS total of 1884; 
Travis McMurray 
Chemistry12 [SMS 625]; 
English 12 [SMS 667]; 
Mathematics 12 [SMS 618] 
for a total SMS of 1910; 
Giebette Nenninger - Biol- 
ogy 12 [SMS 620]; 
Chemisu'y 12 [SMS 626]', 
English 12 [SMS 594]; for a 
total SMS of 1840; 
Peter Okimi - Biology 12 
[SMS 588]; Chemistzy 12 
[SMS 607]; Mathematics 12 
[SMS 574]; for a total SMS 
of 1769; 
Pal Sandhu - Biology 12 
[SMS 553]; English 12 
[SMS 667]; History 12 
[SMS 561] for a total SMS 
of 1781; 
Jennifer Shepherd 
Chemistry 12 [SMS 528]; 
English 12 [SMS 631]; 
English Literature 12 [SMS 
545] for a total SMS of 
1704; 
Mark Tessaro - Biology 
12 [SMS 685]; English 12 
[SMS 785]; History 12 
[SMS 741] for a total SMS 
of 2,211; 
Tanya Urbanoski - Biol- 
ogy 12 [SMS 
Gaining knowledge 
NORTHWESTERNERS MAKE up three per cent of 
the viewers of the provincially-financed Knowledge 
Network seen here on Channel 12. 
Figures from the network indicate that the Prince 
George area contributes two per cent of its viewers 
while the northeast contr~utes one per cent and the 
southeast four per cent. 
This fall is the 161h season for the network which 
receives the majority of its $10.6 million budget from 
the provincial government. 
Half of the network's programming is taken up with 
children's shows and credit and non-credit 
telecourses. 
YOUR 
LIFEJACKET 
,A : . "  i I squeegee ~e ~ I 
~e d~, :  s~,.t4e4, I II ~ l i l~ l l  ~ I 
n~: : l  r ,u  ~/ r .  a /m- ,  ::  . E,~I:::,~; s/me'm~e al " 
J TERRACE t O 
SI:aNDARD 
Presents In Concert  
RICK TIPPE 
September 11, 1996 
R,E.M. Lee Theatre 
Tickets: $20.00 available at Uniglobe Travel 
ENTER TO WIN 
1st Prize: 2 Tickets, CD, Back Stage Pass 
Secondary Prizes: 3 Sets of Tickets for 2 
r' 
INam e "] 
I Address II 
I Phone (H) (W) i 
I Bring or mail you entry to: I 
I -~- -~"" '~ - -  3210 Clinton Street I 
I Z~TANDARD Terrace, B.C. VeG 5R2 I 
I Winnerswi/Lbe.drawnatrandom,from al! e ntrie s received, Prizes i 
L must be acceptable as awarded and have no cash equivalent. 
U n n glmgll ~ i im~ ~gg l  m iiimm i ~  i i  ig~lgl n~ m min i  nl l l lU i ~ w ig  MI J  
503];Chemistry 12 [SMS 
490]; English 12 [SMS Live in the fast lane 745]; for a total SM  of 
1738; 
Karla Vandevelde - Biol. ~ ~  
ogy 12 [SMS 708]; 
Chemistry 12 [SMS 577]; 
English 12 [SMS 721]; for a 
total SMS of 2006; 
Veroni= Zimmen.,. ~~~~'a  I(N VALUE 
Chemistry 12 [SMS 715]; ~~S] [~!B[ [ ] [O  ALLSE,',$Ohl RAOiALW/W 
643,,o,. 
total SMS of 2,037. 
~ " ' " " "~;~;~;~;~'~ . . . . . . . . .  
~ ~ : ~  r~#ZlOGESTOIIE "FI res ro t le  
lhe 30 do,/ 
"N0 It~le Trial 0ff~" 
~. life gu0rantee 
~ Our indusliy~eodinQ 
Meet Adrianne. She was ~ cust0~ner pl01ediol! l~Ik 
born with asthma - -  a 
chronic disease affecting 
more than 100,000 
British Columbians. But 
thanks to the B.C. Lung 
Association's work in 
research and education, 
more youngsters like 
Adrianne live full, active, 
healthy ires And 
become what they were 
always meant to be. A 
real handful. 
BRITISlt CQLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
~: (604) 7yl.5864 or 1.800.665.5864 
- - _" _- -" " . ~ flee f]Gt reocrs 
FIREHAWK 
SVX RADIAL I Cedarland Tire Service Ltd., eeeo=leeoo ,meoeooo  =eoee  m~ s 
TOP PERFORMER 
"ZgV"RATED ALL SEASON 4929 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BO 
T:I r ¢ $ t o n e If We Sell It,.. We Guarantee It! 
" 635-6170 
KAL TIIm WITH OVER 130 LOCATIONS IN BC & ALBERTA 
Thank 
You 
An open letter to 
:the people of Terrace: 
We thank the people of 
Terrace for the incredible 
outpouring of love and sup- 
port we have received since 
Megan Geier was injured. 
:We consider ourselves 
privileged to come from a 
community that shows us so 
:much support in so many 
:ways. 
', All the cards, phone calls, 
iflowers, fruit baskets, 
stuffed toys and the benefit 
dance made us feel we were 
not alone while we were in 
Vancouver, and cheered us 
uP when we were feeling low, 
We thank everyone for all 
'the prayers and the healing 
energy you sent our way, 
and for Megan. 
. We know she felt it and it 
'has helped her to heal much 
"quicker than the doctors 
-, Mak ing  waves  
would have thought pos- 
s$le. 
A special thanks to the 
healing group at Nirvana 
and to Laurel, who was with 
us every step along the way. 
Your love has made a dif- 
ference. 
Thank you to our neigh- 
bouts, for looking after our P ITCH- IN  
yard and for the home 
baking, to Mother's Time =~ 
Out for the support, and to 
Pat S. and others for the 
benefit dance. All we can 
says is "Wow!"  And 
Casey, you're worth your 
weight in gold. 
The Geier family 
Terrace, Be  
PRIMPING -- Kendra Loeppky helps Kylie Amdam with a wayward lock of hair. 
The girls were getting ready for the opening number of the pre-teen fashion show, 
which took place last Friday. The show finished off a modelling course, put on by 
Parks and Rec. The young gids learned about makeup, fashion and how to pres- 
ent themselves in public. 
Ladies Fashions & Accessories 
4605 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSG IS3 
"Eel: 635-6966 
Fax: 635-4740 
TERRACE CHITO-RYU 
KARATE CLUB 
September 7 at Clubs 
Day in the Skeena~ 
Youth Cldsses Adult Classes 
Spaces are ranted •: . ~1 Ages Of Adults h'e Wetcome 
Monday 7i00 -8:00 p,m. Man, & Thurs. 8-10 p.m, 
Thursday 6:30- 8:00 p.m. at 
at " Clarence Michael School 
Clarence Michael School Wed 7:00 to 9:00 p m 
at Thronhill ElemeMary 
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I INVENTORY SALE 
ONE-STOP 
• Sa les  • Serv ice  . 
. i  Ins ta l la t ions  • 
~,i/i~ ,~i~i/!i~ ~ i~:~)i!ii ¸ 
r il ~ ~ A k J __ %!  , ,., | 
i $1000.  °° off I 
' In Stock Nassau Hot Tub 
i 
, ' o I i  
i one coupon per purchase 20  ~O Of f  
'l : ::;?r:tsbsee;t;b~;~d with any other special All other hot tubs ili 
L .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
_,:~ :] ,i i~i ~ ~ ~ ,~ ; ,  : ~;:,,ii,i~-~iii~i!;~i!~:~i~i~ii'i~ 
s 2o *iil ii • O0  o f f  
All Regency Fireplaces 'i!ii 
o°e cou on r 0 o' " i:t 
i' i cannot bPe com%iPne~J atShOany other special ( ~ I I I R ( ~ ~ ~  i l 
, expires Sept 2~,'9¢ ~ - -~W 
,I • "IRIIIILACl PRODUCTS tl 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  !; 
S800.  °° off 
Lennox Complete Heat Package 
I ) 
I 
] 
/ 
'one coupon per purchase LENNOX: I , cannot be combined with any other special 
I ' expires Sept 27/96 III 
AIR CONDITIONING • HEATING 
L-- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; 
II 
~ ®  ~ ' S400.  O0 of f  LennoxGFP31nserts ( 
TERRACE CO-OP In Stock Only i I 
FAMILY FASHIONS <~~~ i . .~ i~~ ' onecou o r ' B' Pamamf~Lw 
August  28- 31 ~ iI : cann°t ~: ::m%iP:dC~any °ther spec ia lexp i res  Sept 27 ,96  & ~ i t N N U A ®  ,i~i'ri, 
I-- AIR CONDITIONING • HEATING I ! 
I 
Selected 
mens, ladies & 
chiidrens 
shorts & 
T-shirts 
30% off 
Selected 
Racks 
30% 
eft 
Check out our Back to School items/ 
Great Christmas craft supplies now arriving. Tale 
painting supplies & wood products arriving daily. 
4617 Greig Avenue-635-6347 I I 
$ 225.°° off Any in stock 
submersable pump & pressure tank 
• complete pump assembly * 
J * one coupon per purchase 
' cannot be combined with any other special 
I ' expires Sept 27/96 
,I 
S200.  °° off 
I All Lennox Residential Gas Furnaces 
J 
J*one coupon per purchase L E N N O , ~  
' cannot be combined with any other special 
I ' expires Sept 27/96 
AIR CONDITIONING ¢ HEATING 
I 
,~!il 
- _ .  ~- _ _ 
S200.  °° off 
Heat-n-GIG 4000 Ins Fireplace 
14 
I OR Heat-n-GIG 3000 Zero C learance Fireplace ( 
J * one coupon per purchase ~W_ _Jf~ljlpdF'~r'i~ mL i! 
• cannot be combined with any other speciaJ ~ i'll 
J ' expires Sept 27/96 
L . . . . . . . . . . .  
I !!i-A~n d i; ~iMa~ny/:Mo re ~ nliSto r e Spec ie  iS!i i~ I 
I J 5239 Keith Avenue. 635"4770 or 635-7158 
Out of Town 1-800-566-7158 
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Grandmother recalls school days 
WE'VE ALL heard stories 
about older folk who had to 
travel miles through snow- 
storms to go to school. 
Well Les Scott had to 
listen to many of those 
stories, because his mother, 
Mabel Scott, used to be a 
school teacher on the 
prairies. She visited I)im 
recently, and I had the 
privilege of talking to this 
fascinating lady. 
Mabel started her career as 
a school teacher in the 
1930s - -  a rough time to try 
and find a job. 
She got her first break in a 
small town in Sas- 
katchewan, substituting for 
a teacher who had a nervous 
breakdown. 
That job lasted six months 
and then she had to go job 
hunting. Fortunately she 
landed a job at a one room 
school house in White Fox, 
Sask., with 35 pupils. 
She taught for three years 
and saw her yearly wage go 
fi'om $850 a year to $450 
during the Depression. 
Mabel was married in 
1938 to Ralph Scott. After 
the wedding they took time 
for a modest honeymoon, 
travelling through northern 
Saskatchewan i  a little Jit- 
ney Model T. 
Their first home Mabel 
described as  a shack. But 
they were lucky, she said, 
she'd seen over the years 
she said she couldn't get 
over the amount of books 
and equipment schools now 
have, compared to the days 
when she taught. 
Mabel even remembers 
having to sell a piglet from 
her farm so she could buy 
an encyclopedia for the chil- 
dren. 
I f  her stories sounded 
strange to her grandchildren, 
just think what her great 
grandchildren must sayl YVONNE MOE_____N 
THE ' 
v4'te , 
FOUR GENERATIONS are pictured here. That's 
Mabel Scott in front, her son Les, his son David and 
his two children. 
Some of their neighbours in Campbell River. 
had to use sugar sacks for Here Mabel taught school 
windows, for 16 years, teaching spe- 
Their son Les was born in cial needs children. She 
1939, and shortly after the finally retired in 1973. 
couple moved to Prince When Iasked herwhat he 
of 
: Doors:: Close for 
Good5 pm 
~ Sunday Sept. 
: : : :  ' . , j  : 
=c*'eyhd'n'o'Geo **hen alyele, b.,ca .wa.at J O" th'Weekil  
y&F yl I Thursda rida .... 
August 29 & 30 !Jl ~ "  O'~[l~ql~-~" 0 = o'Fall*Summer llli 
: I 50~ 90  ~ Re-Stocked IJ " 
FANTAST IC  
: i: ' ~ew'97Ross iXS  ! 
50%" 80% Just II, 
off Re'St°cked' II ':: 
PALMOLIVE 
DISH DETERGENT 
S 49 
950 ml 
~i i ! i  ~i ¸ i!~i/¸¸ 
PALMOLIVE 
(Auto) Dishwasher 
Detergent 1 L Gel 
Reg, $2.98 
NowS177 Limit 
\ 
...b. 
:% 
UYS  
Kmart 
COLA 2L 
79¢ 
FL 
: :,,: .:•. : .~•!~•: i,i:,~i: ::,i~;i::,:: ::  , i : i. •i .:: ~i I¸  ::i:i: :::! 
CANOES KAYAKS & 
ACCESSORIES 
STORE FIXTURES 
& EQUIPMENT 
FOR SALE 
i i .  ii 
ic solfener 
~: ~! !::: : ~ ~!i:: ¸¸ !~:iiii~:~!i!i!!iil ! 
$ 49 3.6L 
LIMIT: 
* NOTE Store has been 
restocked for this Final Blowout 
extravaganza : 
' . ; i : . : . :  
* All Sales Final 
• • : :  "~ : : :  :i i * Cash, Credlf~Card . . . .  ~. :&~lnterac!: 
. . . ,  
H 
DAVE TAYLOR 
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PORTS 638-7283 
SKEENA ANGLER 
ROB BROWN 
Gnat news 
W 
' e  are at Morchuea again, sitting 
fishless in the canoe between 
moose: a bull moose rooting about 
in a pasture of weeds to starboard 
and another whose sex we can't determine be- 
cause it is standing on the more distant shore on 
the port side moaning mournfully. 
Fish are rising sporadically, leaving large 
watery footprints. This is not a hatch, just the 
slap and splash of a few thugs, difficult fish on a 
fairly large lake like this one. It's not at all sur- 
prising we develop the itch to move. 
It's probably wise to avoid lakes with names 
like No Fish, Rabid Grizzly, or Bug, but when 
asked for the names of promising waters by 
Webb, a young man we met at Morchuea Lake 
last year, raved about Gnat. 
We'd driven by the Gnats last year, Chap- 
plow, Webb, and I, but they looked bleak and 
small: ponds high in a p-,.s beneath the shadow 
of bald mountains. The upper lake, the larger of 
the two, had, on the far side, some kind of rough 
and tumble private camping facility that offered 
trail rides as well as one of those government 
picnic sites with cold stone tables and bear- 
proof garbage cans. Besides, the lakes were 
only a few feet from the highway. 
We pass Forty Mile Hats, cross the Stikine 
River, climb up into the lap of Gnat Pass, then 
pass by the Gnats again, resolving to return 
once we've gathered some supplies at Dease 
Lake and downed a beer at the Tanzilla Bar. 
It is in the bar that Webb meets one of his for- 
mer students, now a fishingguid~,~I~e,, t lls us... 
that the ~ Spring salm'O~ '  fishing"'in..:.th~ : .T?i~i~ 
River is good"and suggests we may ~ inter:' 
ested in the Pike which can be found in the pot 
holes alongside the Dease River. 
In my mind the suggestion excites images of 
alligator like fish rising from the weeds to 
devour odent effigies built of deer hair. 
"Don't they have lots of teeth.'?" asks Webb. 
"No problem," offers the alunmus of Skeena 
Junior. "You just pick 'era up by the eyeballs. 
It paralyzes them." We believe him, bat after 
sampling some grayling in the Dense River - -  
the first I 've hooked-  we return to Bonsai- 
stunted semiwilderness of Gnat Pass and a gent- 
ler fishery. 
While Webb wrestles the canoe I crouch down 
to examine the littoral side of Lower Gnat and 
discover I've turned the page of an animate and 
varied bestiary. The bottom is carpeted in a 
ssndy-coloured vegetative shag resembling a
miniature coral reef. 
Over it, translucent shrimp prowl in a me- 
chanistic manner like those small plastic key- 
wound toys we had as boys. There are also 
sedge larvae crawling sluggishly about with 
sails and dragonfly nymphs in soupy water 
teeming with microscopic life. Unlike the clear 
water of Ealue Lake this stuff is fecund, the 
kind of primordial stuff that you can see life 
oozing from. 
"Shrimpl" I pronounce, waving Webb over 
for a gander. I 'm towing an imitation as we drift 
out into the lake. 
Once we're afloat, we begin to appreciate hat 
its expansive surroundings make Lower Gnat 
appear smaller than it is. The lake has clearly 
defined shallows and an island at the far end to 
supply ledges and prismatic depths. 
At one end a hyperactive stream leaves on its 
journey through the bluish tundra. At the other 
end, a feeder with a different personality pushes 
water from upper Gnat through weed beds with 
only enough force to bend them gently. 
The fish rise everywhere for something small. 
They will take neither my shrimp nor Doug's 
dragon. Between gusts of wind we see some 
gnats wriggling Houdini-like from their 
nymphal skins. These are true flies, dipterans, 
mosquitoes without fangs, prime trout food dur- 
ing spring and winter, and though it is summer 
in the southerly latitudes of Terrace, it is just 
barely spring here. 
We lengthen our lenders and whittle them 
down to 2 pound breaking strength then knot on 
midge patterns, with some difficulty now that 
our eyes function poorly in close. Then we hang 
the bogus gnats in the shallows and wait for the 
rise rings to approach them. 
After some nail biting minutes they do. Once 
the skittish shallow feeding fish impale them- 
selves they race for the distant deeps at reel- 
scorching speeds. They are nice fsh, heavily 
spotted like cutthroats but in all other ways, in- 
cluding their savage resistance, rainbows. 
When the wind is up the hatch suspends. The 
fishing is challenging. The Bonsai garden 
around the lake is exotic to us. Even the high- 
way proves to be a blessing: the traffic is sparse 
during the day and almost nonexistent at night. 
This, we agree as we tie gnats, ts where fishing 
is at. 
Super seniors pumped for games 
THEY'RE ALL over 55, but many 
are in better shape than people half 
their age. 
They are the 75 senior Terrace 
athletes heading down to the 
Seniors Games in Kamloops, Sep- 
tember 4-7. And they're raring to 
go. 
The athletes will be competing in 
15 different events m from bad- 
minton to bowling, tennis to track 
and field. Competitors from Ter- 
race will join others from Kitimat 
and Prince Rupert to represent 
Zone 10 at the games. 
"We've got a pretty good group 
this year," says track and field 
coordinator Bud Kirkaidy. "We 
should do well." 
But the 65-year-old athlete isn't 
about to let the competition get to 
him. 
"I  go with the attitude: you win, 
you win - -  you lose, you lose," he 
says. "What else can you do?" 
Bud's 59-year-old wife, Pat, has a 
similar attitude. She has won gold 
in javelin for her age group five 
years running. 
"The important thing is to have 
fun," she says. "And we have a 
ball. Our zone is the noisiest. We 
have a huge cheering section with 
pompoms and cow bells, and they 
cheer for everybody." 
Of course, not everybody is as 
experienced as the Kirkaidys. 
Peggy Pelle will be making her first 
appearance atthe games, thanks to 
her prowess in five-pin bowling. 
The 62-year-old has been bowling 
for more than 20 years, and she's 
loving it. 
"There's a lot of comradery," 
Pelle says of the team members. 
" I 've met a lot of really nice 
people." 
Pelle's comrades will be joining 
her ,in Kamloops in their bid for 
~ggid ,at ~e games. But Pelle's not 
nervous about he competition. 
" I 'd like to do well," she says. 
"But if you worry about it, that 
takes half the fun out of it." 
ALIE TOOP hurls the discus. 
AUDREY HAMM practices her javelin throw for the Seniors Games. 
That's not to say that the seniors 
take the games lightly. Many are 
dedicated athletes who have put in 
long flours of training for the event. 
On a cold and wet Thursday 
afternoon, three women are the 
only figures on the field at Skeena 
School. They have been there every 
day this week, practicing for the 
games. 
They are mothers and grand- 
mothers, but they aren't about o let 
age slow them down. 
"It's only a number," says 
Esther Postuk. " I f  you dwell on it, 
it'll get ya. But it's only a num- 
ber." 
Postuk is competing in long 
jump, javelin, discus and shotput at 
the games. She's in the 70-74 age 
division, and a previous medal win- 
ner. Postuk is confident in her 
team's abilities. 
"We're going to do grcatl" she 
says. "We never go to the games 
without coming home with a 
medal." 
The women take turns practicing 
their events and cheering each 
other on. /die Toop, a silver 
medalist at last year's games works 
during the day, so she often comes 
out to practice at night. 
"It 's a lot of fun," she says. 
"But I want to do my very best too, 
so I practice as much as I can." 
For Audrey Harem, this will be 
the fast time she's ever competed 
in track and field. 
" I  never did any of this before I
moved to Terrace," she says. "But 
it's great. You meet new people 
and have a much better lifestyle." 
One person who couldn't agree 
more with Hamm is Terrace's 
oldest competitor, Bill Bennett. 
The 88-year-old has been in- 
volved with track and feld at the 
games for five years, and he says 
he should have started sooner. 
"It's relaxing and a lot of fun," 
he says. " I  wish I'd done this years 
ago." 
Bennett expects to do well, but 
says that he's in a really tough age 
group. The seniors are divided into 
five-year increments, until the age 
of 80 - -  then the next group~ isn,t 
until 90. 
" I  don't have a hope against 
people who are 80-years-old," says 
Bennett, who will turn 89 in Octo- 
ber. "Nine years is a long time 
when you're my age." 
So Bennett hopes to have the 
senior age groups plit-up. 
"We raised Hell about it, so 
hopefully they'll change things," 
he says. 
Regardless, Bennett will keep 
competing and leading his active 
lifestyle. He does lots of walking to 
stay fit, which he says is an impor- 
tant part of his life. 
"It keeps you young," he says. 
"So you don't sit back and watch 
TV all day long." 
PEGGY PELLE: 
ESTHER POSTUK, Alie Toop and Audrey Hamm are ready for 
the upcoming ames in Kamloops. BILL BENNETT 
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TERRACE'S Athletics were the winners of a fastball tournament held at Riverside 
park, August 17-18. Teams from three cities were involved, 
Athletics take fastball tourney 
THE ACTION was fast 
and furious August 17 
and 18, as Terrace played 
host to the Northwest All- 
Star Fastball Tournament. 
And in the end, it was 
Terrace's TOC Cam 
Athletics coming out on 
top. 
Saturday's action saw 
Smithers go down in two 
consecutive shutouts, 
losing to Prince Rupert 2- 
0 and Terrace 3-0. Mean- 
while the Athletics posted 
two victories - -  the see- 
and over Rupert 6-4. That 
one was a tight battle un- 
til Ken Neufeld batted a 
two-run homer at the top 
of the seventh to break 
the tie. 
On Sunday, the 
Athletics again blasted 
Rupert, winning 7-2 after 
scoring seven un- 
answered runs, and com- 
ing back from a two-run 
deficit. 
Tile Athletics then 
posted another victory 
over Smithers to finish 
the tournament with a 
~¢rfect 4-0 record. Prince 
Rupert placed second, 
squeezing by Smithers 5- 
4 in their last game. 
Fo l low all the 
)ccer Standings 
r ~  on the web at 
} ~ l  www.kermode.net 
[ ~  Another 
1 '11~ IL from... 
#:  := ~ % . ,  
RGS Internet 
I Your conununity Internet provider. 
[ CI|IW|I-'  i I Call 635-3444 to get connected. 
tl w " I t '  I 635.TIPS !~ ii~ ] [~ ~e~'~--- (~I II I " t * rn~t  IE?m .~-~. . J~  U :  ~ Serv ices  
BEAT THE ODDS~ 
o. El LUNG DISEAS 
A Arm yourself with I 
~..~] the latest lung 
, ~ ' ~ .  facts fmrn 
~_~°Tb mo s.c. 
~ - ' ~  Lung 
L Association. 
BRHTSH COLUMBIA 
I .  LUNG ASSOCIATION 
• Box 34009, Station D 
Vancouver. B.C. V6J 4M2 
tA,Arrrbinglface&~attdbythupuN~ati~ / 
MS is the most comnaon 
neurological disease 
affecting young adults 
in Canada. 
Hultiple 
Sclerosis 
Society of Canada 
1-800-268-7582 
• Are you coming to Prince George this weekend.~ 
RAMADA HOTEL 
( fo rmer ly  The Ho l iday  Inn)  
Downtown Prince ( 
7100i 
Special 
Weekend Rate 
(per night) 
EAT 
FREE? 
from Children's 
r Menu 
Creations .~ 
RAMADA HOTEL  I 
444 George  St., P r ince George ,  B.C. 
C t For Reservations 1-800-830-8833 
TRY OUR SUNDAY BRUNCH 
~. at TRADERS RESTAURANT 
10 am - 2 p . __ . m Adults $13.95 -Children $8.95 
"Sub ject  to ava i lab i l i ty  " 'Based  on  2 ch i ld ren  eat ing  f rom our  K ids  Menu for  a weekend slav.,~ 
You BE THE JUDGE 
That furniture you sold by Claire Bernsteln 
b e!ongstome! : " "  
n st and Andrea were cuddling on the 
sofa watching TV when Andrea spotted a 
desk and filing cabinet against he wall. 
"Ernest, that desk and filing cabinet are 
beautiful. And just what I need for my office 
Oh, darling let me have them and you'll Based On Actual Court Cases 
make me so happy!" 
Ernest reluctantly took his eyes off the 
program. 
"Andrea, I love you, but I just finished 
building those two pieces. The customer 
who ordered them will be picking themup 
next week." 
Andrea wouldn't ake no for an answer. 
"Ernest, don't be silly. You're the fastest 
cabinet maker in Nova Scotia. In a week, 
you can build another set. Don't you want to 
make me happy?" 
Ernest furrowed his brow. He wasn't 
pleased. "Andrea, I won't give them to you. 
That's the way I make a living. But I will 
lend them to you. Remember, when I ask for 
them back, you have to give them back." 
Andrea gave him a big hug and ran to 
phone the mover. 
The next day, Andrea was sitting happily 
behind the desk. 
Melissa, the boss's secretary, stopped by. 
"Andrea, this desk and filing cabinet are gor- 
geous. They must have cost you a fortune!" 
Andrea smiled brightly. "It's not polite to 
ask about cost, Melissa." 
Melissa looked thoughtful. "The boss is 
going to wonder how you found the money 
to buy this furniture and don't have enough 
to pay her back the loan she made you." 
"Tell her not to worry," Andrea said. "I 
didn't pay anything for them. Ernest gave 
them to me as a present. If worse comes to 
worst, I'l l give her these pieces in 
repayment." 
Five months later Andrea and Ernest 
were sitting in front of the TV. "Ernest, I quit 
my job today. And I gave that desk and filing 
cabinet o the boss to pay the money I owed 
her." 
Ernest practically choked on a Cheesy. 
"You did what? I never gave that furni- 
ture to you. I just loaned it." 
Ernest immediately wrote a letter to 
Andrea's boss explaining the furniture was 
his and ran out to mail it. 
The boss got the letter, read it, and threw 
it away. 
She sold the furniture. 
Ernest sued Andrea's boss. 
He argued, "Your honor, I sent Andrea's 
boss a letter telling her the furniture was 
mine. But she sold it anyway, She knew 
there was a dispute over ownership and she 
ignored it. Make her pay." 
Andrea's boss argued,"Your honor, I kept 
the furniture because I believed Andrea 
owned it. I believed that I was entitled to the 
furniture to repay Andrea's loan. How was I 
to know that Ernest really owned the 
furniture?" 
Should Andrea's boss pay for the furni. 
ture? YOUI BE THE JUDGE. Then look 
below for the decision. 
SPONSORED BY 
%; LAWYERS 
"He lp ing  Peop le  Cope w i th  the  Lega l  Sys tem"  
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
• Criminal Law 
° Divorce & Family Law 
• Child Custody 
• Personal Injury 
• Adoptions 
• Impaired Driving 
• Immigration 
• Wrongful Dismissal 
• Wills 
• Small Claims 
638-1764 
Fax 638-7249 
YOU BE THE JUDGE - DECIS ION 
"Madame Andrca's boss, pay Ernest the money you received from the sale of the 
furniture." 
It didn't matter whether Andrea's boss knew who owned the furniture, What did matter 
was that before she sold it, she knew Ernest was claiming ownership. 
Today's decision is based on the facts of the ease and the law of Nova Scotia. Claire 
Bernstein is a a lawyer and syndicated eolumnisL Copyright !995 Haika Enlerprlses. b5J-10 
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HIGH GRADE ROAD 
MAINTENANCE operated 
by Steve Angal of RR 1 
Burns Lake is in no way 
associated or affiliated 
with HIGH GRADE 
CONTRACTING LTD, 
operated by Randy Vhal of 
2645 3 '~ Ave, Prince George. 
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Pulling Performance! The "Su~r Free-w~ling Deal" 
starts July 1 st and ends October 31 st, 1996. 
qaer Freewheeling 
~e FREE with your 
a new, unused 1995, 
ar 1997 Suzuki King 
)r LT-F4WD. Ask your 
for details and get a 
Freewheeling Dealt" .H P~" 
tf~l t he  r iae you've been waiti,tg fnr.' :, 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P.M. 
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
. ADVERTIS ING DEADLINES:  When a stat hol iday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday,  the deadl ine  is 
Thursday  at 4 p.m. for  all d i sp lay  and c lass i f ied  ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE,  B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and class fed display ads must be prepaid 
by either cash, VISA or Mastercard.  When phoning in 
ads please have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard 1 insertion - $6,50 [+tax) $22.83 for 3 inches 
W.Advertiser 1 insertion $7.50 (+tax) *Additional at $6.64 
Both Issues (consecutive) - $11.00 (+tax) per column inch. 
ADDITIONAL WEEKS - $5.00 ea. No copy change - consecutive 
issues. *Additional words [over 25) 15¢ each per issue. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$10.39 per column inch Pickup $3,50 Mail out $5.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
~22,83 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. $11.90 per column inch 
*Additional at $6.64 per column inch 
For  reg iona l  coverage  p lace your  ad in the  weekend 
ed i t ion  of the Weekend Adver t i ser .  
10, REALESTATE 
, :  J . . 10. REAL  ESTATE 
• i ' 
CTION DS 
OVER 30 
CLASSIF ICAT IONS!  
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Misc 
80 Wanted Misc 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Madne 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Mamorium 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
10. R EAL ESTATE 
. . . ' . , .. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds edvertisem that it is against the provincial Human Rights Act to discrlminade on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received, 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advomsemenls must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication, 
It is agreed by the advertiser equesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the Incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising, 
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105-3616 Larch Avenue 
~obile with street appeal. 1980 1 zl x 70 with a 12 x .50 
addition. 3 appliances included. Peaked roof recenlly 
reshingled. Immediate occupancy. Asking $39,900. 
htLS 
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3251 Crescent Skeet 
Lots of Room Inside & Out. IE space is what you need, don't 
overlook this spacious home and properly. 1,600 sq ft plus 
full basement, 4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms and room to arow 
Some new features include new roof, outside recently oaint. 
ed, new vacuum system and furnace. Situated on = / z acre 
with circular driveway and detached garage. Located in 
Thornhill within walking distance to schools. 
Asking $159,900.  MLS 
139-4524 Scott Avenue 
Condo. This attractively finished condo provides over 1,500 
sq f ief  living space. Includes full basement with 
family room. 3 bedrooms located on upper lever, ground 
level entry to main living area, 2 bathroom & N/G fire- 
place. Well located to school and town. Can t beat the price 
for this much living space. $64,900. MLS 
=ANKe.R ¢ 
4610 Hamer Avenue 
Exceptional Quality. This 3 yr old 2,800 sq ft executive 
home provides oil the class o professional would look for, 
yet is designed for practical family living. Some of the many 
features include: insulated between rooms and levels, family 
room bet',veen living room and kitchen. 375 sq ft master 
bedroom includes 6-piece ensuite & large walk-in closet. 
These are just a few of the many fealures offered with this 
top of the line home. Well located on quiet non-thru street in 
the Horseshoe. Call [or more details and Viewing. 
$262,000. MLS 
Great Business Opportunity 
The owner is retiring after 11 years of extoblishing a very 
lucralive publishing business known as the Bargain Hunter 
- a buy, sell, trade magazine. It has proven to be an excel- 
lent income producer with room for expansion. C%vner will 
provide time to train if required. Priced to sell at only 
$150,000 MLS 
Ca l l Laur ieor  ~ ~ , ~ 1 ~  
Shaunce  a t  
OF TERRACE 
635-5382 eaS,.1400 
4701 Tuck Avenue 
I/VLAGINE 
This tastefully decorated 3 
bedroom home with: spa- 
cious living area, vaulted 
ceilings, large deck, new 
roof '95, double driveway, 
large fully fenced backyard 
with cherry, apple and pear 
trees. Located in desired 
Horseshoe area, close to 
schools. 
PHONE 635-3262 
1 YR. old rancher home on 2 
acres. Comes w/ 6 appliances 
24 x 32 attatched carport 24 x 
32 attatched shop, w/12 x 10 
garage door, 3 bdrm, 3 full 
baths, den, oak cupboards, 
semi finished bsmt. 12 x 16 
wired & insulated storage shed. 
For appt. to view 635-2862. 
$269,000.00 abe. 
1200 SQ. ft. renovated home, 4 
bedrooms. Finished basement, 
w/ sauna, 2 1/2 baths, new 
roof. C/w fireplace, large deck, 
shop, fully fenced yard, fruite 
trees. Garden, uplands school 
area. 4920 Gair, asking 
$159,000 to view call 635-5227. 
12X63 THREE bedroom mobile 
home; natural gas heat and hot 
water; .597 acre semi-private lot 
with greenhouse and mini 
orchard. $72,000 635-3098. 
Outstanding Achievement 
Re/Max 
of Terrace 
congratulates 
John Evans 
on his 
"Outstanding 
Achievement" 
for the month of July in recognition of this 
accomplishment, John is pleased to make 
this month s donation to the Terrace search 
& Rescue. 
4326 Lakelse Avenue 
24 unit motel 10coled next to the Bavarian Inn. Totally 
renovated and modernly updated, this popular motel 
features 8 cooking units, manager's uite, new phone sys- 
tem, new carpeting, lin0, linen, etc. The motel is situated 
on 4 acres with pelential for future development. All 
appointments hrnugh Sheila Love. MLS 
~ ~  She i la  Love  638-1400 
3598 Alder Ave. 
• lhree bedrooms 
• Den 
• Finished basement ~th rec 
roam and slorage room 
• Includes three appliances 
• Gym 
• Custom blinds 
• Central mum 
• Triple paved driveway ~th 
ample room for logging 
truck, boat, er R.V. 
• Completely fenced & nicely 
landscaped 
$183,000 
Sariaus Enquiries Only 
Ph: 638-0950 
• • . • . • 
, ~ , : ~ . ~  all : 
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JUST LISTED 
MOBILE ON .36 ACRE! 
Move in righl away to Ihis well kep! 12 
wide with large addition i  e park like 
sening. 3 betroths, N/g heal 
Won'l ]ool long st: 
$86,500 MLS 
HOME & SHOP 
ON .46 ACRE! 
]291 sq It, 4 bedroom home in very 
good condition with lois of extras: new 
flooring, sunken living room wilh 12 feat 
brick fireplace, new sundeck, 627 ~ f~ 
shop. A great r~y al only: 
$129,S0g MLS 
PLUg 
• 14 wide wlth expamdo I~vln91 
$48,900 MLS 
' New~r I~m =m Imlf =are h Iowd 
£xd.slve ~t $209,900 
• SlBrflr Imle ell tWO =rzesl 0~ 
$89,500 MLS 
' 2 stor~y condo wit I. fdl Imemet w/ 
new klt~l $62,900 MI.$ 
4941 Hundal 0rive 
BEAUTY ON THE BENCH. This step-saving 
rancher is decorated with a flair and features 
a walk-out bay window, formal dining room, 
eating area in kitchen, jacuzzi tub In main 
bath, 3 bedrooms, ensuite in master, garden 
door onto patio, double paved driveway and 
beatifully landscaped. 
$169,900 MLS 
3127 Solomon Way $89 ,900  MLS 5568 Kleanza Drive $79 ,500  MLS 
* 2 acres, 14 x 72 mobile ' pellet stove * 2 acres, partially cleared 
* 3 bedrooms, patio door ' new carpetin8 * older mobile 
* built-in buffet & hutch * new concrete foundation 
* rridge & stove included I .~ l J~  I * house plans available for a new home 
Shella Love 638-1400 
P~/~ OF TERRACE 
j.: eas . : z4~i  ,i, 
.: re l iab le  sauce  t ~  
i' ~ ................ ~- ' ~ ":'~ ~ , ::~" 
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i~{ii 
SUPER STARTER 
2097 Hemlock St. 
Very well mainlained modular fealum: 3 bedrooms, N/G heat and Iol~ of 
pgra ling. Includes newer furnace, newer hal waler lank, newer peak 
i ~of a ld updated flooring Ihroughoul. Separate delached garage/shop is andy for storage. Located on a large lot and priced to sell a! 
S! !%9oo MLS 
.2 BDRM house on West end of 
Walsh with double garage, 
basement, fruit trees and patio 
$138,000.00. Call 635-9123. 
2 bdrm rancher, new roof, 1033 
sq. ft., carport, storage shed, 84 
x 186 fully fenced lot, fruit trees, 
no-thru street. Close to hospital. 
N/g heat/water. Asking 
$112,900.00 abe. 635-2746. 
3 YEAR old home in new 
subdivision near Uplands. 2 
baths, n/g, full basement, 
carport. Call 635-4410. 
317 ACRE hobby farm 16 miles 
• from Smithers, very private, 
crown land on 3 sides, creek 
runs through property, 100 
acres in hay, 60 acres cleared, 
several fenced pastures and 
also some timber (value 
undetermined), full basement, 5 
bedroom home, vaulted ceiling, 
oak kitchen, very nicely finished 
up and down. All with an 
incredible view, $389,000. 846- 
9041. 
4 BDRM. 2 bath, large finished 
rec room with n/g fireplace, 
large attached garage. Quiet 
neighborhood. $142,500.00. 
Call 635-3635. 
40 ACRE farm. Unfinished 5 
bdrm. house, 2 bathrooms, 
barn, 6 acres in hay. Grat view. 
847-8422 eves, 842-5197 leave 
messaqe. $65,000. 
BEAUTIFUL LAKE front 
property on Burns Lake. 1 1/2 
acres. Two homes - 1 larger 2 
storey older house, well 
maintained - 1 5 yr old house, 
ultra modern - large shop 60 x 
30 - heavily treed and nicely 
landscaped - Very private, 5 
min walk to downtown. 
Presently used as a bed & 
breakfast.l-604-692-7482. 
SAVE REAL estate fees. 
Hobby farm, 1 acre prime 
growing area In New Remo with 
own well, 2 mobile homes (with 
snow roofs). 1 presently rented. 
Several out buildings incl. large 
metal storage shed, chicken 
coops, pig pen, root cellar, large 
commercial greenhouse plus 
smaller one (needs some 
work) .638-1175. 
WELL KEPT 4.10drm home. 
Larqe lot Ca 635-5569. 
WELL MAINTAINED home for 
sale, 3910 Terrace, St. Walk to 
Uplands School. 1200 sq. ft., 
2+1 bedrooms, 2 baths, 
fireplace, new roof, recently 
finished basement. 114x132 lot, 
fruit trees, very private fenced 
backyard, carport, garage, large 
shed, sundeck. $166,500. 635- 
3384. 
LAKELSE LAKE cleared lot, 
Beam Station Drive, Near Mail 
Box point. Offers. Phone 632- 
3366. 
FOR SALE 
HOUSE IN THORNHILL . 
..... ~::.!:!C~:~ii:.::!~!:: ii :~ ~: :  ::i~": . . . . . . . . .  • 
• Full imsement 
super insu~led 
. . . . . . . . . .  ,, " . . . . . . . . .  Quality windows & ~oon 
$1591000. • 1t/(; heal and hal v~er 
Call 63,5-2556 • lur elot, TS'x TS' 
OPEN HOUSE 
• :,i:iiiii::~iil;!~i!ili;::iiii:iiiii!!iii~}iiill 
• ..~ ]~.~!~:~:~ ~#!:Z~ ~ ::.. 
5226 Mountain Vista Dr. 
Thursday, August 29111 
7:00 pm to 8:30 pm 
Hosted by Suzanne Gleason 
Less Than Appraised Valuel 
4701 Hamer Avenue 
• 1/3 acre lot • Full Basement 
• Priced to Sell 
$159,900 MLS 
P,F/,,HI  Call John at 
I 
BIO - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday,  August 28, 1996 
:10. REAL ESTATE : 70~ FOR SALE 
: : (MISC.):' "WANT TO retire or settle in a 
picturesque community. Look to 
Granisle. 5 bedrooms, large 
bright living room, with fire- 
place. Large formal dining 
room, bright spacious kitchen, 3 
full baths, fully finished up and 
down. Great for B&B. comes 
with 6 appliances and RSF 
waodstove, fireplace insert; all 
window coverings and much, 
much more. Must sell. Call now 
697-2767. 
3 BDRM home on fenced 
beautifully landscaped lot; new 
kitchen, carport with attached 
workshop, close to school, 
asking $102,000.00, Phone 
635-5579. 
3 BDRM rancher w/  sunkin 
living room & fireplace, kitchen 
w/ open family room well 
renovated. Inside & out, Ig. 
deck, on a 75 x 190 lot. Asking 
$119,900 to view call 635-3121, 
HOUSE FOR sale: Handy man 
special on 1.97 acres. Approx, 
15 minutes from downtown, 3 
bdrm. Asking $98,500.00. Call 
638-1591. 
LAKESHORE PROPERTY 
large 3 bedroom home fully 
redecorated• New kitchen, 
family room, sitting room with 
fireplace, rec. room, 
landscaped, beach area, 2 bay 
qaraqe. (604) 692-3369. 
EXCELLENT 3 bedroom starter 
on large corner lot in Telkwa, 
newly renovated, 4 new ap- 
pliances and gas hot water & 
furnace, new roof. $77,000, Call 
Terri 846-5487. 
GREAT STARTER : 1400 sq/ 
ft. on a 72 x 105 landscaped 
yard. 3 bedrooms, newly 
renovated. Kitchen/ dining 
room, 100 sq. ft., sun room off 
dinging room, 4 piece bath, new 
n/g furnace, 3 year old snow 
roof, close to parks & school, to 
view call 635-3763, asking 
$99,500. 
GREAT STARTER home: 3 
bedroom's w/large sunmom. 
Approx• 1400 sq. ft., ng heat. 
Newly renovated kitchen, 
fenced yard and landscaped en 
a 70x100 lot in ThornhilL Asking 
$99,500.00 for appointment o 
view. Call aft. 5:00 pm 635- 
3763. 
• . : : - -~  , . - -~  
• 50: WANTED TO 
~ RENT-  
IDEAL STARTER home 
approx, one acre west of 
Houston. Good water; natural 
gas heat; new roof; fenced 
yard; has shop; garbage pickup 
and school bus stop. Call: 845- 
7064 or 694-3533. 
INVESTMENT PROPERTY 
zoned R2. w/fixer upper house, 
corner lot. On Haugland & 
Braun, for app. to view call 638- 
0417. Askinq $120,000.00. 
LEASED LOT #29 Mill Bay Rd., 
Granisle. Shop buildings, dock, 
$50,000.00. 6 light plants, 2KW 
- 45KVV. 4 Uncoln gas welders, 
200 amps, Two on trailers. 2 
large aluminum boats, 20' Her- 
ring skiff, 22' starcraft with trail- 
ers. 12' Fiberglass Travel trail- 
er, (has everything), $2400.00 
without T.V. 1-604-697-2474 or 
697-2720 leave messaqe. 
ONE YEAR old home on 
bench. 4 bdrm, 2 baths, n/g 
fireplace, half finished 
basement. New home warrenty. 
View lot. Call 635-4730 or 635- 
0930 leave messaqe. 
1981 14X70 2 br asphalt roof, 
front kitchen, built-in counter 
top range, built-in oven. 
Diningroom. New carpet in 
IMngroom. Walk-in bath oft M. 
Br. with oval garden tub. 
Excellent condition $27,900. 
14x70 3 hr., asphalt roof, 
gyproc walls, new carpet, new 
ling, $23,900. 14x68 3 br, new 
carpet, new ling, $21,900. Free 
delivery. 306-694-5455. 
1984 14 x 71 mobile home, 
vaulted ceiling, 4 appliances, no 
wood paneling. $28,000.00 de- 
livered. 1980 nabco 14 x 70, 4 
appliances $22,000.00 deliv- 
ered. Five other mobile homes 
to choose from. 1-800-809- 
8041. 
1992 PARK Model 36 ft. 2 slide 
outs, approx 340 sq. ft. living 
space. Residential furnace, 
fddge & bath. Fully furnished. 
$21,000.0O. Call 798-2213. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
room for rent in newer 
subdivision. Includes cable & 
utilities own telephone. Close to 
College $350./mo to view call. 
635-3790. 
EMPLOYED RECENT UVIC 
grad requires responsible, 
reliable student or working 
person to share 2 bdrm, apt. 
References required. Call 638- 
7283 8-5 pm Tues. - Sat. for 
information. Ask for Dave. 
FOR RENT in Thornhill, 
available Sept.1/96 2 bdrm, 
mobile home with addition, n/g 
heat, References and damage 
deposit required $700.00/mo. 
Call 638-0832. 
FOR RENT with option to 
purchase. Brand new four 
bedroom home with finished 
1993 14X70 mobile home. 
Vaulted ceilings, 5 appliances, 
drywall interior, 3 bdrm. 2 - 6 x 
12 porches & 1 patio. Asking 
$73,000• firm. Phone 635-5148. 
FOR SALE by owner. Cozy old- 
er 2 hr. mobile in Hudson Say 
Park. Many recent renovations 
$20,000. OBO 847-5856, 846- 
5392. 
KERMODE PARK home sales 
located accross from weigh 
scales, featuring modular 
homes and 14 x 70 mobile 
homes. Call 635-5350. 
MOBILE HOME 12x60; two 
bedroom for sale. 1969 
Glendale is located in Granisle. 
Must be moved. Asking: 
$10,000. Call: 845-2710. 
OLDER DOUBLE wide mobile 
home. Must be moved. 3 
bedrooms, 1 I/2 baths, located 
in Thornhill. Asking $20,000. 
Call 638-8212. 
"EXCEPTIONAL" 1974, Arcs, 
14x68, 3 bedroom, 1 bath, new 
vinyl siding, large front 
livingroom with new front 
windows, large kitchen and 
dining area, dual sinks in 
bathroom, new carpet and lino, 
some walls new panelling. 
Delivered to Terrace for only 
$23,800.00. Call 1-800-470- 
5444. 
"INCREDIBLE" 1977, 14x70 
(66), 3 bedroom, 1 bath, 2 
appliances, no hallways, 
bedrooms on either end, 
livin2room and family room, 
neutral warm colours, newer 
carpet and ling, excellent 
condition. Delivered to Terrace 
for only $20,900.00. Call 1-800- 
470-5444, 
1986- 14x70 3 bdrm new 
condition $29,000. Delivered. 
1979 - 3 bdrm, new carpet & 
ling $19,000 delivered. Ask 
about the 1996 14x70! Call 
(403) 458-6398 Gerry or Jo 
Ann. 
MOBILE HOME for sale. 1975 
(12 x 86 size); two bedroomi 10 
x 16 addition; RSF wood 
heater. Fridge, stove and 
dishwasher included. Must be 
moved. Call: Houston: 1-(604) 
845-7522. 
30. FOR RENT 
, , .  . . .  
1 BDRM appartment on site 
management. No pets. Ref. 
required. 638-7725 
OWN OVER an acre of land 1 BDRM suite suitable for 1 
and a beautiful new home on person n/s, n/p, utilities 
Tchesinkut Lake! 3 bedroom included, hospital area, 2 
home features: open floor plan, appliances, available immed. 
includes all appliances, 2 $550.00/mo. Call 635-9058. 
balconies, 1344 sq. ft., 1 1/2 1 BDRM suite suitable for 1 
baths. Spacious oak kitchen, person n/s, n/p, utilities 
carport, large storage shed, no included, hospital area, 2 
wasted space (lots of closets), appliances. Available immed. 
hardwood flooring, incredible $550.00 ms. call 635-9058. 
view. $209,000. to view call 2 AND 3 bdrm trailer for rent. 
695-6916 (leave message) Sorry no parties and no dogs. 
Burns Lake. Please leave message at 635- 
RIVER FRONTAGE, mobile 4315. 
home on 5 acres, located on 2 BDRM apartment for rent. 
Glover Road near auto wrecker, Quiet and clean. Walking 
undeveloped building site, distance to town. No pets 
privacy and great view. Asking please. Fridge, stove and 
$115,000 obo. 635-6940. laundry facilities included. 
1500 SQ. ft. 3 bdrm rancher, 2 Security entrance 
baths, full basement, double $575.00/month. Call 635-5653. 
garage, oak kitchen, & bath, jet 2 BDRM basement, bath, 
tub, central vac, n/g fireplace, kitchen, appliances, utilities 
prewire, alarm, 14 x 20 deck, on paid. Suitable for working 
a Ig. view lot. For appt, call 638- persons. 5 min. to Terrace 
8210. vehicle a must. $700.00/mo. 
Call 635-0198. 1600 SO. ft. house recently 
renovated all new windows, on 
propane $70,000 obo. Send 
S.A.S.E. For details G. Mclnnis 
Box 535, New Hazelton, B.C. 
VOJ 2J0. 
12 X 68 3 bedroom new ng/f., 
carpet, dishwasher, clean 
attractive decor, moved in 
Terrace area. $16,000. Call 
635-5413. 
14 X 70 mobile with 12 x 32 
addition, 12 x 24 sundeck, all 
reconditioned, all appliances 
and furniture. Easy to move. 
Immediate occupancy 842- 
5870, 842-6191. 
14X68 MOBILE home. 3 hr. Eat 
in kitchen. No tax on this unit, 
B,C. registered. $21,900 
delivered 604-692-7295. 
1975 24X48 Can'amera Dbl 
wide c/w fairly new fridge, 
stove, w/d built in d/w, approved 
woodstove 1 yr. old new 60 gal. 
hot water tank 12 x 12 Joey 
shack & deck. Must be moved, 
Asking $43,500. For appt. to 
view call (604) 692-7866. 
7o: FOR:S 'E: : 
1977 COLWOOD 14 x 70 
mobile home. 3 br, carpeted, 5 
appliances. Patio door. Shingle 
roof. Excellent condition, very 
clean. $19,500.00 1-403-967- 
2898. 
2 BDRM trailer for rent in 
Thornhill. $475.00/mo. plus 
damage deposit. Phone 635- 
9530. 
2 BEDROOM Basement suite 
appliances, utilities included 4 
minutes to Terrace. $700/mo, 
Call 635-0198. 
3 BDRM 14 wide mobile home 
situated on private lot. N/g heat. 
Avail. Sept. 1/96 For 
appointment to view phone 638- 
1885. $850.00/mo. 
3 BDRM executive duplex. N/g 
heat, 5 appliances, 2 fireplaces. 
$1000.00/mon, Avail. Aug 1/96, 
For appointment to view phone 
638-8084 or 638-1885. 
~ ~- •..% 
"GREAT DEAL! 
GREAT PLACEY' 
KULDO COURTS 
632-2450 
VIEWPOINT APTS. 
632-4899 
Kitimat, BC 
2 1996 2 bdrm S.R.I. 
manufactured homes. 
Completely set up in family 
park. Call 635-7447. 
basement on Cory Dr. 
Professional family preferred. 
Serious enquiries only. Call 
638-7950. 
LAKEFRONT COTTAGE, 
Lakelse Lake. (highway side). 
Suitable for self reliant single 
person or couple. Natural gas 
heat. Renter will be responsible 
for maintenance, $500.00 
per/ms. Security deposit 
required. Available Sept. 1. 
847-3738, after 5 pm or after 
Sept. 1, 
LIVE WITH Naturel Rural 
property available for long-term 
rental on the Southside of 
Francois Lake. Beautiful small 
three bedroom home, garden, 
workshop and fenced pasture 
available if desired. Ideal for a 
semi-retired individual or 
couple. References will be 
required. Preference will be 
given to applicants wishing to 
trade rent for carpentry work. 
Please fax references to 604- 
692-3872 attention Marlene. 
ONE BDRM. suite. Downtown 
$50O.00/mo. Available Sept. 
1/96. Call 635-2691 or 638- 
1880. 
RENTING SOON, new 3 bdrm 
condos. 1320 sq. ft. 2609 Braun 
St., Terrace, B.C, 5 appliances, 
blinds, on site mini storage 
included. Non smokers, no 
pets, references required. 
$875./mo, Apply to 164 B-4th 
Street, Kitimat, B,C. V8C 2K1. 
Call 632-6636. 
ROOM AND board available in 
country home. Hwy side in Usk. 
Food, hydro, laundry facilities 
incl• $600/mo. Call 638-1943. 
ROOM FOR rent in Horseshoe 
area. $400.O0/mon. References 
required. Call 635-4760. 
ROOMMATE WANTED to 
share new 14 x 70 2 bdrm. 
trailer. N/s, references required. 
$350.00/m0. Call 635-7125. 
SLEEPING ROOM in private 
home. Thornhill area. Use of 
kitchen and utilities included, 
working person only. 
$350.00/mo. Call 635-1553. 
TOP FLOOR of house for rent. 
3 bedroom includes fridge/stove 
washer & dryer, walking 
distance to town. Big yard. 12 x 
12 storage. Non smokers, no 
pets, $800.00 per month. Call 
635-6459. 
FOR RENT. Two bedroom 
trailor. Sorry no parties & no 
dogs. Please leave message at 
635-4515. 
LOOKING FOR reomrnate to 
share house. Call 635-1364 
evenin.qs only. 
RENTAL SUITE available Sept. 
1/96. Call Usa 638-8639. 
A'rrENTION: UNIVERSITY 
students, room & board, 
malaspina U. in nanaimo, 
executive home near College & 
down town. Shared common 
areas, available immediately. 
Phone 604-753-5415. 
AVAILABLE OCT. 1/96 1 bdrm 
apt. close to downtown. 
Includes 5 appliances, security 
system. Suitable for one person 
or couple. Street level private 
entrance. Reference required 
$700.00/mo. Leave a message 
635-3845. 
COUNTRY HOME north side 
Usk, 4 bdrm, wood, electric 
heat, shop, henhouse, garden, 
freezer, fridge, stoves $600/m0. 
$500 to handyman 635-9359. 
3 BDRM 1700 sq, ft, home, 5 
appliances, sunken living room 
with fireplace. Large fenced 
yard, double garage. 
References required. 
$1200.00/mo. plus utilities. Call 
635-2109. 
SHARED ACCOMMODATION 
available Sept, 15 2 
bedrooms, large yard, all 
utilities, on school bus route, 
reasonable rent, quiet area in 
upper Thornhill, phone 635- 
6321. 
2 BDRM basement suite fridge, 
stove included. Non-smoker, no 
pets. Available Sept. 1/96. Call 
635-9607. 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Unit,~ 
Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets .  
Call: 635-5968 
i i 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
CORNER OF KALUM & SCOTT 
Ftid~e, slave, ~at and t,~ wal~ induded. Heat 
(o~ .,'~om~du~) 
Referenoes Required 
1 Bedroom Apt. L¢O0.O0 
2 Bedrosm Apt SSO0,00 
3 Bedroom Apt. $700.00 
Ground Root No Balcony $25.00 less 
(If Available) 
NO STORAGE 
Close to ,Schools and Downtown 
OFFICE DAYS (9-5) 635-5224 
TOP FLOOR of house to; rent. 
3 bedroom includes fridge/stove 
washer & dryer, walking 
distance to town. 8ig yard. 12 x 
12 storage. Non smokers, no 
pets, $800.00 per month. Call 
635-5459. 
5000 SQ. ft. warehouse with 
dock level loading• For more 
information, call 635-2801. 
FOR LEASE: retail space 1300 
sq. ft., reasonable rent, call 
635-2195. Will renovate to suil 
tenants. 
F 
Office Space 
Available Immediately 
st. Matthews Centre 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 
264 sq. ft. $220/mo 
566 sq. ft. $400/mo 
include utilities; property taxes 
extra if applicable. 
PHONE: 635-9019 
LEASED lot #29 Mill Bay Rd. 
Granisle shop, buildings, dock. 
50,000.00. 6 light plants 2 KW - 
45 KW. 4 Lincoln gas welders, 
200 amps. Tow on trailers, 2 
large aluminum boats, 20' Her- 
ring skiff, 22' stamraft with trail- 
ers. 12' Fiberglass Travel Trail- 
er. (has everything) 2400.00 
without "IV. 1-604-697-2474 or 
697-2720 leave messaqe. 
DOUBLE STROLLER good 
condition $80.00. 10 cu. ft. deep 
freeze $200.00. Call 638-8869. 
DRILL YOUR own well. 
Percussion drill rig mounted on 
International tandem. Will drill 
6" or 8" casing down to 300 ft. 
or more. No Sunday calls 
please 847-9748. 
PROGRESSIVE 
VENTURES LTD 
GENERAL CONTRACTOR5 i 
For Lease 
New Of f i ce /Warehouse  
Complex  
2,000 or 4 ,000 sq. ft. units, 
storefront, warehouse  with 
OH door, mezzan ine  
option, NG heat, parking. 
5008 Poh le  Avenue 
Phone 635-7459 
Off ice/Warehouse 
1,728 Sq.Ft. 
Storefront, offices, 
warehouse ,  
c/w OH door, NG heat, 
Keith & Kenney  Street 
Phone: 635-7459 
WANTED TO rent Sept.1/96 2 
bdrm. cabin on Lakelse Lake for 
4 to 6 weeks. Please call collect 
604-964-8068. Ask for Carol 
(Prince Georn~ 
'FRESH SEAFOOD j 
HALIBUT • SHRIMP 
SOLE • COD 
CHATHAM SOUMI SEAFOOD 
Tel/Fax 638-1050 
Northwest Community College is considering offering a 
Log Scaling Training Program 
during the fall of '96 
If you would like to register your interest in the program 
please contact: 
Dave McKeever at 635-6511 local 5303 
Northwest Communily College 
5331 McConnell Ave. 
Terrace, BC V8G 4C2 
A second year Social Service Worker Diploma 
is being offered at the Terrace Campus. 
Are you interested? 
Call lan Hamilton, Educational Advisor 635- 
6511 to find out how you can apply to the 
Social Service Worker Diploma Program for 
September 1996. 
~ Northwest Community College 
= Extension Services =
Course: 
Dates: 
Cost: 
Occupational First Md - Level2 
Sept 4- I0, 1996 (Men, Tue, Wed, Thur, Fri) 
$350.00 (includes textbook, materials and exam fee) 
Coarse: 
Date: 
Cost: 
Red Cross - Basic Rescuer Training 
September 7, 1996 (Saturday) 
$70.00 (includes textbook, maleriaJs and exam fee) 
Course: 
Dates: 
Cost: 
Occupational First Aid - Levell 
Sept O & 12, 1996 ('rue & Thur Evenings) 
$70,00 (includes textbook, matedals and exam fee) 
Co.a 'se :  
Date: 
Cost: 
Occupatiooal First Aid - Level1 
Sept 12, 1996 (Thursday) 
$70.00 (includes textbook, materials and cxam fee) 
Course: 
Date: 
Cost: 
Transportation E dorsement 
Sept 13, 1996 (Friday) 
$70.00 (includes textbook, materials and exam fee) 
Register at NWCC in person or phone 635-6511. 
To Recieve A Copy Of Our Fall Brochure Please Call 638.5452 
..... ii@ii'  " !ii 
#8 SPONG meat grinder 
$20.00. Power rower deluxe 
884 S.I.C. adjustable tension. 
Retail at $250.00. Make an 
offer. Call 635-1685 in the 
evenincls. 
2 CEILING fans with lights one 
insulated stainless steal 
chimney pipe, one stainless 
steel T-joint. Call 635.1534 for 
more into, 
FOR SALE prefabbed wood 
constructed back yard sheds 
from $600.00 and up. Also 
garages, joey shacks, 
workshops etc. Phone Dirk 
bakker 638-1768 eveninqs. 
HAY. OLD crop square bails. 
$2.00 ea. Must be removed by 
Oct. 31/96. Farm sold. 
Cummins Ranch Hwy 16 West. 
S, Hazelton, Call 842-5316. 
EVENING PRIMROSE OIL. 
Suffer from symptoms of PMS. 
Menopause, Skin Irritation 
Rheumatoid Arthritis Diabetic 
Neuropathy Exceesses of Alco- 
hol. Research shows Evening 
Primrose Oil has beneficial ef- 
fects on all of Ihese problems. 
For information and ordering 
call or write Sunshine Distribu- 
tors Box 1571, Burns Lake, 
B.C. V0J lEO, Phone (604) 
692-2362. 360 capsules, 
500mR, 10% GLA, with vitamin 
E 39.85. Price includes GST, 
shipping & handling. GST 
#896931151 Made in Canada. 
POOL TABLE $1200.00 obo 
14" remote colour T.V. $300.00. 
Call 638-7982 for more into. 
SKYSTAR MINI massagers, 
Stiff and sore from camping? 
Muscles cramped form being in 
a boat all day? Arthritis acting 
up? Order the Skystar Mini 
Massagefl The go anywhere 
massager. The go anywhere 
• massager. Operates on a single 
AA battery. 4" long 4 
interchangeable heads, smooth 
for skin, too rough for hair and 
scalp• Fits in a purse or pocket. 
Feel the strong vibrating pulse 
anytime, anywhere. Send a 
cheque or money order for 
$13.95 to Skystar, c/o Wm. 
Hardy, #906-1855, 3rd Ave, 
Prince George, BC V2M 5KR. 
Phone/fax: 562-5049. Canadian 
funds, all costs included. Money 
Back Guaranteel Free brochure 
of other products. P.S. Lovers 
love Skvstar! 
ORDER STEPHEN Lyman's 
Limited edition print "Sunset 
Fire" between now to Sept. 5th 
at Process 4 Gallery, your 
Greenwich workshop dealer. 
692-3434 ask for Wayne for 
details. 
MORTGAGES BASED on 
Equity in Real Estate or 
Mobiles, not Income or Credit. 
Intel Financial (11 years in 
business) 861-1526, 
COUCH LIKE new. Call 798- 
2214. Ask for Dan. Moving must 
sell. 
JVC DOUBLE cassette deck. 8 
months old. New: $200 wil sell 
for $100.00. Call 635-6350. 
NEW TREADMILL in box. All 
options and monitors with arm 
exerciser, $1000. obo. 847- 
4735. 
TRADE BUY sell laser disk 
movies. Plus movies, call fax 
633-2347 hundreds movies 
many LD movies. 
= 
BUY OR SELL 
Tupperware 
KAREN MA'I-FEIS 
635-7810 Pac i f i c  
1994 Formula 
Very dean, well looked after, 
warranty, low kms, LT1, 
speed, loaded, T-r0ofs. 
$19,000 
624-9318 Prince Rupert 
Selling due to death in family. 
i 994 Winnebago, 25'3" 
fully loaded, has been used a 
few limes only. 
Just like new, to view cull 
798-2544 or 798-2528. 
WILLIS . upright piano & 
bench. Call 635-0008. 
ONE WHITE high rise bed w/ 
slide & tent. Must be seen, 
really cool $300.00. One Norco 
"Kokanee" mountain bike 
$300.00 one raleigh mountain 
bike $300.00 one girls 21" 
mountain bike $75.00 (new) call 
635-~7R~ 
COLONIAL SOFA & chair, 
cushion, brown tones $300, 
matching rocker with ottoman, 
brown tones $150, lazy boy 
recliner, rust, $100, student 
desk, 4 drawer $75, 6 draw 
dresser $100, electrolux 
vacuum $125, electrolux rug 
shampooer $75, large all 
american pressure canner 
$100. Only four year old, e/c, 
maytag built-in Dishwasher 
$400, maytag washer & dryer 
(almond) $650 for set 7 cu. ft. 
freezer $200, 5 pc dinette set, 
cloth chairs $200, Phone 638- 
1226. 
N O I~TE{ ERN-  
LAB .S ~LTD.  
WATER & 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
TESTING 
1-800-990-9522 
Prince Rupert 
DIESEL LIGHTING plant/ 
generator with electric start. 
3000-7000 Watts phone 604- 
639-3476 or 604-632-4655. 
WANTED STANDING timber 
with or without land• No agents 
please. 604-330-4433. 
WANTED: BOARD for 8 to 10 
head of horses from October 
thru June. Contact: 845-7468 or 
1-604-633-5200. 
WANTED: INFORMATION on 
encore western "iV channel pls. 
call 635-3459. 
1984 CADILLAC Deville lima. 
White 4.1 L. Fully loaded. 
Asking $6500.00 obo. Call 635- 
8214. 
1985 PONTIAC Acaidian. Good 
running condition, redone 
brakes. Good tires. Interior 
exterior good condition. 
$800.00 obo. Call 638-0814. 
1986 HONDA Civic 4 dr, station 
wagon. 5 spd. Very little rust. 
New brakes and exhaust. 
$3500.00. Call 635-3569. 
1986 SUBARU front wheel 
drive wagon. Good reliable 
transportation. Some rust. 5 
spd. $2000.00. Call 635-2449. 
89 FORD Tempo GLS 2 dr. 
loaded, 5 spd, alum wheels, 
very clean, 34 MPg, no rust, 
roof racks, 4 extra rims, will sell 
separate. Ph. 639-9110. 
1986 TOYOTA Tercel 121,000 
km. Excellent condition, 5 spd, 
2 door, hatchback asking 
$3600. Phone 638-7223. 
1988 IROC Camaro 305, V8 
fuel, injected engine, auto, 
$8,000. OBO 1-604-692-3035. 
1990 FORD Festiva LX, 42,500 
km $4500.00 obo. Call 635- 
9602. 
1992 PONTIAC Lamans for 
sale. Low miles & very well 
maintained. Asking $6,500 
O.B.O. Call 635-3720. 
1993 CHRYSLER Sqn Dance. 
4 Door auto., 4 cyl, c/w aJc, 
cruise, new tires, 55,000 km, 
$9500. Call 632-2905 erc. 
1995 DODGE Neon low kms 
$13,000.00. Call 635-3171 or 
635-0690. 
TIMBER AND LAND FOR SALE 
W.E Sfebon invft~ individual slridly cash often 1o parcbnse Distrid Lo1922, Rnnge 5 C~t 
Dislrid Except Plan 11006. The merchantable limber nn the properly (approx. 92 ores) 
cnnsists primarily of red cedar, hemlock balsam, white birch, cottonwood and spruce. 
Property is lucaled easl of Terrace and fronts the Skeena River ned CN Rail rarks. Accm 
con be gained via Usk Ferry. 
Often mug be received by 4:00 p.m. November 1,1996 on the specified offer form. 
To receive an information package and offer form, plem coniad: 
Richard MyhilI-Jones 
2751 Cdwod Drive 
North Vancouver, B.C. WR 2R5 
(604) 984-5130 (day) (604) 984-5200 (fax) 
(604) 987-2842 (evenings) 
For Sale 
23 fOOl Sunrunner cabin ~ l i V / ~ i ~ , ~  
cruiser, 84 model, FWC, ' ': 
alcabin, fridge, stove, 1 o i - 3 0 5Volvo i/o, flush deck, ~ ? ~ . ~ . _ . ~ :  .~; z:::~:~:;,;~:~,.:;;~" ::i!i!!!i!!!!:!!!i!!i!iii : 
hi, dual battery, never ~ . . . .  . , ,~" :~ .......... ~ ~ '  
been lnbalt wafer, VflF, CB, ~,.::~,~i.:~:::,~'~' , : : ,~ :~:~,~:~~ 
wide fish finder/deplh 
sounder, hour meier, swim grid, inlerior heat, 89 golvanisod Inndem Irailor, in 
EC, 
$25,300 rh: 635-9121 
PEPSI KERMODEI 
BEVERAGES 
Kermodei Beverages (Terrace) is now sell ing 
beverage equipment.  Visi coolers, can vendors, 
syrup dispensers, ice machines, pre-mix 
dispensers, bar guns etc... 
For more into call Bruce 
Tel: 638-1211 * Fax: 638-1252 
Toll Free: 1 -800-661:0134 
i 
EXCELLENT CONDITION, only 
21,000 kin. 1991 5L Mustang 
LX, hatchback, sunroof, am/fro, 
Calypso Green. $13,000 obo. 1- 
604-692-3554. 
'95 NEON, 2 dr, am/fm 
. cassette, paint protected. 
$12,500.00 Ben - evenings 
(604) 695-6460, 
1975 GMC van customized 
interior, Excellent running 
condition. $2500.00 ebo. Call 
635-3544. 
1976 CHEVY van. low mileage 
(76,000 miles) well maintained. 
one owner. Phone 635-9466. 
1978 VW. West facia 4 speed 
83,000 km. Some rust. 
Mechanicly great, loves to 
travel. Call Andy at 638-8302. 
$3500.00. 
1986 CROWN Victoria 351 auto 
loaded trans cooler equalizer 
hitch, No rust. $3900.00 692. 
3750 after 5:00 Dm. 
1986 dEEP Cherokee 4x4 2.5 L 
4 cyl, 5 speed, in G.R.C one 
owner, 638-1347. 
1987 NISSAN Pathfinder SE- 
V6; 105,000 km. Excellent 
condition with lots of extras, 
$10,000. Call: 1-604-845-3578, 
1987 TOYOTA 4x4 Iongbox 
with canopy. Excellent 
condition. Call 635-5377. 
1988 GMC Jimmy 4x4, a/c. p/I, 
p/w. $6000.00 firm Call 635- 
7342. 
1989 dEEP YJ Islander $9,900 
obo, 140,000 km 6 cyl., 5 sp,, 
hard top and doors, soft top and 
doors, bikini top, wind jam, 
saddle bags, bike rack, cd 
player, call 635-3494. 
1990 DODGE 250 4x4 auto, 
locking hubs, Cummins Turbo 
Diesel, engine v,g. cond. 
$11,500. 849-5559. 
1990 EXTENDED, Areostar, 
tinted glass, cruise, tilt, am/fm. 
Stereo, standard, diamond coat 
finish, scotchguarded, 3L V6, 
lifetime rust check 638-1576. 
1991 FORD 4x4 pickup. XLT 
Lariat loaded. Alberta truck 
excellent condition. $13,000. 
Call 638-0227. 
TERRACE 
1992 CHEV H.D. 3/4 ton 6.5 
turbo diesel. Large bumper, 
winch, running boards, boxliner 
and rack $16,000.842-5395. 
1992 JIMMY blazer 4x4, fully 
loaded. Only 44,000 km, 
extended warranty until 1998. 
New tires & muffler. Asking 
$19,300.00. Call 624-9846 
(Prince Ruloert). 
1993 CHEV 4x4, short box, 
stepside, exlended cab, auto, 
am/fm cassette, pb, ps, pl, ac, 
excellent running condition, 
63,000 kin. Call 635-0875. 
FOR TRADE or sale, 1981 
GMC shortbox truck, 4x4, no 
rust, 3" lift, V-8 400, Will trade 
for small foreign truck, trailer or 
ATV. 694-3572. 
1978 11 1/2' Camper. Sleeps 5, 
fridge, stove, furnace, flush toi- 
let, Upholstery redone. Hydrau- 
lic jacks. Great condition $2700. 
Older 20 hp Marc gooe condi- 
tion, $600. Skidoo deck 8'x8' 
$5000.00, 1-604-692-3368 or 
698-7627. 
1984 GMC 4x4 Crewcab with 
n/g conversion. 1975 9'6" 
Vanguard camper, fridge, stove, 
furnace, bathroom $4500,00. 
Call 635-2449. 
1985 21 ft, Frontier 
Motorhome very low mileage; 
so a model; sleeps 6; awning; 
excellent condition. Asking 
$20,000 firm. Call 845-2216. 
1985 . 21 ft. Frontier Motor- 
home; very low mileage; sofa 
model; sleeps 6; awning; excel- 
lent condition, Asking $20,000, 
firm. Call 845-2216, 
1995 • 26.6 RK Citation Fifth 
wheel, Rear kitchen oaded. 
Used only last year $31,000. 
P;ease call 1-604-632-2591. 
Price includes hitch. 
1996 23 foot Komfort 5 th wheel 
trailor, loaded a/c. microwave. 
electric jacks, awning etc, used 
twice, 6 yr. warrently available 
$22,900. No GST, 635-9065. 
1995 WESTWIND 24 ft. travel 
trailer. Sleeps 7, bunkbeds in 
bdrm, Includes bed linen, 
Remote control T.V., 
microwave, full fridge, stove, 
bathroom, kitchen. Incl, dishes 
and cutlery. $18,000.00 obo, 
Call 635-6124 . . . . . . .  
1991 XR250 Honda dirtbike. 
Redone engine ano 
transmission. In excellent 
condition. Asking $2000.00 firm, 
Call 638-7950. 
HARLEY DAVIDSON 1974 
Sportster. Too many new Darts 
to list, all bills available. Serious 
in~ ~iries $7500, obo. 847-4735 
14' FIBERGLASS boat w=th 
trailer, 8 hp Chrysler motor. 25 
hp Evinrude motor (needs 
work), $1800t 699.8567, 
15 1/2 ft zodiac c/w. 50 hp 
johnson jet, & leg, w/ 2 props, 
console, electric start, trailor, 
anchor, extra fuel tank. Storage 
bags, phone 635-2279, after 
6:00 Dm. 
16 FT. Drift boat new condition, 
trailer, $3000. 635-5537 
17 FT. RIVERBOAT w/trailer 
Aluminum fiat bottom stand up 
console w/controls, electric 
pump, 2 gas tanks, 80 hp Mer- 
cury outboard, $8500. Call 635- 
6880 ask for Craig or 635-1991 
ask for Cathv. 
21' CAMPION Hardtop, Merc 
leg, 10 hp outboard, radio, 
sounder, ice box, down riggers, 
charts, ready to fish. 
$12.500,00. Ph. 567-9470. 
21' CAMPION skeena. 
Excellent condition. New marine 
survey. Salt water cooled, 
sleeps 4. 188 hsp. 302 V-8 
Merc cruiser. 25 hsp evinrude. 
Replacement value over 
$30,000.00. Asking $18,000.00. 
Call 635-9442, 
NORTHERN kITE campers all 
sizes import, shortbox and full 
size. Sore erset campers. 
Double Eagle boats 17 1/2 & 18 
1/2 in stock, Financing avail. 23' ALUMINUI~ riverboat 350 
Phone 604-567-2937 or 604- inboard Berkley jet. Closed 
567-2820 or write Box 1187, cooling system, cao full 
Vanderhoof. R.C V0.1RAn instruments, tilt, heater, fish 
ATTENTION R.V.'S and finder, two 30 gal. tanks, asking 
boaters, Quonset space for $21,900. 828-8742 evenings 
rent. 30' x 76' x 17', Call 604- Kamloops. 
635-7378. 
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THE GARAGE SALE GUIDE 
. . . .  I 
J ,// 
:! / / 
i '! / , , 
/ 
/ 
4021 Benner Aug, 31/96 8:00 am to 1:00 p,m. 
Quality items for the whole family! 
Put Your Garage  
Sale on the Map 
for  Only 
$ CO 
I S top  by  our  of f i ce :  3210 CL INTON STREET 
(BEHIND COLOUR CONNECTION)  by  4 :00  p .m.  F r i~  
fo r  Wednesday  pub l i ca t ion  
Long Weekend Dead l ine  I s  Thursday  4"00  p - 
IN  THE TERRACE STANDARD ONLY 
STANDARD 
FROM THE GROUND UP 
HOME. IMPROVEMENT G.UIDE. 
Let These Professionals And Discount Suppliers Help You With Your Home Work! 
• i~ !~ ~ II~/I,'Q I~ ? 
_ O 
Chimney Furnace and Duct Cleaning 
Cleaning of air ducts reduces maintenance problems 
improves airquality and furnace efficiency, 
Insured adn Bonded, 
We work on weekends too, Serving the Northwest 
since 1980, 
Ph:635-1132 ._~ -~-=~-@ ._~ 
'..~'. ;.~L.-~'.~'-. ,, . ,:'~ 
Let us Personalffe thLs desert for you 
El :°J 
" "  L . /=~ k - - I  - 
1g i l l  ~, ~ ~= ROOM . . . .  4 
J 01hind I I nook IP -====-===~ 
I ROOM I I ~,,* ~ DBL. GARAGE 
i 
W~OI"H 
74.O '  
DEPTH 
46'. 0* 
F~;~ISHED AREA 
1~2 Sq FL 
WI  A I IE  T l l l l  ~ i ~ O F  fOUR l lOMI  
\ I  
4423 Railway Avenue 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 1Lg " ' 
Ph: (604) 635-2801 ~ i 
Fax: (604) 635-3612 ~ ~ I 
I 
KITCHENS 
C£111Nt*SIGNA/URE*L~AC r BIN~ 
House Plans Available Through I FOR YOUR CARPENTRY NEEDS 
t' ce Sdldm [ Mark Henry Contracting Inc. 
" 
l New ~ Certified Tradesmen 
| Construction ~ Doing Top Quality 
Workmanship 
~~~o 635-6273 [ .oo.a.g J~l~,Ph. 835-6851 
llFRIGIDAIRE For all your decorating needs 
Panason ic  • Lighting Fixtures 
' MAY I 'AG 
~ ' J E N N - A I R  
"The Appliance Experts" 
• | Ii Totem s Countrywide Furniture l Apphances 
4501 LakelseAve. 638-1158 1-800-813-1158 
* Carpet 
• Linoleum • Hardwood 
• Ceramic Tiles • Window 
• Area Rugs Coverings 
YOUR DECOR 
= ~rvlcea II:d~ .. 
~ Complete ~ 
Insurance 
Coverage ,-:---,~...~ 
• Home & Tenant 
635-5232 
Located in The Co-op Mall 
1-800-335-8088 Eve. 635-5179 
imag ine  
The U l t imate  In Home Theat re  
IH  AHY ROOM 
Talk to Sight & Sound About 
Custom Home Audio Installation 
4708 Keith Ave. 
635-5333 
WEBB REFRIGERATION LTD. 
Specializing inmajor 
~ ,.,f~ ~ appliance repairs 
' ~ ~  and warranty service 
'el~ ~ ® for most makes and 
models. 
635-2188 4637 Lazelle Avenue 
B12 - The Terrace Standard,  Wednesday ,  August  28, 1996 
230. PERSONALS 
280: BI 
SER 
SINESS :: 
;iCES :i: '.: 
16 FT. fiberglass wood river 
boat 50 hp, Merc, Jet, Comes 
with trailer. Exc. running 
condition $2,500. 638-8809, 
KAWASAKI 550 Jetski. Now 
handlebars, ride-plate, scoop- 
grate. Excellent condition, 
comes with trailer. Asking 
$3900. Call 635-2402. 
VOLVO PENTA boat engine. 
Volvo 200c (Chev. 305 cu. in) 
complete assembly, includes 
starter, carburetor, distributor, 
alternator, heat exchanger 
exhaust manifolds, complete 
wiring harness. Approx. 700 
hrs. Good working order, can 
be seen operating. $1500, Ph. 
847-9677. 
VERSATILE TRACTOR, model 
145, v6 cummins engine, 4 
wheel drive. Duals on all 4 
wheels. Very clean, A-1 
condition. (604)694-3445. 
CKC REGISTERED Rottweiler 
pups. Both parents Canadian 
Champions. Hips O.F.A.'d. 
Certified. Excellent temperment. 
Show and pet quality available. 
560-5355. 
FREE TO a good home pure 
bred male black tab, 20 months 
old, Call 635-3678. 
GUARDIAN DOGS for 
ivestock, family or property. 
12 YEAR old bay T.B. gelding, 
16 hh. Placed and won to 
Basic. III dressage under 
amateur rider. Flat work anly 
847-9102, Brood mare wanted. 
15.2 HH Chestnut Gelding 
Appy/ Arab X Easy keeper, 
honest, x pony club 12 yrs. 
$2000. O.B.e. Like new 3 horse 
angle haul Goertzen horse 
trailer, tack room, travels 
excellent. $6000.00 O.B.O, 
846-5300. 
5 YR old black/ grey Arab 
Gelding. 15 hh trained Western. 
Excellent reining prospect, 
Would prefer show home. 
$3000. 846-5583. 
CARIBOO SHEEP and Goat 
sale September 21st, 1996 at 
~aremma puppies, 8 wks Williams Lake Stockyard. Small 
ZODIAC TYPE inflatable boat, $350.00 ea. Anatolian x animal sale: 10:00 am Sheep & 
13 feet aluminum floor, 25 hp ~aremma puppies 11 wks. Goat auction: 12:00 pro. For 
Yamaha outboard, eletric me- $350.00 ea. Australian more information call 604-398- 
tar, trailer $4500. Call Craig 
635-7700 after 6 p.m. 635- 
3639. 
26' MARATHON Riverboat. 26 
hrs on new 460, 340 hsp. 
Comes with travelling canvass, 
2 stand up enclosed canopies. 
15 hsp. Honda outboard, 
electric downriggera, Eagle 
9000 fishfinder, heavy duty 
tandem axel trailer. Asking 
$23,000.00 abe. Call 636-2546 
(Stewart). 
CANAVENTURE 16 1/2' full 
canvas top, 90 hp merc motor 
with powertrim, runs very good 
condition $6500. 845-7316. 
200. FARMERS 
MARKET 
1972 - 24' industrial crew jet 
boat. Welded aluminum. Good 
running condition asking 
$24,500.00 abe. 846-9132. 
FOR SALE at M. K. Bay Kitimat 
1980 Bayliner 2950 wide beam 
(11'5") twin 225 h.p.C.B, long 
range & seaworthy, extra 
aluminum gas tanks. F.W.C., 
shower, new interior, new 
fridge, carpets & canvas. E 
span diesel furnace and 2 
speed bus heater. Stereo, 
electronics, loaded. Motivated 2 
boat owner; try your offer. Was 
$52,000 now below assessment 
at $38,900. phone 635-5688. 
160. HEAVYDUTY 
EQUIPMENT-- 
1982 FIAT Alis FD crawler 
tractor; very good condition. 
Comes with semi U blade (tilts) 
and like new panko brush 
blade• $32,000• Phone 1-604- 
695-6904. 
2 CATS, OC3 4500.00, 350 jd. 
Bucket, blade 9500.00, 2 
aluminum boats with trailers, 
rigged for fishing. 22' starcrafl, 
20' Herring craft. Will take bids 
on both or trade for machinery. 
12' Fiberglass Travel trailer. 
2200.00. 1-604-697-2474. 
FOR SALE or rent 4x4 
backhoes, 10 loaders, tilt 
trailers, single axel dump 
trucks, fork lifts, Iowbeds, 
compactors, water trucks, 
excavators, tail gate sanders. 
Call Vic, 604-493-6791. 
230. PER,SONALS JONSERED MINI chain saw 
mill. Comes with Jonsered 2095 
saw. Uke new condition, $3000 
firm. Call 635-5377 Terrace. - 
300. HELP :,~ KARCHER PRESSURE 
Washer clear out. All popular 
models. Full factory warranties. 
40% off for quick sale. Call 
Dave Smith at 1-800-492-4136 
between 8 am and 5 pm. 
TRAIL KING, 40 tone double 
drop Iowbed, 9'x22', detach 
gooseneck, booster package, 
turner air ride, 24.5 pilot mount 
wheels, full air auto slack adj, 
raise and lower kt, 10" ground 
clearance, boom trough, 604- 
762-9320. 
'92 SILVER engine - 1000 hrs. 
Asking $8000.00 Western Star 
Parts too many to mention. 
Evenings 846-9132. 
190, LIVESTOCK: 
1975 CLARK 668B Line 
Skidder. New motor, radiator, 
cradle and winch, includes extra 
tires and chains. $18,000 firm. 
847-9839. 
SALE.• . rent . . ,  t rade . . .  
Dresser TD8C, 6-way blade, 
Dresser TD8G, 6-way blade, 
Dresser TD7G, 6.way blade, 
Dresser TD12, 6-way blade. 
Logger, new undercarriage. 80 
hp crawler loader with winch or 
grapple. Johne Deera 550C, 6- 
way blade, new undercarriage. 
Winches and brush rakes for all 
above. Call (604) 374-5054, or 
(604) 851-8530, or (604) 579- 
9791. 
i 170, FARM : 
•MACHINERY 
12'X8' STEEL gin pole deck 
with winch and headache rack. 
$3,000, 692-3368 or 698-7627. 
165 M,F. tractor, 3 pt hitch, A.C. 
silage chopper and wagon 9 ft 3 
pt hitch disk. Snowblade 3 pt 
hitch• Cattle rack for pickup. 
1975 3 ton Ford truck and cattle 
racks and hoist 847-2528. 
850 NEW holland round baler, 
electric tie and reconditioned. 
Excellent oat baler $3650.00. 
717 new holland forage 
harvester $1200.00. 495 new 
holland, 12' mower conditioner 
in excellent condition with 
transport $6250.00. (604)695- 
6562. 
OWAToNNA SWATHER 
$1,000.00; I,H. 10' Seed Drill 
$1,500.00, Agratec Bale Stook- 
er $175.00; Single Axle Farm 
Trailer $800.00; Tandem Axle 
16' Deck Trailer $3,000.00; 
1973 Allis Chalmers Backhoe 
Rubber Tired $8,500.00; Fibre- 
glass Boat, trailer, 70 HP O.B. 
Depth Sounder $3,900.00. 
Ph,695-6382 
Shepperd x Maremma puppies 7174. 
7 wks $150.00 ea. All pups HORSE & Tack Auction 
dewormed and vaccinated. Sunday, Sept. 8, 11:30 am. 
Phone or leave message at Consign your horses and tack 
842-6678 Milt Swanson early. Phone BC Auctions 604- 
Grandview Ranch 992-9325 Quesnel. 
MARRAND REGISTERED. HORSE BORDING available on 
Registered German Shepherd 3 acres includes hay, 
pups. Parents O.F.A.'D $130.00/mo. in the winter 
Champions. Pet, show, $100.00/mo. in the summer. 
companion or obedience. Call Stacey at 635-6491 during 
Guaranteed 604-392-2555, the day or 635-2443 in the 
eveninqs, Williams Lake. eveninq. 
• ARRAND REGISTERED. 
Registered German Shepherd 
pups, show, companion or 
obedience. Guaranteed 604- 
392-2555, evenings, Williams 
Lake. 
MISSING. LARGE male dog. 
Akita, Reg & tatooed. 110 Ibs. 
Brindle/ black/ grey stripes. 
White chest. Very friendly. Last 
seen Ft. Fraser. Reward ansers 
to Jos. Sadie missed. 1-604- 
695-6981, 1-604-562-6832, 
voice mail. 
QUALITY CKC registered 
golden retriever puppies. 
Char~pion lines. Parents hip 
and eye certified and viewable 
$650 each ready Sept. 15th 
765-0878. 
REG. BORDER Collies - pups 
for sale from champion 
bloodlines - excellent stock 
dogs. Black & White with heavy 
coats. All pups dewormed and 
vaccinated. $350. Phone or 
leave message at 842-6678, 
Milt Swanson Grandview 
Ranch. 
THE TACK STORE. Everything 
for the horse lover. Gifts. har- 
ness and saddlery. 4 kms. out 
of Telkwa on Skillhorn Road. 
Wednesday to Saturday, 10 am 
- 4 pm or by appointment 846- 
9863: 
TWO 5 mos. old CKC 
registered female Norwegian 
Elk Hounds; house broken and 
leash trained with shots and 
tattoo. $250 each. 846-5526. 
WOWl THIS woman has 30 
gorgeous Siamese catsll .All 
ages - both sexes. 2 females 
produced "blue points." Seal 
points, $75.00 each. Your 
choice. Blue points, $100.00 
each your choice. Yes, we can 
ship nearly anywhere. Health 
guaranteed. Phone (604) 692- 
3722 calls accepted until 1:00 
am. Let it ringl Toy male poodle 
- a real cutie! 8 weeks old. Call 
/604) 692-3722 for information. 
CKC REGISTERED Boston 
Terriers two male, one female, 
serious inquiries only. Ready to 
.qo 638-8430. 
16.2 H reg. tb gelding, good 
pony club horse. $2500. 16.2 h 
grade gelding, 6 yrs. $2000. 
Older well broke gelding $1800, 
Phone (604) 694-3521. 
3 YR. old flashy red Leopard 
Appaloosa gelding, 14.2 H. 
Quiet, gentle started under 
saddle $1500.00. Solid black 
yearling quarter horse filly, 
halter broke. $650.00 (604) 
694-3376. 
DONKEY 3 yrs., gelded, 
friendly, great w. kids, leads 
well. $1000 abe 638-0454. 
SANDY DOME qh poker ride, 
Sept. 21/96, 11 am, 10 miles 
east of Vanderhoof, watch for 
signs on Hwy. t6. 1st prize 96 
reg qh gelding, plus many more 
prizes. Call 567-9345 or 567- 
3000. 
LIVESTOCK: 15Y old 
Appalosa/Quarter mare and 18 
y old Quarter/Arabien gelding 
Price: $1200.00 ea. or best 
offer. 1 Western saddle, like 
new. $500.00 Phone: 695-6405 
daytime asked for Fred or leave 
a message. 695-6647 evenings 
after 8 pm. 
LLAMAS, LLAMAS, llamas, 
geldings, males & bred females, 
for sale for more information 
contact worth western llamas 
Ranch, Terrace, BC Ph/fx 604- 
638-0662. 
ONE OF the best bred quarter 
horse fillies in Western 
Canadall An astounding 
pedegree, lots of disposition, 
class and plzzazzl Lots of size. 
Come see, we deliver, Phone 
(604) 692-3722, Let it ringl We 
anser until 1:00 a.m. 
REGISTERED AND 
commercial hereford cows and 
heifer calves for sale. Peter and 
Anneke Gattiker 846-5494, 
SHEEP & Goat Sale, Saturday, 
Sept. 14, lf:30 a.m. Consign- 
ments welcome, Phone B.C, 
Auctions 604-992-9325, 
TRAINED HORSES, western/ 
English/ jumpers. Pony club 
horses, some reg. 14 hh, 16 - 2 
hh. Young horses available. Will 
train horses/ rider. Tack for 
sale, Karen Ritchey, 1-604-695- 
6642. 
CERTIFIED C.E.F, English & 
Western Equestrian coach 
available for lessons. Available 
to school your horse as well. 
Ca!!Lisa Hamer @ 635-7250. 
HAY FOR sale: round bales of 
Alfalfa mix, in the field. Ph: 
(604) 567-9668 (VanderhoofL 
LARGE SQUARE bales of hay, 
Alfalfa and Alfalfa] grass mix. 
Will deliver, ph. (604) 567-4896 
(Vanderhcof). 
PLENTIFUL PRESERVES, 
jams relishes, chutneys, award 
winning antipasto. See us every 
Saturday at the Farmers Market 
or phone 635-3259 or fax 635- 
0186. 
QUALITY HAY for sale in easy 
to handle square bales. Can 
deliver. Phone evenings 
(604) 694-3486. 
MOVING MUST sell: fridge, 
dishwasher, (both new). Queen 
size box spring & mattress, two 
barrel chairs, microwave, 
antique encyclopedia Brittanica, 
two lawn mowers, (1 gas, 1 
electric). Call 638-8485. 
FOUND DUAL cassette deck 
on Hwy. 37 by weigh scales if 
you can identify it. 638-6366. 
FOUND- bage at airport. Tues. 
Aug, 6. tD Contents. Phone 
Betty at 635-2325. 
LEFT FISHING rod below 
"l;hornhill Creek bridge. If found 
Dis. Call 635-3098. 
FUN LOVING couple seeks 
female. Thank you for all your 
responses to our ad. We are 
still, however, looking for single 
young lady to share a 
relationship with. We are very 
active, in our work and social 
life. Taking time out for family 
and friends is very important, 
and travelling is also a big part 
of our lives. If this sounds like a 
lifestyle that might suit you, 
please respond to Box 486, 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 4A2. 
. GIRLSI GIRLS! Girlsl 
Excitinglt! Passionatell! Talk to 
them livel 1-906-451-5302 Ext. 
2742 $3.99 per minute. Must be 
18 years. Frocall Co. 602-954- 
7420. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
JEHOVAHS WITNESSES: is 
there something about the 
Watchtower that makes you 
uneasy but don't know what it 
is? If so, you are not alone. 
Phone 1-847-4352 for recorded 
message. 
SINGLES INTRODUCTIONI All 
nationalities for friendship or 
marriage. We understand and 
we care, strictly confidential. 
Tired of being alone? Call 1- 
604-983-4880 todavl 
ATTENTION SMALL business- 
es, why pay high accounting 
fees for your bookkeeping 
needs? For confidential, profes- 
sional bookkeeping service. 
Manual or Computer call 635- 
9592. 
DISCOVERY TOYS, 
educational toy, books, and 
games. Call Louise Anderson at 
635-9495. 
DO YOU Need Some R & R? 
Come to Lakeside Retreat for a 
B & B weekend and enjoy being 
pampered, Rainbow trout, 12' 
boat & gourmet meals. "Sweet- 
heart Special", family package 
or give yourself a treat. Phone 
1-604-573-4549. Pinantan 
Lake, Kamloops. 
DRILL YOUR OWN WELL, 
percussion drill rig mounted on 
International tandem. Will drill 
6'x8' casing down to 300 ft or 
more, No Sunday calls please 
847-9748. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 
and woodworker, renovation, 
garages, sheds, will repair 
some furniture. No job too 
small, very reasonable rates. 
Free estimates, Call 638-1701, 
GOING BACK to school: Have 
to sell 'Our Baby Impressions' 
Great profit and tax write-offs. 
Protected area from Burns Lake 
thru Smithers. $8,000. )or best 
offer) Call: 1-604-696-3437, 
WOULD THE young boy who 
wants to write stories phone 
me? You gave me your name & 
phone number at McDonalds, 
unfortunately now its lost, pls 
phone me. Ruby Mc. 635-3823. 
ANYONE KNOWING the 
whereabouts of Shanti, leaving 
Terrace the week of Aug. 
11/1996, Anyone knowing her 
whereabouts please call 
Michael at 638-8824. 
PSYCHIC 
ANSWERS 
LIVE | PERSONAL 
RATIO #1 Ill CANADA 
IVANLY RAYS TALK 
LIVE t ON ! 
L@ q ~  GIF D 
I1~ ~ CUll rl 
CA PSYCHICS 
i -900-451-4055 
24 HRS. $2 .99 /min  - 113+ 
 iiiiiiiiiii i  
1here was a gal called 
Sue 
~o used to have this hair do. 
Isn't il just nifty? 
She's turnin 9 
SO. 
Happy Birthday Morn! 
Lave Mike & Ivy 
The beginning 27 of 
August 56' a Boy 
i If only he'd tak- 
en better care 
of him self, 
there is hope, 
just ask your 
pharmacist! 
Kanlak 
Masonry 
Brick. Block 
Stone • Tile 
No job too small  
635-4167 
i 
TERRACE 
GUTTERMAN 
SPECIAL IZ ING 
in 5" continuous 
aluminum gutters. 
soffit and fascia 
installations. 
FREE ESTIMATES 
SERVING TERRACE 
& KITIMAT 
638-7054 
'Round The Clock 
Freshness 
Make Your Choice From a 
Wide Variety of Baked 
Goods, Soups Chili, 
Sandwiches and Bagels. 
Made Fresh Daily. Enjoy 
Your Choice with Our 
Famous Coffee, 
Two Locations To Serve 
You Better 
;oPEN 24 HOURS A DAYJ 
635-2662 
4655 Lakelse, Terrace 
SKEENA MALL FOOD COURT 
MALL HOURS 
you~e Alwrfl (;o11111~ For Tim }|~lrl Ltnl 
HIGHLAND 
DANCING 
Register now for fall 
instruction. 
Beginners to Advanced 
Kandy (Cameron} Dilley 
Member of H.D,ToA. 
Ph: 638-2099 
Piano 
Instruction 
SYLVAHA DROMAH 
Comprehensive piano studies for beginners 
(adults or children) to Grade 7 Royal 
Conservatory. 
Register now For fall instruc 
BUSINESS: EXCITING home RED CARPET food services is 
based gift business for sale. looking for a semi-retired 
Entire stock, shelving, work person to do holiday relief or an 
supplies and help starting up for on-call basis. Successful 
under $2,000! Serious inquiries candidate has to be clean and 
10hone 1-604-692-3628. tidy, have a valid drivers license 
THRIVING ARTS and crafts and bondable. Please send 
store for sale in growing your resume attention: Robert 
Houston, BC. Located in the Finlayson, 2901 A Kenney St. 
Houston Mall. Selling price: Terrace, B.C. V6G 3E8. 
$59,000. Serious enquiries NEW SATELLITE launched 
only. Current financial programming reps required 
statements available. Please immediately for a national 
call Naomi Himoch at Kxim satellite company. Earn up to 
Ghan-Ada Arts & Crafts in the $2000.00 weekly, Must have a 
Houston Mall at 1-604-845- reliable vehicle & must be able 
7106. to travel full training Drovided 
UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY to for an interview call Steve at 1- 
obtain home based franchise 800-809-4422. 
from western Canada's leading 
process service agency. We 
provide exclusive territory, 
continues operational and 
accounting support. National 
advertising. No experience; 
training provided. Small 
investment required. Eleven 
locations already established in 
B.C. Contact Lormit 
Management Systems Inc., 
310, 10232 112 Street, 
Edmonton, AB T5K 1M4 Ph: 1- 
800-459-7468. 
wELL '. ES'I'~,BLISHED family 
bdsffiess"g~'oce~, post office, 
service station. For sale or 
lease. More information (604) 
837-6680 daytimes (604) 837- 
3485 evenings located in. 
Revelstoke. 
GEOLOGIST WANTED: 
mineral exploration company 
seeking field geologist to assist 
in exploration on a porphyry 
copper project in Interior BC. 
Candidate's primary function 
will be to log core and develop 
up to date geological maps of 
property. Field experience and 
a degree in geology are 
required. Core logging 
experience and computer skills 
would be a strong asset. Please 
send resume by Sept. 1 to 
Gordon Weary, P.O. Box 160, 
Gran Isle, B.C. V0J fW0. 
PERSON REQUIRED to help 
around my home. Room and 
board available if needed. 
Reply to file #26, 3210 Clinton 
Street, Terrace, BC V8G 5R2. 
OK TIRE store Burns Lake. Full 
time counterperson, light 
bookkeeping duties, computer 
experience. Fax resume to 1- 
604-692-73"12 or box 510 Burns 
Lake, B.C. VOJ 1E0, attention 
Ray. 
QUALIFIED LIFE guards 
needed for resort pool, apply in 
person at Mt. Layton Hot 
Sprinqs. 
SKEENA CHILD Care Support 
Program is currently registering 
nurturing, energetic people who 
wish "to ~prQvide, child oare for 
one or.two c~ Idren or to open a 
Famdy Day Care. Care 
providers are required close to 
most schools. For registration 
information, call 638-1113 or 
drop in to the new Family Place, 
4553 Park Ave. 
TRIMOUNT APARMENTS in 
Houston is accepting 
applications for a management 
position. 36 units in total. For 
information call: 1-604-845- 
2111 or 1-604-845-7697. 
WANT AMIBITIOUS go-getter 
for summer work.,. Full-time ca- 
reer potential. Earnings oppor- 
tunity of $250+ per week. Call 
Kathy 635-3066. 
WANTED DAYCARE in my 
home for 9 month old and 10 
year old (after school). Job 
starts August 26/96, Reference 
required. Call 635-0873. 
WANTED RETIRED handy 
man, accommodations in 
exchange for repairs, general 
up keep, & a hand a round the 
property if your interested reply 
to file #25. c/o Terrace 
Standard. 
A GROWTH oppodunity awaits 
the success-minded self-moti- 
vated individual who is accept- 
ed into our training program. 
For those students with market- 
ing, hiring and training skills, 
fast promotions to Branch and 
division responsibilities are in 
store. Call 635-3066 for an in- 
terview and ask for Kathy, 
BABYSITTER WANTED in my 
home for 1 and 3 year old. 
Starting immed. 10 days ~er 
month. Call 638-0122, 
COOKS NEEDEDI Motivated, 
energetic, flexible cooks 
wanted! Pit or f/t availablel 
Experience necessary. Call Ted 
at Gusto's Restaurant 635- 
2545. 
ENUMERATORS WALK for 
$$$ nowtll Update your 
Terrace/Kitimat City directory in 
you home area. No selling, no 
experience necessary. Paid 
weekly, approx. 3 weeks work 
starting approx. Sept. 9. 
Prepare to work min. 32 hrs/wk. 
apply in writing gMng street 
address, phone number, etc. to 
BC Directories, file no. 24 3210 
Clinton Street, Terrace, BC, 
V8G 5R2. 
EXPERIENCED BARBER and 
hairstylist wanted for busy 
progressive salon. Established 
clientele. Send resume to 
Fourth Ave. Hair Design, Box 
3100. Smithers, BC V0J 2N0. 
Phone 847-5515 Attn: Laurie or 
Fax 847-4184. 
IMMEDIATE OPENING for a p/t 
sales clerk. Apply with resume 
to Personally Yours in Skeena 
Mall. Computer experience is 
an asset. 
LOG TRUCK drivers JL Kochel 
Contracting Ltd. of Vanderhoof, 
BC is currently taking 
applications for qualified log 
truck drivers. We have a large 
fleet of highway and log trucks. 
We offer a competitive rate and 
an excellent benefit package. 
Average excellent benefit 
package. Average gross 
earnings can be as much as 
$55,000/year. Applicants must 
have a valid class one drivers 
license and be willing to move 
to Vanderhoof. Please fax your 
resume with drivers's abstract 
and references to (604) 567- 
2212 attention Bill Price• 
WANTED: FLAGPERSONS 
with own transportation 
preferrably. Call 635-2900. 
Selling due to death in family. 
1994 Winnebago, 25'3" 
fully loaded, has been used a 
few times only. 
Jusl like new, 1o view call 
798-2544 or 798-2528. 
, •  TERRACE HEALTH CARE SOCIETY 
INTEGP~IED HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
is recruiting a
PERSONNEL 
MANAGER 
Repoding to Ihe (EO the successful 
applicant will be responsible for Ihe 
Human Resource fundien at Mills 
Memorial Hespilal as pad of lhe 
senior management team. 
Inlerested individuals are invited to 
submil a resume clearly indicating 
lheir qualificalions and experience 
on or before Seplember 5,1996 Io: 
Chief Execulive OffiCer 
Terrace Regional Health Care Sociely 
4720 tfaugland Avenue 
V8G 2W7 
'. ~ ( ,  ;~ " " ;: .~. .. .. '~ ;h~i~ r 
TOPPERS, RENTALS & SALES I 
Tents for banquets, weddings or outdoor I 
activities. Rent by the day, week or month. I 
Phone/Fax 635-2157 | 
WAX WORX 
by Diane 
6 Years b:~perience in:
• Bectrolysis • Make-up • Manicure 
Blend Thermolysls • Facials & Pedicure 
(01sposable Filaments) • Waxing • Lash & Brow Dye 
(:till Diane Ktllllal~,tli ~r all tl/J/)oint//le/# at 635.5875 
i, a. onyC,oos 63 -o93o 
_ SALES & SERVI?E 
I F;~X 638-8609 ~!~;; ] J J  
3987 Kerby Street, Terrace, B.C.qi~/ 
I 01RTHDAY PARTIES, PICNICS• SPECIAL EVENTE ~! 
TroyRitter Fax: 6354)930 I OALLOONOECORATINGFORWEDDINGS&MEETI~GS ,~, 
I Leave the Oecotaling and Clowning t~ Us~ t ,, 
A 
P 
' L 
Piano 
Lessons 
Play the piano for fun! Study the Toronto Conservalory 
pregram (all grades). 27 years exÜerience wilh LR.S.M., 
t]. Mus., M. Mus., R.M.T. and a member of T.I.M.E 
Call Mrs, Ok lmt  
635-1261 
i 
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H Look ing  for  =: 
Chi ld  Care?  =: 
Skeena child care supportS: 
program can help you make the >4 
dght choke for your child. For ~ 
information on choosing care and 1,4 
available options, call bqPe 
coco at me-m+.  
..oeso.+ica+v+.+tho 
Tun'ace Women's Resource Centre ~'+ 
and funded by the Ministry of ~ 
Women's Equality. 1,4 
[X l l l l l I l I I I I I l I I~ ,  ~ 
HELPWAHTED 
A bray well e+luipped tru& body shop 
needs e qualified (6flislon re~ir wsun. 
Experience i  li+ht & heavy duty repair. 
Welded & riveted cobs com~nites nd ~nt 
paint kno~edge an e~et. We am being.to 
find o per,on ~o is intmged in using this 
expmience tobe a hands m supmism'.md 
~fl'mg to ham ~ng md ~m guls, 
-~ .  ~llhl hm~Is and flex~e writing 
(oflmeeL 
R~ i, mFidm to: 
9467 Penn Rood 
Pdm ~,  B l, 561-0211 
REACH 40 ,000 ,000  INTERNET USERS AND SELL 
YOUR PRODUCT OR SERVICE FREE 
ON THE INFORMATION SUPER-~'GHWAYI~, '~  
E l  
• Reach 40,000,000 Intarnet User 1,~f 
• Show Your Products In Full Color Graphics ~L  
• Immediate Response '~  j'~ ~ 
* Don'tMissThisOnce-ln-A-Li[etime ~-~ LJ L J  
FREE Advertising Offerl 
YES, I WOULD LOVE TO ADVERllSE MY PRODUCT OR SERVICE TO 40,000,000 • 
INTERNET USERS FOR FREE! PLEASE SEND ME MORE INFOIU~ATION. 
CmmdMogto: 
Name .............................................. ntrr AOEIT]SING OFFBt 
P.O. BOX 22923 
Address ........................................... PRINCE RUFFlT, L(. 
VIL141~ (604162¢6905 
Phone .............................................. UR FOR FASTER sBrdcE ~ r0 
(6o416274397 
Job Description: 
Qualifications: 
. :. MS FACT #5:~: 
Salary: 
Haws: 
Please send resume to: 
Terrace Day Care Centre 
requires u 
Child Care Supervisor 
To coordinate, administer and implement a full day rare pro- 
gram including morning pre-sdtool. 
• A valid EC.E Cedificote 
" A oiminal record check 
; Experience in child cure settings 
Experience in the administration a d management a o 
non-profit s~ety would be an asset 
SI2.08/hr 
six hours/day Monday- Friday 
Terrace gay Core .sadely President 
Kalhleen Parry 
4730 Lmn St. 
Terrace, B.C. V0G 1 Z7 
Please carl offer 6 p.m. at 635+9419 for further information. 
MS:FACT#8 
Refer to our ad under Education/TrainingJFull. 
and part-time positions with flexible schedules are 
: available during the upcom ngtax season: : :,:i ~ 
ili:  ilil ! iii C I163  9 iiiiiiiii;ili!!!iiiiiiiiiiiii ii !i
+;+!;++++++++++ ~ !~ +++++++++++i++~+++~%++++~+++++++++++++++~+++++++++:++++++++++++++++++++~+++++++++++++++++k+:++;++++++++++++++~++++++++++++++++ : ++ +;++++~+i + i ii + ~i+#++ 
•GUSH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE 
Evening Insl uctoP 
TePPnce, B.C. 
Northwest Community College, Terrace, requires a temporary 
part-time instructor for English as a Second Language 
commencing September 10 and terminating December 12, 
1996. This position will be four hours per week on Tuesday 
and Thursday evenings. The salary will be in accordance with 
the College Agreement with the 8CGEU Instructor scale. 
Duties: To teach beginner and intermediate level general 
communication skills to ESL students. 
Oualifications: A degree in a related discipline or a B.C. 
Teacher's Cert i f icate.  Education and training in 
EsL is required. 
We thank all applicants for their interest, however, only those 
selected for an interview will be contacted. Resumes should 
be submitted by September 4, 1996 to: 
Competition 96.079B . ~  
Director, Human Resources 
Box 726, Terrace, B,C. V8G 4C2 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
MUKS-KUM-OL HOUSING SOCIETY 
EXPERIENCED FINANCIAL ACCOUNTANT 
Full `time Permanent pmition repodng to the Executive Ditestor. 
= All bookkeeping end day to day accounting 
* Bank re~liofions, o¢counls payable, and dmque preperatlon 
• General Ledger maintenorKe, t nant =counts receivobhs 
= Payroll preparation 
• Preparation f1Dnely monthly financial stafemenls 
• Budgeling preporatlon 
• Full Job de~ription voilabh upon request 
• Cush flo~ anoly,J~ 
, audil usddonra 
• Invegnmt portfolio rnonogement 
Omdiflcollms: 
• Supetor ecord keeping and accounting skflh 
• Good knowledge ofcomputer aaounling (Act/Pad 
• Strong iniecporsuhol shills and lhe ability to interod well wilh a small monogemenl 
leom, 
• Knowledge ofthe Residential orCommercial Rental indushy, would be on usm. 
• Training towards on eccounfiAg desJgoation would be m ~I  
• Must be conscientious, energetic and dependable, with a good knowledge and 
understanding of the Aboriginal Cultures of the Nordic area. 
• Salary:. Commensurate wfth qualifkatiom and experience 
Muhs Kum OI housing Societf owns end operates a Properly Portfolio f 110 
Residential Rental Units within the ~ of Terrace, housing ~xlgiml poopk in mind. 
Resumes will be acepatd up to .Sept. 3/96. Plum rmlm~, in ronP, lem Io: 
Executive Diredor 
Muks Kum 0l Housing Society 
Sic. 302- 43622 Craig Ave. 
Tenor.e, B.C, 
VeG IM9 + 
Employment Opportunity 
Marketing & Sales Coordinator 
Ski Smithers is seeking an enthusiastic person to coordinate and action its 
winter promotion, special events, school program, and sales campaign. 
Duties: Promotion of ski & nnowboard packages, organizing sponsors for 
special events, organizing and running special events, action ng advertising 
plans, school skiing program coordinator, brochure distribution, organizing & 
participation in promotional ski shows. 
Background: . . . . . . . . .  
. Combination of training & experience in the marketing and promotion of 
recreational products, 
. Prev~Gs related experience In the ski Industry is preferable, 
, Ability to work with desktop publishing. (Microsoft Publisher or similar) 
, Ski or snowboard instructor certification & experience an asset. 
The successful candtdale will be employed during September and will report 
to the general manager. Employment to continue until mid April 1997, 
Renumeration will be based on qualifications and related work experience. 
Please provide resume in person or by mail to: 
Ski Smithera, P.O. Box 492, Smithers, B,C, V0J 2N0/Attention: General 
Manager. 
Deadline for applications: September 13, 1906, 
JOB POSTING: 
Job: Administration Clerk 
Send Resumes To: Wilp Si Sutxw Healing Centre 
Closing Date: September 6, 1996 
Salary: Negotiable 
"If individual will have the responsibility, authority and interpersonal 
skills to carry out oil administrative functions at the centre as directed hy 
the Executive Director. 
Duties: 
To ensure that all administrative needs at the centre are met in an 
efficient, effective and pleasant work environment. 
To be responsible for the maintenance of budget and fiscal control 
procedures including controls with resped to purchase orders, petty 
cash and travel advances and claims. 
To assist he program director in the development of polices, budget, 
programs and projects. 
To monitor the tern and condilions of all conlrods and to advise the 
executive director of key centred commitments and dotes. 
To provide routine bookkeeping with payroll and accounts payable. 
To be responsible for the up to date and proper maintenance of the 
centres filing syslem for: personnel, finances, clients and general. 
To practice and enforce discretion and confidentiality. 
To be the referral agent conrad for client intake application, schedul. 
ing and general information distribution. To assist the program direc. 
Cur in the prov'nion of client services, induding reports and follow-up. 
To work closely with the executive diredor on correspondence 
cheques, budgeting, staffing and to provide quarterly budget projec- 
tions and metiers pertaining to+the board of directors. 
Responsible for the treatment activity reporting system (TARS/ 
Provide general secretarial duties, general inventory of all centre's 
merchandise, including kitchen and T-shirt sales. 
Job Requirements: 
Post secondary education with maims in office administration, finan- 
cial management and controls, including bookkeeping and computer 
applications. 
2 years experience and proficiency with WordPerhct, sprendsheets, 
and database programs. 
Demonstrated interpersonal skills with staff, clients and public. 
Minimum of 2 years alcohol and drug free. 
Personal wellness plan 
Rasped and accept first notions cultural practices. 
Willing to provide an update criminal check. 
COMMERCIAL FISHING in 
Alaska, Make up to $30,000.00 
in three months, Other positions 
available. Both men/women. 
Call 7 days. 1-504-643-7970 
Ext, 0565K34. 
AVAILABLE TO do 
housekeeping. References 
supplied. Please leave a 
messaqe at 635-6738. 
BUTTON TOP loader and 
trucks looking for work. Ph: 
(604) 567-9668 (Vanderhoof). 
CARPENTER AVAILABLE. 
Framing, finishing, siding, Insld," 
or outside. We offer rates, carl 
635-1646. 
HOUSE CLEANER available. 
Phone 638-0580 and ask for 
Joan. 
PAINTER, 16 years experience, 
special rates on interior, exterior 
houses, Special rates for sen- 
lore, Free estimates. Phone 
635-3783. 
RESPONSIBLE MOM of 'tWO 
wishes to babysit (days) in my 
own home Uplands area. 
Excellent references. Call 635- 
6350. 
AUGUST 24 and 25 - 1996 
Hunting and Gun show at 
Prince George Golf and Curling 
Club, comer of Hwy 16 West 
and Hwy. 97, Prince George, 
B,C, To rseerve space or more 
Into: Ray Alexander, days 1- 
604-563-3306, evenings 1-604- 
564-0882 or write PC) Box 
'25,?.2, Prince George, B,C. V2N 
2S6. 
Knox United 
Church 
4907 Lazelle Ava. 
635-6014 
10:30 a.m. Sunday 
School  
and Worship  
Minister 
The Rev. Michael  
_, Hare 
Your Welcome 
Wagon 
Hostesses for 
Terrace, B.C. 
are: :' 
E la ine  636 . .3018 
F 'mn¢lne 6311-2688 
Ter ry  636-6348 
GI I I lan  636-3044 
If you have 
moved to Terrace 
or have just had a 
new baby, or are 
getting married, or 
s tar t ing  a new 
:business, just give 
~.ne of US a call. ~ 
CONFIDENTIAL - Your self im- 
provement plan will be OUR 
LrrTLE SECRET. More energy, 
better heallh, weight control? 
'Free consultation. CDT Health 
& Nutrition, Burns Lake 1-800- 
B98-7319. 
FRASER LAKE & Dist. 
Chamber of Commerce Fall 
Trade Fair, Sept. 13, 14, & 15 
at Fraser Lake arena. Opening 
hours: Fri. Sept, 13 - 6 pm to 9 
pm set up, 9 pm to 10 pm wine 
& cheese for participants, Sat. 
Sept. 14 - 10 am to 9 pm Sun. 
Sept. 15 - 10 am to 4 pm to 
book your booth or for more 
Information call 699-6219 
(Sherri) or fax 699-8874. Exhibit 
fee $65.00. 
Ric  m l [ ng 
FOUi - ATION 
This Foundation is committed to f inancial ly supporting 
community recreation projects and programs inc luding 
the addition of a Second Sheet of ice. 
For information call 635-6948 or write to 
Rick and Paul King Foundation, 
P.O. Box 203, Terrace, BC, V8G 4A6. 
The Rick and Paul King foundation is a registered non- 
profit society and is registered as a charity with Revenue 
Canada. 
i 
WANT TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT [ 
"THE ~ I  
TORONTO @~1 
BLESSING" ~+1 
See Catch The Fire. 
Sunday Evenings 10:00.10:30 p,m. 
on cable Channel 30 ~sion) 
T0ronto Airp0rt Christian Fellowship 
1-(416) -674.8463 
Find us on the net 
http://www tad org/ 
' THOE~WHILL  
c~p~c~ 
Su~,d~,~r~ee~45 
Tee ~t &M~lt Pole Clmce 
Sub, ,CeolCl t lqr,2.12 930 
Conelg ~ e ~eers  
. . 'eelz+l ~'lJ i Groups 
• ~Lul M.ld-w el Bible 8tudJes 
c 
l~%, NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
& HEAUNG CENTRE 
"l~nmt Ymr Perm~ Gm~' 
kmUm/W=pl~c Uas~ Strm 
m.a~se~-Saf ~d~g~l  
mdu~W pr07am rulable ~ 
meks~-I~ny O~w k4Mt~ 
Nusvdett~ Infmm Du d 0ur 
Smt~ & Events 
3611 Cottonwood 
In Thomhn1635-7776 
e( 
CORRECTION 
In this week's I(mrl ~yer ~ fu11~- 
eno~ have alton=l: 
11m Ledim' 'Levi's' Jeans, featured on 
page 19 [or S!4.95, will not be 0veil- 
able of the G.E. 'Ultra' Telephone f a- 
tured on page 21 is not m iJla~lmt~. 
We appolo~ize for on)' inconvenience 
Ihk may have caus=L 
Kmort Canada Umit~l 
ARE YOU SAFE? 
TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe shelter to 
women with or without children. 
You can call. Even just to talk. 
Battering is not o.kl 
It is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places, 
TERRACE TRANSIT ION 
HOUSE:  
635-6447 
24 HOURS A DAY 
it 
Got a complaint 
about the press? 
.., let the Press Council know 
Formed at the initiative of the 
I newspaper publishers in British 
Columbia, we are a non-judicial 
I review board which hears 
unresolved complaints about 
the press, 
] The Press Council seeks to 
I ensure fairness and accuracy 
l and promotes quality journalism while protecting the free flow 
of informatlon, 
l B. C Press Council 900 - 1281 W, Georgia St. 
Vancouver B.C. V6E 3J7 
I Tel/Fax: (604) 683-2571 
• Interviews for fu!!-:and part-time positions may be 
offered tO qualified graduates upon completion of 
this course. The positions involve tax preparation, 
quality control and electronic filing of returns. See 
our help wanted ad.. 
CallH &R Block:• 
ii i i i! 
I n  l~vtng  Memory  o f  
Orv i l le  Spencer  
Aug.  9, 1991 
A mtllio~ times we'~ missedyo= 
If iot~ co~ld l~e s+~ed you 
Yo= re.vet would h+~ dle~ 
Ow de~re+t o~s I~ve loved you 
I~ • ~ s+m~c~l way. 
We often sit a,d I~k  ef you~ 
If we had o~e ilfetime wisb. 
A deem tbat ¢oul4 ~me true. 
Fe'4 pray to God, ~lb all our 
be+rts, for yesZer4a~ nd you! 
Remetahered with all our love: 
Bea & Man. Florence. Ben & 
/~rm, Rob & Deb~ Vivtan & 
All the gramt children and the 
&mat o'andcblldren 
In Lov ing Memory  of 
WAYNE PATRICK SHIPPIT 
B<~n: October 2a, 1948 
Oliver, B,C. 
Passed Away: August 4,19~ 
Terrace, B,C. 
~ 0~ t0'0ur PSt'. ff0m P0k~ 
Ht mmlo Ilml(ort~ 
~olmmlwtmy 
Yom~ and haw Io learn 
W,s~w=k.~i~ptm~ 
~tkmmiogm~ 
Ood himdsh mm mo~ 
Amml ~qu~ 
11m ~ dmmswoddnot bd+ 
We&Ill hhndaml 
~mhismm 
St=rod =~aWa~ 
~mA~t~m= 
hmm~ my=tell 
Tom=l~ d'==d~d~ ym 
Ikmgrmup~ 
A ks~ r=~S=r~ 
IriS fame, tm~el 
~kmlm=werr~ 
Putm q~ea~. 
s~m~ t 
,d~ or,+P,,o,~ 
ne drives fo(d;e Lind now 
Inhmnobm 
Wt~hl~,.mmb. 
~a lam:~h~ k~l 
la mr~aT 
Imo~lotm~M 
W~kwm,h,y. 
A~t~li=l~d 
I ~ his pmintm, ds m,~ld be: 
~h~'s~ 
My ~ roll h with~ al 
Oynstfan~ 
l'motpem~ m~nl 
Imamllm 
whmw¢l el 
~tow',, 
A~N. 
P~ck, you will be m~d by al, 
Marc Lissoway, Regional Manager  and Staff 
of the Great-West Life Assurance Company 
wish to give recognition to: 
"James M. Lynch" 
It is with great pride that the Central BC 
Regional Agency takes this opportunity 
to thank Jim Lynch for his ++30 YEARS" 
of hard work and dedicated service, 
Great job Jim and continued successll 
MS is the most common ' 
neurological disease affecting 
young adults in Canada. 
Hultiple Sclerosis 
Society of Canada 
1-800-268-7582 ] 
We don ' t  know what  
causes mult iple sclerosis 
but research is closer to 
f inding the answer. 
Hultiple 
Sclerosis 
Society of Canada 
1-800-268-7582 
In Loving Memory of 
Jim McRae 
lira will be sadly missed by his parents 
Audrey and Gesdd McRau; his brothers 
and sisters, Pad, Christine, Bmlon, Kate, 
Legion and their families. 
A dedication to Jim from his brother, 
Legion: 
~e ere the music mukm, and we ere 
the dreamers at dreams." 
.tim will always be afledionately remem- 
bered by his friend and roommate, Pat; 
his many friends in the community, ued 
those who cared for him. 
Jim was a special gift and will remain 
forever in our hearts. 
lu loving Memory Of 
Jose Garcia Soares 
Born: Jpril 7,1933 
Bied: August 25,1995 
~'t  grleve for me, for r~w l~l free 
I'm followfxg t~ p=th God laid for me 
I took HIs ~ w&,a l belrd llb call 
I t~  ~ ba¢t ~ lefl lt all 
, mNld ~,ot ~T mot~,r ~ 
ro ~w&b, ro~e, to ~ or p~! 
T~ tefl umi~se m~ o~ tbot m~ 
I fomld pelce at the dew of the t~r 2 
If  s31mrtrs& b~ lefl J reld 
1~m fltl tt ~tlt j rem~e~ 
abe,  these tb/ngs I too i l l  mm 
~ e, ot ~ l tm~ ~tb tlmes of ~ 
! b'lsb)~m the mmbl~ o f t~ 
M! Ilfe~ k.eR fmlt, l utotrw/ m~b 
Per~ mT rlme seemed all to br@ f 
0o~ Y len&t~ it ~ with a~dse /ffief 
£Jfl yo= ~# tA4 s+=~ g+lb me 
GOd lmtlted me low, He ~l me fret. 
Forever in our hearts 
and thoughts 
Maria Tsardidis 
and family 
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Weddings, Grads, Birthdays, Anniversaries, To & From Dinner, Scenic 
Tours, Airport Service and any olher Custom Special Requests. 
Serving the Pacific Norfhwesl. 
Call 635-5588 
FAX 635-4403 
Advanced Bookings #7, 3330 River Drive 
Recommended Terrace, B.C. V8G 3P1 
'i-RenderS'aug Restaurant i \ -  
Rendezvous=Sangam=Meeting Place 
.ow, n,',l. 
, , ~Authent lc  East Ind ian  Food ' \  
/ .:. : , .  - , , , , , ,  ' ,  
635-4494 .," 
i_j ,.'~zv,,~"/ H! l l / "  
PIONEER UPHOLSTERY 
since 1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
Claudette Sandecki 
3901 Dabble St. 
635-9434 
F ~-  ' - - : t  I l l ' e -  : : - - : ;  " 
OPTOMETRIST 
638-8055 
FLUID APPLIED ELASTOMERIC COATING 
FreeEstimoles Asphalt Shingle 0 ]  
Melal Roof Moss Removal 
Pressure Wash 
NOR-RANGE DISTRIBUTORS LTD. 
3980 OLD LAKELSE LK. RD. 
Terrace, B.C. 635-7855 
SHELL CANADA PRODUCTS LTD. 
BRIAN BURDETIr 
BURDETIr DISTRIBUTORS (1977)  LTD. 
4760 KEffH AVENUE 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5P3 
BUS: (604) 635-2818 
FAX: (604) 638-1188 
RES: (604) 635-3367 
PRINCE RUPERT 
(604) 627-4192 
STEWART 
(604) 636-2344 
For ALL Your 
Bulk Lubrication 
Gas and Diesel 
Needs 
0 
She l l  
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
~ ryentry - Reno:at ions No lob too Small' ,'+;:~'~ . . . .  
Seniors Rates "~"~ 
3678 Juniper St. Malcolm Simons 
Terrace, B.C. Ph. 635-7724 
Gim Young Wang 
December 12, 1931 -July 29, 1996 
Gim is survived by his loving children Glen, Diana, Andrew 
and Michael. Best friend and loving wife, Lena/Oy Chee of 
Terrace, B.C. 
Gim was highly admired and respeded by many people. Always 
ready to give a friendly greeling, smile, sympathetic ear, and 
helping hand. He touched many lives and gave lhe gift of 
friendship and humour. Gim was a wonderful, hardworking 
father, husband, son, friend, and business man. He was o gen- 
tleman of integrity, sincerity and generosity. Gim gave his best 
to his family, friends and to the Terrace community. 
Special thanks to the Terrace Rotary Club for quickly helping 
us ~th lhe August 12, 1996 memorial service el lhe R.EM. Lee 
theatre. Red Carpet for donating beverages to the service. 
Maggie MacKay of MacKay's Funeral Services Ltd. for her com- 
passionale words and suggestions. Charlie Meek for organizing 
and giving a wonderful eulogy al lhe memorial service. Wayne 
Braid for giving an eulogy of Gim's contributions to the com- 
munily and as a Rotarian of 24 years. The compassionate sup- 
part and efforts of the medical slaff at the Mills Memorial 
Hospital in Terrace and lhe coronary unJl at St. Paul's Hospital in 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Heartfell lhanks l0 Joe Whitney, Audun Birkedal, Yvonne 
Forcier, Celia and Hing Mung, Richard Kerr and family, Rita 
Kerr-Nielsen and Jens Neilsan, Barb Kerr, Ken Earl, Paul 
Williams, and the family from Rendezvous. The family would 
also like to thank all the people who offered their kindness 
(words, cards, flowers, and donations) and support to us. 
In Gim's memory, donations may be made to lhe Heart and 
Stroke Foundation, Box 22, Terrace, B.C. VBG 4A2 
CONSTRUCTION & RENOVATION 
FROM DESIGN TO FINISH 
[604) 635-0737 
+ R&F • . • #1 - 4748 Lakelse, Terrace V8G 5E7 . . . . .  : ; , ~ ~ .  ' 
• - . . . . . .  " • '* " :  " '+*  ' • " ' I  ' + 
(Also with location+ in Smithers and Houston) " ~ IHT BALL G ~  
J ¢  EVERY SUNDAY AT NOON ~i l r~ 
. . r  ~ (AGES 14 & UP) .~  ~ ~ ~ 
S ~ "~ "rfE NEAR THE OLD RIFLE RANGE ON KALU ~' '  " " "  'M '~  + "+ 
~ . ~ ' .  ~1~._ Super  SeJectlonol:CaJSpas j~.=ToAqegiste r Cal l  Aaroq~: I, s ,+ 9camp 225RR3 
Kolum Lake Driv~ FRANCIS GUERIN 
• ' • FilterCleoningSel'vices (604) 638-8004 .=, .~/  vm4R6 Phone:635-1+23 
Billiards. I 1 " : Less°ns /nc lude  a windsurfer '  ¢1 r
I ~"~~~r~l l  FREE WeterTeshng I l :  : : wetsuitlandP.F.Di:::i : : l  
| Novice Certification AIR-N-WATER 
I Group of 2-4 people ADVENTURES ~ " 
I 6hr. lesson over2 days. 638-8004 ! in  5 CANADIANS 
Vicki Parviainen 
, Dance Studio 
/~1~'~\ A variety of: Jazz, Ballet, 
~'~ k~ ? ~ Ethnic character and 
*~ l/+" + Tap within classes. 
~] AGES: 41/2 to Adult 
Phone: 6354483 
KERMODEI DIVE SHOP 
See Us First ForYouriWaterski :,i +:::ii i 
liiili ::: . . . . . . .  i!+~DivingWetsuits! . . . . . .  ::Jl 
4546 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
635-9440 
CAN'T BREATHE PROPERLY 
B ~ a I  the odds on lung disease. 
Arm yourse l f  w i th  the latest  lung 
facts from the B.C. Lung Association. 
Reduce a i r  po l lu t ion  from residential 
wood smoke and auto emissions wilh ~ tips from the Association. Suppor t  advanced research  and province-wide community education programs sponsored by your Lung 
Association. 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
fLUNG ASSOCIATION Box 34009, Station D Vancouver, B.C, V6J 4M2 
(Advertising space donated by Ihis publica,ion) 
BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 
Directory of Services 
;7::i~i(~i!!!i~!:~7i~;!~:!:!~:::!:~+~:::(!~::;~;:i~:ii!!;~i~!~i:~:7!:::7::/:L;:::~!~!:~::;~?::: ?~/ .~;;:~.~+~+ :+~;:~:~ ~+~+;~:V ; ;~::~ ~+~::~:~;~+~7~:~:~:~:%;~y:~?~:~:~:~/~`;M~!~ :; ~ : ; : ,  i~:::~:::;:: C:::::i i,i il;!;~!i:!i~!iiiii!::7{Ti;i%i~ ¸ 
~ :. ~ ww~v. kermode.net :+:i ~ ',' 
!:::,:: evlne Cot 
): ~ e /  Restaurant/ Industrial U 
~ Karren Fenelra (604)632-3166 or 
• email  • internet access  
• web pages ' training I 
Terrace's only locally owned full service i:i; 
internal provider. . 
RGS Internet Services Customer Service 1-888-21t-JAVA+ 
4722 Lakelse Ave. i~i}i~i~:~!i,~!i~i!ii~,~i;:~!::~!i~it~::.l:~i~i~l / 
Ph.: 635-3444 ::;::? ~We' re  Not  #1, but  our  Customers  Are J ,~ j '~  
Fax: 635-9727 emaih sales@kermode.net :.;ii;i ~ ~  ~~/ '~_____ ,~_  
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Meet Adrienne. She was born with asthma 
- -  a chronic disease affecting more than 
100,000 British Columbians. But thanks 
to the Lung Association's work in research 
and education, more youngsters like 
Adrianne live full, active, healthy lives. And 
become what they were always meant o 
be. A real handful. 
~ BRITISH COLUMBIA LUNG ASSOCIATION 
For info: (604) 731.5864 or 1.800.665-5864 
Form~ 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
The Ladvnach Faust ~ce  Road ~11 
be closed to all traffic on We~ 
August 28, 1996 for bridge rear. For 
more information please contsct Bob 
Cuthbert at the North Coast Forest 
District, t25 Market Race, Prince 
Rupert. British Columbia, VSJ 1S9 or 
call the Engineering Section st (604) 
624-7460, 
Ga~ E.Ad~p~ 
Dts~Of Manger 
Forelti 
NOTICE INVITING APPUCATION FOR 
TIMBER SALE IJCEBCE A54756 
Pursuant o Section 16 of the Forest Act, 
sasJdd lander applicaUons will be sccepted 
by the Dtstrist Manager, Kelum Forest 
District, Terrace, British Columbia, up to 
10:30 a.m,, on the 5th day of September, 
1996 to be opened at It:30 a`m,, es the 5~ 
day of September, 1996 for a Timt:er Sale 
Ucenoe to euttmdze the ImJ'vesling at 1,520 
cul~c meUes, more of less, of limber located 
in the vicinity of Kitimat in the Kalum TImber Stcply ~'ea`  
TOTAL VOLUME: 1,520 cubic metres, more or less 
BPECIES: Cedai:.t 00~, 
TERM: One (I) Year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $6+00 
This sale is designated as helicopt~ logging 
access or~y, Shingle aJ~ shake bolts will be 
manufactured in the bush a.ns stung to re- 
determined landing site. 
Bidding is restricted to persons registered in 
the Small Business Forests Enterprise 
Program, Category T~o (2). 
If there is no interest from Cetegoff Two (2) 
registrants on the auction closing date, then 
t~e sais may be re.adve~sed for offer under 
beth catogo~. 
Pa,'lJculam may be obtained from District 
Manager. Ka~um Forest District, at #200- 
5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British 
C.,d um ~a VBG 1LI. 
A mr,~ of ( ~  
Forests 
NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR 
TIMSER SALE UCENCE A.54909 
Pursuant o Section 16 of the Forest Act, 
seofed tender applicaUons ~II be accepted 
by the District Manager, Kalum Forest 
Ois~ct, Ten'ace, 8~sh Columbia, up to 8:30 
a.m. on the 4th day of September, t996 to 
be opened at 9:30 a`m., on the 4th day of 
September, 1996 for e limber Sale LIcence 
to authorize the harvesting of 825 cubic 
metres, more or less, of Umber located in the 
vidnity of Kitimat in the Kalum"timber Supply 
Ale& 
TOTAL VOLUME: 825 cubic metres, mere or 
less 
SPECIES: Cedar:100~, 
TERM: One (t) Yea+" 
UPSET s'nJMPAGE: $6.00 
This sale is designated ~ hdlcopter logging 
access only. Shingle ~ sl'~e botts will be 
manufactured in the bush ass slung to poe- 
determined landing site. 
Bidding is resthcted to persons registered in 
the Smell Business Forests Enterprise 
Program, Categuy One (I). 
If there Is no interest #am Categoq One (1) 
registrants on the auction ofo~ng date, then 
tbe sa~e may be m-adve~sed for allot under beth categoies. 
Partisdars may be obtained from Dtsltict 
Ma.,'tager, Kalum Forest District, st #200. 
5220 Keith Avenue, "l'er,'ace, British 
Co,amiga VBG t LI. 
Project:. Cily of Terrace - Renovalion 
to Public Works Building. 
5003 Graham Avenue, 
Terrace 
Owner:. Cily of Tenace 
3215 Eby Stme! 
Te,ace, B.C. VBG 2XB 
Contrador: Nesbill Constcuction 
Umited 
Box 895 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
V8G 3Y1 
The above menlioned project has been 
declared subslanliallv performed as of 
lhe 205 Augusl, 1996. 
In acc0rd0nce with lhe builders Uen Act 
ADAM 
ENGINEERING LID 
SEALED TENDERS for the following 
Small Business Forest Enterprise 
Program (SBFEP) Brushing contract 
will be received by the District 
Manager, North Coast Forest Distdct, 
125 Market Place, Prince Rupert 
B.C. V8J 1B9, on the date shown. 
Contract: BR97DNC • SBOt, cover- 
ing approximately 9.0 ha. 
Located: Ensheshase River, Work 
Channel, North Coast Forest District 
Approximately 20 km north of Prince 
Rupert, B.C. 
The brushing areas are Isolated and 
can only be accessed by air or water. 
A mandatory site viewing will take 
place on September 4, 1996.Anyone 
Interested In bidding should meet at 
the North Coast Forest District office 
at 9:00 a.m. on September 4,1996. 
Tenders must be submitted on the 
form and in the envelope suppfled 
which, with particulars, may be 
obtained from the Ministff or Forests, 
district Manager, Indicated above. 
The lowest or any tender will not 
necessarily be accepted. All enqul- 
des should be made to the contract 
co-ordinator, Mark Clark, by phone 
624-7460. 
Deadline for receipt of lenders is 
September 2, 1996 @ 3:30 p.m., at 
which time all tenders will be 
opened. Fax tenders will NOT be 
accepted. 
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747 Air Cadets Sponsoring Society 
~ " dudes lo t  
ate P ,, . . :  al¢l u~ .~"" assu~eg:.. " :~ 
4103 Temple Dr. 
Tickets Available For Purchase Starting Aug. 28 at: S 
Terrace Volunteer Bureau . Mohawk A 
Gemma's Bed & Bath Boutique. End Of The Roll 
Central Gifts Skeena Mall ~ :~~!~I~~' 
Ca h Visa M tercar D it ar A e te  
(}i) I 
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Slick 
track 
slows 
racers 
COLD WIND and drizzling 
rain wasn't enough to keep 
hardy drivers and race fans 
away from the final points 
day at the track, August 18. 
It was the last chance for 
drivers to improve their 
points standings, so a wet 
track was not about to deter 
them. 
However, it did make for 
some excellent racing, as 
smooth driving skills be- 
came much more critical 
than pure power in negotiat- 
ing the slippery track. 
It was Kiddies Day too, 
and lots of children got to 
ride in the cars during inter- 
mission. They also received 
balloons and had their facks 
painted by Gizmo the 
clown. Pamela Wolnowski 
even provided cup cakes. 
Winners of the day in- 
cluded 97 Darcy McKeown 
taking the A Hobby trophy 
dash, with 55 Wea Patterson 
winning the heat and main. 
In the B group, it was 97 
Jules LaFrance winning the 
dash, 55 Dave Reinhart ak- 
Sports Scope 
Scramble results 
MORE THAN $2,400 was raised for the Back Nine 
project at the Skeena Valley Golf course by the Ev's 
Two-man alternate shot scramble, August 14. 
Nearly 100 players turned up for the event which saw 
Jim and Scott Rigler take overall ow gross, while Hans 
Fedderson and Ray Johnson took overall ow net. High 
score went to Richard and John Evans. 
American creek ascent 
THE HIK ING Club is planning a possible overnight 
trip to the American Creek Trail, which is in the 
Stewart area, Jorma wi l l  be. leading this group. For 
more information call 638-0783. 
Horse shows 
THE 4-H CLUB is having a Junior Horse Show in 
Kitimat, September 7. The show is open to anyone un- 
der 19, and it will be held at Snowflake Community 
Fairgrounds. 
The following day, September 8, the Kitimat Valley 
Horse Show and Mini-Event will take place at the fair- 
grounds. 
For more information on these events call 632-2033, 
Skater's workshop 
THE TERRACE Skating Club is hosting a skaters 
workshop from Friday, September 6 to Sunday, Sep- 
tember 8. 
The workshop will be conducted by two previous BC 
Section championship skaters Brad Maclean and 
Kristen McKay, as well as Brad Sher, National Preci- 
sion coach. 
All Canfigure, Test and Competitive skaters are wel- 
come to attend. 
For more information and registration costs call 
Donna at 635-3648 or Gaii at 635-7245. 
632-6740 or 632-4540. 
Trap Thursdays 
EVERY THURSDAY night, the Terrace Rod and 
Gun has a practice trap shoot. The shooting starts at 7 
p.m. For more information, call Ken at 635-1865. 
Dragging again 
CONTRARY TO popular belief, the fastest ime at 
this year's Riverboat Days Drag Races did not go to 
Troy Tymoschuk, but to Mark Sarich. Sarich blazed 
through the eighth-mile in 5.359 seconds. 
Miss Fitness 
BERNADINE DRAKE heads to Hamilton today with * 
help from Laurie Monture and Gayle Munson to cam- 
pete at the Canadian Fitness Championships. Her 
results will be posted in an upcoming edition of the 
Standard. 
THE PARTNERS 
OF 
"I' "W'(' 'WHEATH . 
* 8A,PJIi.TII~S AND SOLIaTOItS. 
MASSIMO D. DURANDO 
StreetHess winning the main" ingMea while,  theAtheclassheat a d024114EdFraser ~(::~ Fa l l l , .  Fa t ' r  .................... 
Sutherland Jr. took the dash, 
with 406 Randy Chalifoux 
winning the heat and 919 
Fraser Sutherland Sr. win- ' . 
ning the main. , '/,~ ~ i,. ~ " " . ~ , '~-  ,~ '  
In the B class 227 Clint / l ~ A i ~ ~ l ~ ®  ~" 
124 Chris Leclerc ~,inning 
the heat and 406 Claus Wol- 
nowski taking the main. 
And in the C class, it was 
024 Margo Fleming win- 
ning the dash, with 227 
Vicki Johnson taking the 
heat and 124 Tara Wol- 
nowski winning the main. 
In the Jamboree, it was 91 
Howie O'Brien winning the 
Hobby stock and 124 Chris 
Leclerc winning the Street. 
i ~ : 
L- : / i  ,:i 
Century 
cycling 
i 
MORE THAN 40 competi- :: :.: : 
tots turned out for the an . . . .  :: ::i~ 
nual Skeena River Chal- 
lenge, August 18. C0mpeti- ii ii~: !iii:~ii 
tots from all over the north- 
west turn,ul up to bike the .... 
100 miles from Prince :~:~: '~::: 
Rupert o Terrace. 
: .ii 17 i] . ':: 
The ride began at the Per- :i!i: I 
forming Arts Centre in 
Prince Rupert at 9:30 am :/~i i: 
and riders started to pull iii:" 'i 
into Terrace just before 2 
pm that afternoon. ~'i :~:: 
Thb year's fastest tLme 
went to 27-year-old Peter ~.: : 
Krause, who completed the ~:::i:: 
160 kilometre course in a : : :  
mere four hours, eight i:.ii:i L 
minutes and 24 seconds. :: : 
That was ge~d enough to 
nudge 39-year-old Perry : 
Gmnenberg out of first 
place. Grnnenberg was only 
38 seconds behind Krause. :' 
The best time in the Junior 
Men category went to 16- 
year-old Adam Spensley 
who finished fifth overall at 
4:21.01. And in the Masters 
category, 42-year-old Nip- 
per Kettle was f~t  at 
4:13.21. 
The first woman to cross 
the line was 38-year-old 
Lauren Williams, who fin- 
~hed at 5:56.57. 
• : i •  ::17•¸•¸i•¸:! ,!!:/:•i / . i  ; ¸ :  " : :  
are p leased  to announce  
that  
Mass imo D. Durando  
has  jo ined  the  f i rm as 
an  assoc ia te .  
• I IMUI.I~'IE~ AND SOUCI lrUI~ * 
PRINCE GEORGE 
I 
I 
I I 
New 1996 GMC Fu l l  S i ze  1 /2  Ton .  
STOCK # 96204 
Base Price ..................... 18,895 
Cloth Seats ........................... 55 
Vortec 4300-V6 ................... NC 
5 Speed .............................. NC 
Wheel Trim Rings ................. NC 
Paint Rear Step 
Bumper ............................... NC 
P-235/75R.15 
Tires ................................... NC 
19,140 
Frieght Charge ................... 870 
MSRP .................... $19,820.00 
. . . .  ~ . ,  , ~ ~ y . . ~ , ~ ¢ ~ ,  ~ 
1991 GMC Extended Cab 
• 6 Cy l inder  * 5 speed * A~I /F~I  Casset te  
STK.  #96708-2  
Fall Fa i r  Special  
or  lease  fo r  
PER MONTH 
i 1994 FordF150 Super Cab 
• V8 • 5 speed 
• A i r  
Cond i t ion ing  
• T i l t  S teer ing  " 
AM/F#!  Casset te  
STK.  #96205-1  
: Fa l l  Fa i r  Price $16,988 1 Fall Fair Price $11 ,988  I 
1994 Ford Aerostar Wagon : 1993 G#IC Extended Cab ! 
All Wheel D~ve-XLT 4X4 
: 6~,. automatic ..... ~:..'.~.~t~'~:~'.*~:~:~::,.~:~.~:~..,~:~ .....:~: . ..... * g8" 5Speed 
: : * A i r  Conditioning ..... ~m~.~,~,: . . : : :~: : :2~:: : : :  AM/FM Cassette 
: C rutseCont ro l  * 
.~:: ' : .  Tilt steering STK. #96198"1 
: i • • ~ ~<:" ":ti~il ' ,i~::ii!~i~!~i~i!i~ii~i!~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~::.:.:.:~i.....~.~ 
....... $17 ,988  $17,988 I:::: '::':: ::: Fall Fair Price Fall Fair Price 
r------- 1992 Reg .... ' :~: 1992 Chev 4x4  Buick al 4dr 
I • 60,1 • v6.  air : 
• Automat ic  
' *  Automat ic  • Power  Wtt tdow 
• AM/PM Cassette • Potver  Locks  
STK. #96238.1 *Cru ise  
• T i l t  
• AM/Fit! Cassette  
STK. #96198.1  
Fall Fair Price $11,988 Fall Fair Price $12,988 
i i!i / !ii ! 
1995 Oldsmobile Ciera 4 dr. 
* 6cy i "  Automat ic  ~ i ~  
• A i r  Cond i t ion ing  : i .~:~:~L¢~_~,!;!i: i ~ - . ~  ~ 
• Power  Windows ....:,:::: ~::::::i.....~:'.. . • ~ ' 
* Power  Locks  .... ~"  !" ':~ 
• Cru ise  Cont ro l  ~ ~ i i :  
• AM/F~! Casset te  ~f f~ '~ i [ i i i : :~ : : i l  
STK. #~5852-1  
fall fair erice $17~988 
1992 GMC Extended Cab 
SLE-4X4 
• 454.118 • Autoraat~ - , ,  ~ . 
• AIrCondittoning ~ ~ i : : : : : : i :  :! ! ~ 
• Power Locks • .:,- ' " :~ , ,  .... ' ,. 
• " Cruise~lt SteeringC°ntr°l '::~ :::= ' :  . . . . . . .  ":~:~:~:~:~: 
• AM/FM Cassette 
#96257-1 
Fa l l Fa i rP r i ce$16,988  
1988Jimmy 4x4 
• 454-V8 • Automat ic  
• Air  Condit ioning ~ ~  • 
• Power  Locks ~ ~  
• Crutae Cont ro l  ~ ~ ~ . ~  . . . . .  
• Tilt Steering ~ ~  : 
• AM~M Cassette - " 
STIr, #.96237 I
$5 988 Fall Fair Price ~ : :.:.i.:i ::.: 
i I ] .  
i ~ i :  *Lea" quotes onGMC 1/2 ton Is over 36 montl=, Requ!reS$3374ddw~ & first month payment &.cu~y deposit, total paid $I0~.00. Does not include Ilcenca. taxes, or insurance. :. : i :  i 
,::~ i 
McEwan 
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R KITI MAT ~632~4941~i~Z : .  
out  OF TOWN CUSTOMERS :i : ' 
TERRACE 635-4941 
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